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Introduction 

The twenty-first annual meeting of The Charles Wesley Society (CWS) was 

held July 18-20,2010, at the Nazarene Theological College in Manchester, UK, 

with the theme "Charles Wesley as Correspondent." In this issue the minutes of 

the Annual Meeting 2010 of CWS are followed by three articles that were pre

sented by the authors, Peter Forsaith, Gareth Lloyd, and Julie A. Lunn, at that 

meeting. 

In the article, "Epistle and Gospel: The Place of Correspondence in the 

Eighteenth-century Revival of Religion," Peter Forsaith discusses the develop

ment of the postal service in Britain in the eighteenth century and the importance 

of its role as a vehicle for the expansion of the Evangelical Revival. The author 

describes a variety of networks within the Methodist movement: John Wesley's 

connection, Countess Huntingdon's connection, Whitefield's chapels, and the 

Inghamites. In addition there were diverse networks of preachers. All of these 

benefited in many ways from the distribution of letters through the Royal Mail. 

Forsaith's brief outline of the history of the Royal Mail is extremely helpful 

in understanding his main point that the many networks of the Evangelical 

Revival would not have developed and functioned as effectively as they did with

out the services of the Royal Mail. It was a primary source of communication in 

a variety of letter styles: circular, private, literary, pastoral, and familiar. 

The letters of John Fletcher, to whom Forsaith has devoted considerable 

research, provide an interesting case study. In addition, the distinctive features of 

evangelical letters are carefully described in this study. 

Gareth Lloyd's article, "The Charles Wesley Letters Project: The 

Challenge and the Methodology," provides a foretaste of the forthcoming pub

lication of the letters of Charles Wesley in two volumes by Oxford University 

Press, edited by him and Kenneth G. C. Newport of Liverpool Hope University. 

The first volume will contain 342 letters written between 1728 and 1756. The 

second volume will include the remaining letters. Lloyd outlines the problems 

connected with the project, begun in the 19408 by the late Frank Baker. They are 

principally the size of such a project, the difficulty of dating many of the letters, 

as well as identification of locale. 

Lloyd pays appropriate homage to the work of Frank Baker, which is seminal 

to the current project, yet there are identifications and discoveries of letters he did 

not make during his lifetime. There are also letters for which Baker had tran

scriptions, which do not appear to have extant originals. The largest group of let

ters consists of letters written by Charles Wesley to his wife Sally. 

There are a variety of textual issues outlined by Lloyd: coded names, lack of 

signatures to many letters, letters signed with initials, numerous abbreviations 

that are not always consistent, erratic punctuation, shorthand that is not always 
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consistent. Charles's inconsistency in many arenas is somewhat harrowing to the 

researcher. 

The letters are important for the understanding of Charles Wesley and his per

spectives on the Evangelical Revival that differ from John. They reveal his emo

tional tendencies and spontaneity, as well as his moodiness, and provide insight 

into his personality and spiritual struggles. These volumes will enhance the 

opportunity to write a critical biography of the life of Charles Wesley. 

The common and differing views of John and Charles Wesley on sanctifica

tion have been a subject of discussion for many y ears. In her article, "The 

Concept of Sanctification in John and Charles Wesley," Julie A. Lunn brings 

the primary elements of their views together in a two-faceted study. (1) She first 

shapes an overview of the literature of scholars who have addressed this subject. 

Their diverse discussions are viewed from four perspectives: experimental the

ology, eschatological theology, moral theology, and liberation theology. (2) Lunn 

then examines the distinctive emphases of John and Charles Wesley on sanctifi

cation: instantaneous or gradual, before or at death, sanctification and suffering, 

ascetical detachment from the world, and mysticism. 

The late Oliver A. Beckerlegge once discussed the subject of the article, 

"Charles Wesley in Stone," at an annual meeting of The Charles Wesley Society 

in the section on texts. In his retirement he collected numerous epitaphs from 

many cemeteries of England, but largely from Cornwall and York, areas he knew 

very well. W hile his subject may seem unlikely for a scholarly journal, it is 

important for understanding the social impact of Charles Wesley's verse on a 

broad spectrum of people. Beckerlegge is careful to provide name, place, and 

date (of the deceased) for each epitaph. While he shows that a large number of 

the poetical examples cited appear in the 1780 A Collection of Hymns for the Use 
of the People Called Methodists, all original citations have been noted in the foot

notes. The breadth of the epitaph references emphasizes not only the strong faith 

of the deceased, but acts of piety, e.g. Holy Communion ("Come, sinners to the 

gospel feast") and acts of mercy, e.g. service to the poor ("A nursing Mother to 

the poor, I For them she husbanded her Store"). Beckerlegge is aware that his 

study has limited focus and is confident that wider research in the UK, and in the 

U.S.A. could provide additional examples. This article is important for those 

who study the social location of knowledge, and in this instance, the knowledge 

of Charl  Wesley's poetry and its impact on families, and church 

commumtles. 

We are grateful to Randy L. Maddox for providing two bibliographies of 

importance to Charles Wesley studies. The first is "Charles Wesley's Personal 

Library, ca. 1765," which consists of four catalogues of books made by Charles 

Wesley himself of his personal holdings. The list is strong in biblical studies and 

Anglican standards. W hile Wesley only provides the name of the author and 

short title, Maddox has researched the full bibliographical information and pro
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vides where possible the location of the volumes. The second bibliography is 

titled "Collection of Music (1768): Charles Wesley, Jr." Once again the manu

script list includes only the last name and short title of a work, but Maddox sup

plies the full bibliographical information for the various musical selections. 

S T Kimbrough, Jr., Editor 





Minutes of the 2010 Annual Meeting 

The Charles Wesley Society 


Monday, July 19, 2010 


Nazarene Theological College 

Didsbury, Manchester, England 


Presiding: Paul Chilcote, President. 

Present: Jenny Carpenter, Peter Forsaith, Geordan Hammond, Esther 

Handschin, Terry Hurst, Carol Inman, Donald Inman, John Lenton, Julie Lunn, 

Tim Macquiban, Randy Maddox, Robin Roddie, Graham Tennant 

Non-members of CWS attending the annual meeting present: Gareth Lloyd, 

Peter Nockles. 

1. Opening prayers were led by Paul Chilcote. 

2. Apologies were received from Ursula Dannbom, Patrick Eby, S T 

Kimbrough, Jr., Robin Knowles-Wallace, Mark Mann, Lester Ruth, Jason 

Vickers, Bob Williams, Carlton R. Young. 

3. Minutes of the 2009 Annual Meeting were received and approved. 

4. The President reported that this had been a quiet year. There had not been 

the usual amount of traffic generated by the website. He thanked those responsi

ble for making the arrangements for the 20 I 0 Annual Meeting. 

5. There was no formal report from the Secretary (Patrick Eby). 

6. On behalf of the treasurer, the President reported healthy balances as of June 

1, 2010, with $3,988.06 in the checking account and $7,848.66 in the savings 

account. The UK Secretary/Treasurer will prepare an annual statement of 

accounts at year end (August 30, 2010) to incorporate the amounts from the 

Annual Meeting and will present a report at the 2011 Annual Meeting. 

An annual budget, outlined by the President, was received and approved, with 

balanced income against expenses totalling $8,670.00. 
7. Publications. 

a) With the approval of the Board of Directors, CWS has underwritten the 

expenses for the publication Help Us to Help Each Other: Hymns for Life and 

Ministry with the Poor by Charles Wesley, edited by S T Kimbrough, Jr., and 

Carlton R. Young. New musical settings for the hymns were provided by com

posers from Africa, Asia, Europe, the Caribbean, North and South America. The 

composers donated their copyrights to CWS. Therefore, all profits from sales go 

toCWS. 

b) In 2008CWS approved the publication of A Collection of Tunes Set to 

Music, As they are commonly Sung at the Foundery (1742). It should be avail

able for the 2011 meeting, and funding, previously approved, was carried over for 

that purpose. It was agreed to reprint Hymns for our Lord s Resurrection, as 

stocks were low. The Annual Meeting agreed that the Director of Publications 
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should determine the number of copies required and suggested that he consult 

with the Executive concerning projected cost. 

c) Chilcote noted that the volume The Lyrical Theology of Charles Wesley: 

A Reader by S T Kimbrough, Jr., (Eugene, OR: Cascade Books of Wipf & Stock 

Publishers) will be published in late summer 2010. 

8. Board Membership 

The President reported that the 2009 Annual Meeting expanded the Board in 

order to bring the level of membership into Bylaw compliance. Subsequent to 

consultation with the Board, he proposed that the terms of the present Board 

members be designatd by year to ensure a staged rotation of membership. 

Term ending 2012: Geordan Hammond, Mark Mann 

Term ending 2013: Lester Ruth, Robin Knowles-Wallace 

Term ending 2014: Esther Handschin, Carlton Young 

This was approved. 

9. 	 Elections 

Patrick Eby was re-elected for a four-year term as CWS Secretary. 

The President noted the need for a Program Co-ordinator, following the res

ignation of Jason Vickers. It was suggested that this be an annual appointment 

linked to the location of the Annual Meeting. The Board and Executive will con

sider this approach to the office. 

It was noted that attention will need to be given to critical leadership positions 

in the coming year. In 2011 Paul Chilcote, Tim Macquiban, and Bob Williams 

reach the end of their four-year terms as officers. Since Paul Chilcote will have 

served two terms as President at that time, he indicated that he would not stand 

for re-election. Likewise, Peter Forsaith [UK SecretaryfTreasurer] will come to 

the end of his second quadrennium of office in 2012 and wishes to stand down at 

that point. 

10. Regional groups/chapters 

The recruitment of a group of members from Asbury seminary has triggered 

the suggestion of the formation of regional groups of members in 2009. This 

could be a principle extended to other areas (such as Korea) to foster member

ship. The view was taken that there is nothing in the CWS's rules to prevent this, 

so no new legislation is required and the Board would have a right to take action 

on any proposals. 

Peter Forsaith noted that preliminary conversations would take place about 

forming the CWS [UK] as a "regional group" (formerly known as "branches") of 

the Wesley Historical Society. Julie Lunn commented that this could imply a 

move towards the historical from the theological and liturgical strands of CWS. 

UK Vice-President and Secretary to pursue discussion and report in 2011. 

11. Hymn Display in Charles Wesley's House, Bristol 

The support of CWS for this had been canvassed by Philip Carter. Jenny 

Carpenter (chair of Trustees, the New Room, Bristol), stated that Methodist 
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Heritage now had a greater profile in British Methodism, with a full-time con

nectional Heritage officer and professional staff at the main heritage sites. The 

development of 4/5 Charles Street as a heritage center was still proceeding 

slowly; work with area schools was developing under Rachel Newton (as also at 

Epworth Old Rectory and Englesea Brook). There is a need for a better display 

relating to hymnody in 4 Charles Street, and for voluntary staff to resource 

access. 

12. 2011 Meeting 

Three options had been raised at the Board meeting (July 18, 2010); (a) to 

meet in conjunction with the Methodist History Convocation (July 2011, 

Oklahoma City); (b) with the Wesleyan Theological Society (March 2011), or (c) 

with the Wesley Seminar at Duke University Divinity School (June 2011). The 

Board had discussed these and recommended meeting at Duke in late June 2011. 

The Annual Meeting endorsed this; the President will investigate further and 

bring a firm proposal by the end of the summer. 

Respectfully submitted, 


Peter S. Forsaith, UK Secretary/l'reasurer 






Epistle and Gospel 

The Place of Correspondence 

in the Eighteenth-century Revival of Religion 


Peter S. Forsaith 

Over the last two decades or so the optimist/pessimist debate has engaged 
church historical circles.} Was the English church in the eighteenth century at 
best negligent, at worst moribund and corrupt, in an immoral and decadent age? 
Or (as I would incline) does it merit a more generous view, that it was far from 
being all rotten, and should be understood within the tenor of its own times, 
which had some very positive features. The prevalent view over the last century 
and a half has been pessimistic, shaped by a Victorian suspicion of the preceding 
century and fueled particularly by the Oxford movement's negative views of the 
Georgian church and (from our ground) Methodists who depicted the Wesleys as 
providential beacons of light in an age of darkness, seeking to revive an almost 
apostate nation. 

A parallel view can similarly be sketched of the postal service. Rowland 
Hill's "Penny Post" of 1840, with its "penny black" stamp, is popularly the defin  
ing moment of British postal history. Before that, the posts were generally slow, 
spasmodic and unreliable--or so the story goes.2 Here too, I am an optimist; I 
want to show how in the "long eighteenth century," before 1840, the posts in 
Britain had developed considerably into an efficient and affordable service. Then 
I want in this article to explore something of how the development of the eigh
teenth-century postal service was critical to the spread and growth of the 
Evangelical Revival. 

What we know as the Evangelical Revival, however, or maybe refer to as 
"early Methodism," at the time had no such label. Rather it was a network, or 
series of networks, with a broadly common ethos and purpose. One word that 
was current then was "Gospel"-"Gospel" ministers, "Gospel" preaching. Hence 
my title: "Epistle and Gospel." 

The interlinking evangelical networks varied in type and character. Perhaps 
the most cohesive is that which will be familiar, Mr. John Wesley's "connexion," 
emerging in the 1740s, a web of "societies" which ostensibly existed within 
Church of England parishes, joined by Mr Wesley's rules and a quasi-order of 
itinerating preachers, of which John Wesley was the self-appointed chief execu
tive: the spider at the centre of the web. Akin to that "associational" model, 
although not so widespread, was the Countess of Huntingdon's connexion. The 
colossus of the movement, George W hitefield, operated no such systematic orga-

I See William Gibson, ed., Religion and Society in England and Wales, 1689-1800 (London I 
Washington: Leicester University Press, 1998), 9ff. 

2See R. M. Willcocks, England's Postal History (London: the author, 1975). 
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nization with the result that after his death many of his groups survived as inde
pendent chapels in "new Dissent." And there were other groups, such as the 
Inghamites. 

But besides such identifiably "Methodist" bodies was a network of ministers 
and laity, mostly conformist but some Dissenting, which were influenced to a 
greater or lesser extent by the movement. There were clergy societies-such as 
at Eiland or Truro, and I have written of one that John Fletcher of Madeley helped 
to establish around Worcester in the 1760s.3 The movement included those for 
whom the national church was essential to a cohesive society, and a threat to 
which was to risk a return to the bloody days of the Tudor and Stuart centuries. 
It included those for whom the Glorious Revolution signalled toleration of diver
sity. It included clergy such as Fletcher or William Grimshaw of Haworth, whose 
"Methodist" leanings were in little doubt; even John Berridge of Everton, or John 
Newton of Olney; it reached (I would argue) to the archepiscopal throne of 
Thomas Secker who was tacitly sympathetic. It also drew upon migrant groups 
from mainland Europe, such as the Moravians, and later developed a transatlantic 
commerce. 

So the question I want to address is quite simple. Could these networks have 
developed and functioned as they did had it not been for the postal service? For 
the period of the "Revival" (to use that as shorthand), from the 1730s to the end 
of the eighteenth century, is coterminous with a significant period in the evolu
tion of the post, together with a parallel growth of transportation systems, on 
which we shall also touch. For the Victorians, looking back from their new-fan
gled steam trains, the age of the mail coach or stagecoach was as of a bygone 
world. Yet the post and the roads were not so bad. Hitherto a neglected subject, 
the study of the letter, as a vehicle for communication as well as a literary form, 
has become a subject of growing research and writing, witness two recent books 
by Clare Brant and Susan Whyman.4 

To outline the history of the post,S beginning in the seventeenth century, the 
Royal Mail was first and foremost an intelligence arm of monarch and govern
ment. The role of the Post Office was repressive; to control communication, to 
intercept and censor correspondence which might be suspect. It did not exist to l 

encourage people to write to one another: quite the reverse. Under Charles II 
there was "a secret room adjoining the General Letter Office ... [where] employ
ees could open letters, take impressions of seals, imitate writing perfectly, and 
copy a letter in one minute, using an 'offset process of pressing damp tissue paper 

3 Peter S. Forsaith, "An Eighteenth Century Worcester Association," in Wesley Historical Society, 
West Midlands Branch Silver Jubilee Miscellany /965-/990 (Warwick, [WHS West Midlands 
Branch], 1990),44--50. 

4 See Clare Brant, Eighteenth-Century Letters and British Culture (Basingstoke: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2006); Susan W hyman, The Pen and the People: English Letter Writers, /660-/800 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press. 2010). 

5 See Whyman, 2010, 46-71. 
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against the ink.' ''6 Hence the development of epistolary origami: the art of fold
ing and sealing a letter to ensure its contents cannot be read by other than the 
addressee,7 and also the development of shorthands and ciphers. Yet despite this 
the culture of the letter was developing in the late seventeenth century. indepen
dent of a restrictive post. 

The creation of a London penny-post in 1680 was the first change; limited in 
scope but challenging the government's monopoly. People started to write to one 
another for social, not conspiratorial, reasons. The Glorious Revolution of 1688 
ushered in an atmosphere of greater freedom so by the turn of that century a mod
erately efficient although still state-operated postal service existed which we 
might recognize as the forbear of that which we know. 

The penny-post system operated in London was immensely successful with 
collections and deliveries up to eight times daily, and letters delivered rapidly and 
reliably to all corners of the capital. The envy of other capital cities, it also 
showed what might be possible in the provinces. This metropolitan centraliza
tion was broken by Ralph Allen of Bath. A born-and hugely successful-entre
preneur whose quarries supplied much of the stone for the building of Bath,S 
Allen instituted a system of cross-posts from the 1720s onwards. Hitherto a let
ter from, say, Exeter to York was routed through London and double charged
for the Exeter-London leg then for London-York. It was a cumbersome system 
and mail often went astray or was delayed. On March 25, 1735, Charles Wesley 
wrote from Oxford to his brother Samuel at Tiverton, to tell him that instead of a 
spring visit to Devon, he had to travel to Epworth: 

My Father declines so fast that before next year9 he will in all probability be at his 
Journey's End & I must see him now or never more with my Eyes. 

This letter bears a single postal mark "OXFORD," and a penned "Z" squiggle 
indicating receipt of letter and/or payment. This single stamp suggests use of the 
cross-post, possibly via Bath, and probably reaching Devon on the second day. 
Tiverton may not have then been a postal town; so letters may have had to be col
lected from Exeter, twelve miles distant-possibly by a local carrier, who would 
likely have charged the recipient. Although the post was' improving it was still 
far from the system with which we are familiar. 

With the fading of Jacobite threats, more secure governments worked with 
Allen on improving the extent and quality of the service. The network of postal 
towns was broadened-Tiverton letters might no longer need to be collected from 
Exeter. Improvements in roads led to the inception of mail coaches on the main 

6 Ibid, 49. 
7 Frank Baker, ed., The Works of John Wesley, vol. 20 (Letters I, 1721-1739) (Oxford: Clarendon 

Press, 1980), 68-70. 
8 See R. F. Neale, Bath: A Social History 1680-1850 . ..(London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 

1981). 
9 The year ended March 31. 
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routes, although mounted post boys were still the norm besides that. In the 1780s 
John Palmer, another Bath entrepreneur, instituted fast mail coaches-rapid tran
sit, few passengers (with the mails having priority), an armed guard and the stri
dent distinctive note of the post horn to clear the road ahead, warn toll-gate keep
ers to open their gates and ostlers to have new horses in readiness for a pit-stop 
change. 

In that time too, streets in towns began to be named, although house number
ing really came early in the nineteenth century. Hence the difficulty in determin
ing when the Wesley family actually lived at what is now 4, Charles Street, 
Bristol.IO In 1735 Charles Wesley might adequately and confidently address his 
letter to The Revd. Mr. Wesley / School-master of Tiverton / Devon. II Nearly fifty 
years later, John Fletcher needed to address his to Charles more specifically at the 
New Chapel/City Road / London. 12 

So in Charles Wesley's lifetime the postal service underwent steady but sig
nificant improvement. When he was an undergraduate at Oxford, a letter home 
to Epworth would be expensive and take more than a week. By his death, a let
ter from London (costing 4d)t3 was delivered the following day in Bristol and let
ter writing and receiving was a focal part of business and social life, especially 
for a clergyman. 

Will Jacob has noted how parish clergy formed a homogenous grouping in 
society. The development of a learned ministry in the seventeenth century meant 
that they might be the only university-educated people in their parish. They were 
also not only religious leaders and exemplars but had an important social, even 
political role. In a national church they effectively functioned as civil servants, 
acting as registrars for baptisms, marriages and burials, as well as administrators 
of the poor laws, but more informally as channels of communication between 
government and people, capital and provinces, elite and populace. So "They did 
not quite belong. They needed to be able to personify and practice the faith and 
values they preached, and to be worthy of emulation."14 

Correspondence both with and within this emerging "professional" grouping 
mattered a great deal to maintain cohesion. Clerical correspondence probably 
accounted for a considerable proportion of the "familiar" letters conveyed by 
post. This is perhaps the point to suggest some definitions, for what is meant by 
"the letter" in eighteenth-century Britain is by no means straightforward. Items 

10 Robert W. Brown, Charles Wesley Hymnwriter, notes on research carried out to establish the 
his residence in Bristol during the period 1749-1771 (Bristol: the author, 1993). 

Wesley to Samuel Wesley [2], March 25, 1735 (in Oxford Centre for Methodism and 
WHS Library). 

12 John Fletcher to Charles Wesley, Dec. 19, 1782 in Peter S. Forsaith, ed., Unexampled Labours 
(Peterborough: Epworth Press, 2008), 349. 

13 British currency was then divided into the pound (£ or I), shilling (s), penny (d). 
14 W. M. Jacob, The Clerical Profession in the Long Eighteenth Century (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 2007), 306. 
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conveyed by the postal service might be divided broadly into two groups: offi
cial and business correspondence and "familiar" (what we might call personal or 
private) letters. There was, though, another entirely distinct kind of letter; the 
polemical letter, which Clare Brant examines at length.15 Examples of this may 
include the exchanges between John Wesley and "John Smith" in 1745-46, or 
Fletcher's 1771-initial defence of Arminianism, the "First Check" In five letters 
to the Ron and Rev Author of the circular letter (i.e. Walter Shirley). 

In both these examples can be seen something of the ambiguity of the genres. 
The letters of Wesley and "Smith" were designed for public consumption, even 
to appear in the press. Likewise Walter Shirley's circular letter inviting Calvinist 
sy mpathizers to a 1771 meeting in Bristol to coincide with Wesley's conference. 
W hile in both these cases these were actual letters, in that there was a sender and 
a recipient, and they were presumably consigned to the mails, they were hardly 
"private" correspondence. But Fletcher's "five letters" went further in that it was 

straightforwardly a literary device, a form of setting out a case addressed in a cer
tain way, but never intended to be mailed. Certainly there are no surviving holo
graphs to indicate that these were ever letters transmitted through the mail. There 

was also a middle ground, the "pastoral" letter, intended to be read by (or to) a 
wider number of recipients than the nominal addressee-indeed even "familiar" 
letters might be expected to be read by more than the indicated recipient. 

Recent writing has concentrated16 on the polemical use of the letter by evan
gelicals, while admitting that the sheer quantity of "familiar" letters which just 
passed between evangelical clergy (and which survives) is so great as to defy sys
tematic treatment. John Wesley alone wrote many thousand letters, of which 

approximately one-third may survive,17 and although he was one of the more pro
lific epistolary scribes of his times, others were far from inactive. Lady 
Huntingdon18 and John Newton19 were two who corresponded extensively. 

If a parish minister was not to feel entirely isolated, he needed the virtual com
pany of like-minded churchmen via the postbag, to share events, opinions, news 
and so on. For evangelicals, sprinkled very sparsely, and often facing local hos

tility, this was even more so. They depended on their letters for mutual support, 

encouragement, and information. 
My own research has been around the letters of John Fletcher, Vicar of 

Madeley, Shropshire, whose principal correspondent and closest friend was 
Charles Wesley. Of the two hundred or so letters of Fletcher's which survive, 
about eighty were to Charles Wesley, some half of which were in French. 

15 Brant, 2006. 
16 Brant, 2006. 
17 Baker, 1980, "Wesley as Correspondent," 28ff. 
18 John R. Tyson, Boyd S. Schienther, In the Midst of Early Methodism. Lady Huntingdon and Her 

Correspondence (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 2006). 
19 See <http://www.johnnewton.org/>. 

http:http://www.johnnewton.org
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Elsewhere I have analyzed this correspondence, particularly noting the intimacy 
which subsisted between the two, and which was equally noticeably absent from 
Fletcher's letters to John Wesley.2o I have challenged John Wesley's statement 
that he and Fletcher were "of one heart and soul," in the Preface to his Short 
Account-which hardly mentions Charles.21 

But here I want to take this body of correspondence as a kind of case-study, 
to show how it is not sufficient to study merely the textual content, it is also 
important to look at the context, both the context of the content-why A might 
write to B in such a way, using certain terms, covering certain subjects and avoid
ing others, and so on-but also the context of the document itself. 

Fletcher's surviving correspondence to Charles Wesley (only a very few later 
return letters are known) can be divided into several chronological groupings 
relating to Fletcher's career, before and aft r his 1760 appointment as Vicar of 
Madeley, during the "Calvinistic controversy" of the early 1770s, his subsequent 
illness, stay in Switzerland then his marriage, and final few years in the parish. 
The letters in French span 1758-70; they start and end (and were written in 
French) for no clear or apparent reason.22 

To look first at one aspect of the "context of content," between 1770--76, dur
ing the years of the "Controversy," of the twenty-one letters from Madeley, ten 
were written on a Sunday; three each on Saturday and Monday, four on Tuesdays, 
and one on a Thursday. In other words, this is suggestive that Fletcher was treat
ing Sunday at least as the day to write to his close Christian friend, although that 
might spill over to adjacent days. Unlike the Wesleys, Fletcher was not an orga
nized person. His writing was prolix and his paperwork haphazard: any filing 
system seems to have been chaotic or non-existent. Was this an effort at personal 
organization, or was it something he learned from other evangelicals; a holy duty 
for a holy day? What might a similar analysis of Charles Wesley's letters show? 

To move on to the "context of the document"; during Fletcher's first four 
years at Madeley (1760--64) he did not generally use the postal system when he 
wrote to Charles Wesley at Bristol. This can be deduced by the address (some
times without even a place) and the lack of postal markings. Why? Because 
Madeley parish was on the River Severn and there was a great deal of commerce 
between this industrial parish and the major port of Bristol. Fletcher used a per
sonal carrier, although technically that was illegal as it defrauded the mails. 
Occasionally he named the carrier, as in his first letter to Charles Wesley after he 
had been instituted as Vicar. Closing the letter, he first gave directions for 
addressing letters, which differentiate between the radial posts (from London) 
and the cross-post: 

20 Peter S. Forsaith, 2008, 26-28. 
21 John Wesley, A Short Account of the Life and Death of the Rev. John Fletcher (London: 

Paramore, 1786), 3. 
22 Forsaith, 2008, 35. 

http:reason.22
http:Charles.21
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Addressez a Madeley by Bridgenorth depuis Bristol 

by Shiffnal depuis Londre 

Shropshire.23 


He then infonned Charles about the carrier: 

I.e Porteur de cette lettre est Ie fils d'une de 2 femmes qui sont les seule 
Chretiennes Apparentes de cette paroisse-Il avoit appris a travailler Ie lin, etant 
alie sur mer pendant 5 ans, et las de ce genre de vie il a dessein de reprendre son 
ancien travail, it paroit asses bien dispose-it va a Bristol chercher de I' ouvrage, 
si vous pouvez lui etre de quelque utilite vous rendre service a sa mere une pauvre 

femme Chrettienne-et a I' ami de sa Mere un homme qui voudroit etre Chretien. 24 

Fletcher's preference remained for personal letter carriers where possible, 

probably on the grounds of cost, and he followed a general practice of enclosing 
a letter to a third party with another letter: 

The young man to whom I gave My Letter to Mr. Madan under cover to you may 
bring me any little parcel. His name is Thomas Lees and he looges at Mrs. Grace 
Rooen Pawn broker Dock head London He will return hither in a week or ten 
dayS.25 

Fletcher used a personal messenger to send his important 1775 letter to John 
Wesley outlining his ideas for a "Methodist Church of England": 

The preceding pages contain my views of Br. Benson's proposal. I wrote it imme
diately after dinner and was going to send it to you, thinking that now is the best 
time to deliberate upon this plan. But when my servant was gone to look for a mes
senger to go to Leeds, my heart failed, as not having had time enough to consider 
what I had wrote, or to pray over it: So I called her back. This evening the young 
man whom I mentioned to you in my last26 being come to see me: I asked him if  
he would carry a letter to you; And, as I had some mind of  sending him, barely as 
one that might labour on trial, if you accepted of him, and had need of help, upon 
his consenting to go, I send you my scrawl ... 27 

These excerpts indicate a double purpose: that not only was Fletcher using per

sonal carriers to save himself postage, but also as a means of introducing peo
ple-linking individuals to the "gospel" groups (often "Methodist" societies of 

whatever kidney), recruiting preachers, getting employment-and so maintaining 

and strengthening evangelical networks. 

23 Translation: Address to Madeley by Bridgnorth from Bristol I by Shifnal from London (John 
Fletcher to Charles Wesley, Nov. 7, 1760, in Forsaith, 2008, 122). 

24 Translation: The bearer of this letter is the son of one of 2 women who are the only evident 
Christians in this parish-he has learned to work cloth [meaning unclear-possibly a sailmaker], 
being away at sea for 5 years, and being weary of this way of life he plans to take up his old work 
again, he seems well disposed enough-he goes to Bristol to look for work, if you can be of any use 
to him you will do a service to his mother a poor Christian woman-and to his Mother's friend a man 
who wants to be a Christian. (John Fletcher to Charles Wesley, Nov. 7, 1760, in Forsaith, 2008, 122). 

25 John Fletcher to Charles Wesley, April 20, 1773. in Forsaith, 2008, 306-308. 

26 This letter is now not known. 

rt John Fletcher to John Wesley, August I, 1775, in Forsaith, 2008, 324ff. 
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Yet even personally conveyed post could go astray. In 1783 Charles Wesley 

admonished Fletcher: 

Last night Dr Coke gave me yr. Letter which had slept just 3 months in his pocket. 
I need not caution you against such a messenger.28 

Fletcher himself had suffered at the hands of mislaid items; the recovery of a 

1778 letter, in 1781, led to the resumption of correspondence with Mary 

Bosanquet that resulted in their marriage. 29 

Fletcher did make some use of the "frank" when he was employed by Thomas 

Hill, M. P. for Shrewsbury. This was, in effect, a pre-payment voucher. Members 

of Parliament and nobility were entitled to an amount of free post, but there was 

frequent abuse of this privilege. At the outset of the Controversy in 1771, 

Fletcher had concerns about how best to send packages of his writings for publi

cation to be edited by Charles Wesley (by then living in London) or for the print

ers: 

If I send my manuscript to London with you be so good as to correct it and let it 
pass thro' the hands of our Brethren who have critical heads, and patient hearts. 
Could you not send me some franks I might send it by the Shrewsbury coach. I 
think it might go safer that way ... 30 

So, to return to my main theme, that the "Evangelical Revival" could not have 

happened in the way that it did without the postal system, it starts to become clear 

that letters were more than just the routine organizational communications of the 

networks; the letters served a multiplicity of purposes. Charles Wesley used the 

letter as means to assess and control the preachers, as John Lenton has pointed 

out: 

Many of these letters, both the 'in' and the 'out' letters ... have survived and pro
vide a useful correction to the idea that it was only John who led and directed the 
preachers.31 

Another instance of the multiplicity of purpose of the evangelical letter is seen 

in Charles Wesley's so-called 'journal letters," in which he systematically used 

letters to his wife to give a daily account of his activities, and thereby maintain 

their relationship. The evangelical vicar of Penryn, Cornwall, John Penrose, 

wrote home similarly from Bath in 1766-67.32 

28 Charles Wesley to John Fletcher Oct. 11, 1783, [MARC DDCW In4], in Peter S. Forsaith, The 
Corre.spondence of the Revd. John W. Fletcher: letters to the Revd. Clulrles Wesley, considered in the 
context of the Evangelical Revival (Oxford Brookes University, Ph.D. thesis, 2(03), 169. 

29 Patrick Streiff, Reluctant Saint? (Peterborough: Epworth Press, 200 I), 265-66. 
30 John Fletcher to Charles Wesley, March 1 2, 1772 in Forsaith, 2008, 122. 
31 John Lenton, "Charles Wesley and the Preachers," in Kenneth G. C. Newport, Ted A. Campbell, 

eds., Charles Wesley, Life, Literature and Legacy (Peterborough: Epworth, 2(07), 88. 
32 Brigitte Mitchell, Hubert Penrose, eds., Letters from Bath 1766-1767 by the Rev. John Penrose 

(Gloucester: Alan Sutton, 1983). 

http:1766-67.32
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Evangelicals may well have been making a wider use of the letter; certainly 

they seem to have embraced the opportunity the post offered to service their net

works. The growth of Wesley's "connexion" was not an isolated phenomenon: 

the Revival was a widespread movement, but we might take John Wesley's main

tenance of the growing preachers network, in which Charles had an important 

supervisory role, as an instance where the postal service was not only vital but its 

growth sat alongside the growth of the itinerancy. 

Another factor to be considered might be the transport of packages; it was 

after all the sales of books, which kept Wesley's connexion financially afloat. 

Fletcher used the post to convey parcels of his manuscripts, as well as asking 

Charles Wesley to buy him books in London and send them on: 

A Parcel may be sent with speed by the Shrewsbury Coach which puts up at the 
Neck and Swan Ladd Lane London: Directed for me to be left with Mr. Roberts 
Carpenter in Shifnal Shropshire)3 

But this could be costly: 

I shall send the letter [Le. the 'Second Check') by the post, it will cost 3 or 4 

Shillings.... I would stay for an opportunity of sending by a private hand, but I 
want to make an end of the affair.34 

He had good reason for concern as only months later his manuscript on 

Original Sin had been returned to him via the River Severn watermen: 

[It] was lost some weeks, but was found wilfully or inadvertently conceal'd in the 
back room of an alehouse in my parish where the bargemen had left it. 35 

But to turn from the mechanics to a key question of whether the evangelical 

use of the letter differed from the general? The eighteenth century was in many 

ways the age of the letter. From the Restoration people were starting to write dif

ferently, and, with the lessening of the risk that letters might be intercepted, writ

ers were using the letter for self-expression. In a 1966 work on the "Familiar 

Letter," Anderson and Ehrenpreis wrote: 

Writers so very dissimilar as Swift and Cowper, Sterne and Burke, claim along 
with Pope that their letters convey "thoughts just warm from the brain without any 
polishing or dress." 

They then quote from Dr. Johnson, writing to Mrs. Thrale: 

In a man's letters you know, Madam, his soul lies naked, his letters are only the 
mirror of his breast. . . 36 

33 John Fletcher to Charles Wesley, April 20, 1773 in Forsaith, 2008, 308. 

34 John Fletcher to Charles Wesley, Oct. 13, 1771 in Forsaith. 2008, 284. 

35 John Fletcher to Charles Wesley, Jan. 21, 1772 in Forsaith, 2008, 293. 

36Quoted in Howard Anderson. Philip Daghlian, Irvin Ehrenpreis, The Familiar Letter in the 


Eighteenth Century (Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 1966),272. 
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They proceed to observe that this self-revelatory use of the letter was in real
ity accomplished by writing about external things; using literary form such as 
analogy or figures of speech. So Lord Chesterfield, in his "Letters to his Son," 
discusses the nOffilS of outward behavior in order to speak of himself.37 

Were evangelicals any different in their use of the letter? I think that it is pos
sible to point to some significant variations. Perhaps the most obvious is that 
while the genre as a whole was a literary expression of "polite society," the evan
gelical writer was generally much more direct. Certainly when Fletcher-who 
may have been reflecting continental usage-wrote to Charles Wesley he was 
open and direct, whether writing of his religious experience, relationship issues, 
diet, finances, or Methodism there was no recourse to polite fOffilulae. This was 
stream-of-consciousness writing so, for instance, after mixing French and English 
in August 1762: 

Pardonnez ma Rhapsodie de francois & d'angLois je vous ecris ce qui me vient 
dans La tete sans penser Comme.38 

The evangelical letter might be argued, then, to embody elements of preaching 
and testimony-indeed, that their communicative purpose was primarily evange
listic, designed to embody the gospel. The truth "plain and home" was not always 
the mode of expression for the "polite" letter of an increasingly literate society. 

To conclude, although it leaves many areas unexplored, and may not have 
dealt directly with Charles Wesley as correspondent, I hope that this paper has 
offered some background and posed some questions. The background is the 
larger use of letters within what we broadly teffil the "evangelical revival," both 
in terms of the mechanics of how they were used, the context; and in teffils of 
their content, the way that they were used as modes of communication. So 
Charles Wesley's letters are not merely useful for what they tell us about Charles 
Wesley, or Charles and John Wesley, or about early Methodism; they are part of 
a broader picture. 

Not only is increasing scholarly attention being paid to the eighteenth-century 
letter, aside from content or literary fOffil, but as a social glue-just as the place 
of religion is increasingly rehabilitated into the overall history of the long eigh
teenth century. Letters are one of the key primary sources; they have perhaps 
been overlooked partly because of their very proliferation. But attention is 
increasingly focused upon them, and the letters of religious people and groups are 
no exception. 

There remains my own question: could "gospel" networks have func
tioned and grown as they did had it not been the postal service? I have not 

37 [Philip Stanhope, Earl of Chesterfield], Letters To His Son. By the Earl OfChesterjieid on the 
Fine Art of becoming a Man Of The W()rld and a Gentleman (1749). 

38ln Forsaith, 2008, 158, "Pardon my french and english rhapsody I am writing to you what 
comes into my head without thinking how." 

http:Comme.38
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offered a fully extensive, perhaps not even tolerably persuasive, case. But I hope 

I have at least begun to address it. It seems clear to me that the growth of the 

evangelical revival, the "Methodist" movement, paralleled the development of 

the postal service, as well as the road system. Without these, like-minded clergy 

would have been isolated in their parishes; Methodist itinerants in their circuits; 

the opinion-forming centers (such as London) would have been removed from the 

interfaces of activity and organized groups, such as Wesley's "connexion" could 
simply not have functioned as they did. 

For Fletcher, whose world was Madeley parish, letters were his lifeline, 

whether conveyed through the post or via personal carriers. As he might pick up 

his pen at the end of one long week or the start of another, to tell of his woes or 

his joys, and started, typically Mon tres cher Frere it was in confidence that 

within a very few days his dearest friend Charles Wesley would be reading those 

lines. W hether or when Charles Wesley might reply is another matter entirely. 





The Charles Wesley Letters Project 

The Challenge and the Methodology 

Gareth Lloyd 

The letters of Charles Wesley have long been regarded as one of the neglected 

treasures of early evangelical history. In his introduction to Charles Wesley As 
Revealed by His Letters, published in 1948, the historian Frank Baker attested to 
the value of the correspondence as "a worthy contribution to literature. as well as 
to biography and history."l Despite such acknowledgements, fewer than half of 
the letters have been published. with only a handful appearing in a critical1y 
acceptable format. This lack of scholarly access has certainly limited opportuni
ties to examine the rise of Methodism from a viewpoint within the early leader
ship that is different to the traditional perspective. It is also one of the reasons 
why a comprehensive biography of Charles Wesley, arguably the greatest of 
hymn writers. has yet to be written.2 

The case for publishing the letters has long been unanswerable and the possi

bility of editing such a collection has attracted the attention of a number of dis
tinguished Wesley scholars from Thomas Jackson in the middle of the nineteenth 
century to Frank Baker3 and Richard Heitzenrater4 in more recent years. The fact 

that such an edition has yet to appear is testimony to many difficulties attendant 
on working with this complex material. The efforts of early scholars have often 

in fact succeeded only in making already challenging textual issues even more 
difficult for later generations to unravel. To give just one example of this legacy 

problem; Thomas Jackson included what appears to be full-text transcripts of 106 
letters as an appendix to his edition of Charles Wesley's journal published in 
1849.5 Unfortunately, Jackson tampered with the original text in significant 

ways. This textually flawed selection remains the largest collection of Charles 
Wesley letters in print and is still regularly cited in modern published works.6 

I Frank Baker, Charles Wesley As Revealed by His Letters (London: Epworth Press, 1948), 6. 
2 "Until the letters are published it will remain impossible to write a comprehensive biography of 

Charles Wesley." S T Kimbrough, Jr., "Hymnody of Charles Wesley," in Charles Y rigoyen Jr., ed., T 
& T Clark Companion to Methodism (New York: T & T Clark, 2010), 59. 

3 Baker transcribed several hundred Charles Wesley autograph letters as an initial stage in pro
ducing such an edition. These transcripts are now held at Duke University Library. 

4 Heitzenrater is involved in a project aimed to publishing a critical edition of the journal letters 
of Charles Wesley. 

S The Journal of the Rev. Charles Wesley, M.A., sometime student of Christ Church Oxford: to 
which are appended selections from his correspondence and poetry with an introduction and occa
sional notes by Thomas Jackson, 2 vols. (London: Wesleyan Methodist Book-Room, 1849). 

6For a detailed discussion of the publishing history of Charles Wesley's correspondence and 
related issues, see: Gareth Lloyd, "The Letters of Charles Wesley," in Kenneth G. C. Newport and 
Ted. A. Campbell (eds.), Charles Wesley: Life, Literature andLegacy (Peterborough: Epworth Press, 
2007),335-47. 
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This problematic history forms the background to a project that was established 
in 2002 with the aim of producing a comprehensive two-volume edition of the 
letters of Charles Wesley, edited to critical standards and published by Oxford 
University Press. The project director is the biblical and Wesleyan scholar Professor 
Kenneth Newport of Liverpool Hope University. As the editor of the first complete 
edition of Charles Wesley's sermons 7 and joint editor, with S T Kimbrough, Jr., of 
Charles Wesley's manuscript journal, 8 Professor Newport is eminently qualified to 
take a lead role in the publication of the letters. 1fhe joint editor is Gareth Lloyd, 
the archivist in charge of the Methodist archives at the John Rylands Library 
since 1990, and the author of a number of articles and other published works on 
early Methodist history.9 In addition to Liverpool Hope, the project enjoys the 
active support of the John Rylands Library, The University of Manchester, which 
possesses the largest collection of Charles Wesley letters in the world, and of the 
Methodist Church of Great Britain, the owner of much of the material. 

Since the project's inception, progress has been slow. The intent was to pub
lish volume ] in 2007, the tercentenary of Charles's birth. This original publica
tion schedule proved impractical for reasons that will be discussed in this article. 
The current position is that we now have authoritative annotated transcriptions of 
all the letters that will be included in the first volume, covering the years from 
]728 to ]756. It is anticipated that this will be published in 2011 or 2012, with 
volume 2 to follow in due course. We will turn now to look at some of the prob
lems that have acted as a brake on progress. 

The initial challenge was to establish the size of the collection. Charles was 
a prolific letter-writer whose autograph manuscripts were preserved and collected 
by contemporaries as well as later generations. The first task of the project was 
to determine an accurate figure for the number of surviving letters and the extent 
of their dispersal. An invaluable starting point in this process was the compre
hensive list of Charles's correspondence compiled by Frank Baker, as part of his 
own preparatory work for publishing the collection.lO Baker appears to have 
started work on this list during the 1940s and there are indications that he con
tinued to revisit the document until shortly before his death in 1999. 

Baker listed 953 individual letters-their dates and locations (if known). This 
number included approximately 700 autograph manuscripts. The overwhelming 
majority of the manuscripts (approximately 75%) were recorded by Baker as 
being housed in the Methodist Archives, which since 1977 have been located in 
the Methodist and Archives Research Centre (MARC) at the John Rylands 

7 The Sermons of Charles Wesley: a Critical Edition with Introduction and Notes, ed. Kenneth 
G. C. Newport (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001). 

8 The Manuscript Journal of the Rev. Charles Wesley, M.A., ed. S T Kimbrough, Jr., and Kenneth 
G. C. Newport, 2 vols. (Nashville: Abingdon, 2(08). 

9These include the monograph Charles Wesley and the Struggle for Methodist Identity (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2007). 

lOThe list is deposited with the Baker collection at Duke University. 

http:collection.lO
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Library. The remainder were divided between a number of public institutions, 

mainly college libraries and heritage sites, in the UK and the United States [tables 

1-2]. So far, only one publicly accessible autograph letter outside the US and 

Britain has been traced; this is deposited in the Dunedin Library in New Zealand. 

Table 1. Charles Wesley autograph letters in the UK (Baker list) 

Methodist Archives 540 
Moravian Archives 22 
Glamorgan Record Office 15 
London, City Road 14 
Wesley College, Bristol 4 
Bristol, New Room 3 
British Library 1 

Table 2. Charles Wesley autograph letters in the USA (Baker list) 

Emory 32 
Duke 31 
Drew 24 
Bridwell (SMU) 11 
Lake Junaluska 2 
Garrett 2 
Asbury 1 
Morgan Library And Museum 1 
Historical Society Pennsylvania 1 

In addition to the autograph manuscripts, Baker listed letters from a number 
of published sources, such as the two-volume edition of Charles Wesley's journal 

edited by Thomas Jackson. In many cases, the location of the original document 

from which the published letter was sourced is no longer known. Baker also per

sonally transcribed a number of letters to which he had enjoyed access, but where 

the original autograph manuscript has now dropped from sight. H 

As valuable as the Baker list has been in establishing the size of the collection 

and the extent of its dispersal, it had obvious limitations as a research tool. Most 

importantly, it is no longer a fully accurate record of the location of the corre

spondence. New acquisitions, transfers, disposals, and fresh discoveries inevitably 

have changed the picture. In some cases institutions are no longer able to locate 

manuscript letters. The process of identifying and locating correspondence has 

been hampered by the extreme difficulty of accurately dating many of Charles 

Wesley's letters, which is an issue that will be discussed in greater detail later in 

II During the course of a career spanning sixty years, Baker cultivated excellent relations with 
auction houses and dealers in manuscripts and often appears to have been given privileged access to 
letters prior to sale. By virtue of his scholarly reputation and position as a Methodist minister, Baker 
also had close links with Methodist institutions. chapels. and individuals that owned Wesley material. 
He used this "insider" status to good effect in copying letters that can sometimes no longer be traced. 
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this article. Matching entries from the Baker list with a physical item often has 
been a source of frustration and one of the reasons why institutions sometimes 
struggled to find a document based on a description or a reference that was no 
longer current-for example, references to items in the Methodist Archives at the 
John Rylands Library, encompassing three quarters of the autograph material, were 
often based on document descriptions or locations that were in use before the col
lection was transferred to Manchester from London more than thirty years ago.12 

Working with another scholar's personal research notes is rarely straight
forward: something that was obvious to Frank Baker in 1965 is not so apparent 
to someone interpreting his list in 2004. It is not always possible to recapture 

to have included entries for 
letters that he knew had once existed, but where text could no longer be found. 
He obviously hoped that he would be able to locate the letter at a future stage, but 
this did not always work out, resulting in questions that Baker was never able to 
resolve. It should be emphasised that this is not a criticism of Frank Baker, but 
an inevitable product of large-scale primary text projects that span generations. 
Certainly, the Baker list, for all its frustrations, is a vital tool. 

One of the first jobs of the project editors was to bring the Baker list up to date 
by writing to every institution recorded as possessing Charles Wesley letters. This 
was in itself a time consuming process. A response to enquiries was not always 
forthcoming and, as previously mentioned, it was not always possible to locate 
items. In addition, Professor Newport wrote to archive repositories in the UK and 
special collections libraries in the USA, Australia, New Zealand, and Canada, 
focussing on institutions that had a policy of collecting in this area of British 
eighteenth-century studies. This approach produced a small number of fresh entries 
for the revised Baker list and allowed some reconciliation with the original survey. l3 

From an early stage in the project, it was decided that the cut-off date between 
the two volumes would be 1756, the year that marked the end of Charles Wesley's 
ministry as an itinerant evangelist. The rest of this article will focus on the con
tents of this Charles Wesley letters volume 1. 

Between January 1728 when the earliest extant letter was written and the end 
of 1756, 342 texts have been located, dated and transcribed: these have been sep
arated into the categories listed below in table 3. 

Baker's precise methodology; he appears for 

Table 3. Charles Wesley Letters, volume 1 (1728-56) 

Autograph 237 
Manuscript copy 53 
Published 16 
Baker transcripts 36 
Total 342 

12 Prior to 1977, the collection was kept at John Wesley's House and Chapel, City Road, London. 
13For example, the autograph letter of Charles Wesley to James Erskine, August 1, 1745, 

deposited in the Special Collections of the University of Edinburgh. 
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The columns marked "autograph" and "published" are self-explanatory; the 
category of material marked "manuscript copy" can be broken down further into 
copies or extracts of letters contained in Charles Wesley's manuscript journaP4 
together with letters that Charles dictated to other people during periods of ill
ness.IS This issue of scribal letters is a complex one; a scribal letter is effectively 
the original manuscript, even though it is not in Charles's hand, so it could be 
argued that such items should be in the first column; however, a letter copied 
down from dictation represents less reliable evidence of Charles Wesley as a let
ter writer than an autograph manuscript. There might be errors in the dictation, 
changes in the letter-writing style16 and also one can glean a surprising amount 
about Charles's state of mind from the appearance of his handwriting, so it was 
decided that scribal letters belonged in a different category to autograph manu
scripts. Also included in this category are a small number of manuscript copies 
transcribed by one of Charles's addressees17 or by later scholars. The final col
umn marked Baker transcripts are the letters that Baker copied from original 
source material that can no longer be traced. 

As one might expect, the chronological spread of letters within volume 1 is 
uneven. For some years like 1730 and 1732 there are no letters surviving at all, 
while for other years one or two are extant. It is interesting that more than one 
third of the correspondence, 129 letters in total. is concentrated in just three 
years-1748 to 1750. These years saw Charles's courtship of Sally Gwynne cul
minating in their marriage in April 1749. Correspondence between the two is 
responsible for this spike in the number of surviving texts. Not only was Charles 
Wesley probably writing more, but his letters were carefully preserved by his 
wife and their children, which was not the case when Charles was an unattached 
evangelist. This also accounts for the fact that considerably more letters survive 
for the period after 1748.18 It is worth noting that after their first meeting in 1747, 
Sally was the recipient of approximately three quarters of the letters written by 
Charles until his death more than forty years later. so the marriage signifies a fun
damental change in the correspondence pattern. 

14 These are not to be confused with the category of Charles's letters known as "journal letters," 
which are autograph letters representing entries from Charles's journal, typically written while he was 
on preaching tours and sent to London for subsequent copying into the main journal manuscript. 
These journal letters are being separately edited by Richard Heitzenrater for publication by 
Kingswood Books. 

15 For example, Scribal letter from Charles Wesley to Selina Hastings, Countess of Huntingdon, 
August 4, 1752. MARC, PLP 113/512. 

16 For example, one scribal letter is dated March 23, 1737 by the amanuensis, but there are strong 
indications that this is old style dating rather than the new style dating that Charles Wesley custom
arily used. Scribal letter from Charles Wesley to lames Hutton, March 23, 1737/38, Moravian 
Archives. 

17 For example, Manuscript copy letter from Charles Wesley to lonathan Reeves, [October 1751], 
MARC, lohn Bennet's letter book, Methodist Archives 

18There are texts surviving for ninety-seven letters written between 1728 and 1747. Texts sur
vive for 245 letters written between 1748 and 1756. 
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An indication of the scale of the project is provided by the word count for vol
ume 1. The 342 texts with annotations total just over 165,000 words-and this 
does not include an index, introductory chapters, and so forth. The full word 
count for the volume will probably be in the region of about 200,000 words. 

Having located all the texts that were to be included in volume 1, work com
menced on the process of transcribing. The original plan was for a small team to 
work to a single methodology. It was quickly realized that this scheme was not 
feasible for a number of reasons: in the first place, the project was dependent on 
voluntary effort and this represented an obvious limitation in terms of imposing 
uniformity of practice and adherence to a set time scale. Also, preliminary exam
ination of a selection of the manuscripts revealed considerable textual complexi
ties, and this presented a huge problem. It should be remembered that the major
ity of Charles Wesley's letters have never been previously published, so there was 
little in the way of existing reliable work or knowledge about the collection on 
which to build. Many of the transcriptions had to be done from original manu
scripts, so the transcribers required an intimate knowledge of Charles Wesley in 
order to interpret the documents and produce the best possible reading. This 
severely reduced the number of people who were qualified to help with the pro
ject. It was decided that the best solution was to concentrate the process of tran
scribing at the MARC in Manchester, where the overwhelming majority of auto
graph letters are deposited. Dr Lloyd, the joint editor of the project, was given 
the lead responsibility for transcribing and annotating the letters. This arrange
ment offered the advantage of close editorial control over the project, but had the 
disadvantage of drawing the time-scale out several years beyond the original plan. 

Moving on now to look at some of the textual issues connected with tran
scribing and annotating Charles Wesley's letters. 

The first point to be made is that there is no such thing as a typical Charles 
Wesley letter, either in appearance, style or content. Charles possessed a mercu
rial personality, one that was subject to dramatic mood swings from elation to 
despair. 19 One of his contemporaries, the Wesleyan minister Henry Moore, 
described Wesley as "odd, eccentric, and what is called absent to a high degree."2o 

This assessment might seem a little extreme, but certainly some of these charac
ter traits can be detected in Charles's letters. He exhibited little discipline or con
sistency in his writing style: for example, the lengths of his letters vary consid
erably from seventy words21 to more than 3100 words22 excluding annotations. 

19". . . he [Charles Wesley] seems almost a manic depressive personality, prone to rise to the 
heights in times of success, only to fall into depression when he was physically or mentally under 
pressure." Henry D. Rack, Reasonable Enthusiast: John Wesley and the Rise of Methodism (London: 
Epworth Press, 3rd ed., 2(02), 252. 

20 Ibid. 
21 For example, autograph letter of Charles Wesley to James Erskine, September 12, 1746, 

National Archives of Scotland. 
22 For example, autograph letter of Charles Wesley to Sally Gwynne, [January 15, 1749], MARC, 

DDCW 5/20. 
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John Wesley, of course, also wrote long letters, but in his case there was typically 
a rational reason, such as engaging in doctrinal debate23 or analysing and explain
ing his reasons for a particular plan of action.24 Charles, on the other hand, was 
more emotional and spontaneous, reacting to the mood of the moment and show
ing little regard for length or letter-writing conventions when in full flow. An 
early example of this is provided by the letter that he wrote to Sarah Kirkham in 
February 1736 while en route to Georgia [illustration 1].25 Charles was undergo
ing a spiritual crisis at this time precipitated by his reluctant agreement to join his 
brother John in their ill-fated transatlantic mission. That Charles was only too 
aware that he was making a terrible mistake is evident throughout the document: 

God has brought me an unhappy unthankful wretch hither through a thousand dan
gers to renew his complaints & loath the life which has been preserved by a series 
of miracles.-I take the moment of my arrival to inform you of it, because I know 
you will thank him though I cannot-for I yet feel myself: In vain have I fled from 
myself to America: I still groan under the intolerable weight of inherent misery ... 

And so on throughout the rest of the letter for over 1300 words. 
Such letters provide an invaluable insight into the personality and the spiritual 

struggles of one of the Revival's great leaders, but they do pose difficulties for a text 
editor. On many occasions, of which this letter is only one example, Charles did not 
insert a salutation line enabling identification of the person to whom the letter was 
written. The address side can sometimes correct this omission but not necessarily: in 
this particular example, the address consists simply of one line "To v." Elsewhere in 
this letter, Charles refers to other individuals by the abbreviations "S" and "C". 
Without a detailed knowledge of Charles's life and circle of friends, it would be impos
sible to identify the people to whom he is referring. In this case, it is rendered even 
more complex as the initials do not relate to actual names, but to pseudonyms adopted 
as a literary device-"V " stands for Varanese; "C" is Cyrus and "S" is Selima
pseudonyms for Sarah Kirkham, John Wesley, and Anne Granville respectively. 

Another common feature of Charles's correspondence, which the letter to 
"Varanese" exemplifies, is the lack of a signature line. Where a letter occurs in 
the context of a larger collection of Charles Wesley material, then it is straight
forward to identify the author, but if a letter occurs in isolation then it becomes 
more problematic if, as in this case, the letter is unsigned. The "Varanese" letter 
was published in the Wesley Historical Society proceedings in 1945;26 it is inter
esting to note that it was mistakenly identified even in that specialist publication 

23 For example, published letter of John Wesley to "John Smith," March 22, 1748, The Works of 
John Wesley, ed. Frank Baker, 34 vols. (Oxford, 1982),26:287-94. 

24 For example; published letter of John Wesley to Charles Wesley, [September 25, 1749], ibid., 
26:380-87. 

25 Autograph letter from Charles Wesley to "Varanese" [Sarah Kirkham], February 5, 1736, 
MARC, DDCW 1/6. 

26G. Elsie Harrison, "A Wesley Letter," Proceedings of the Wesley Historical Society, 25 
(1945-46): 17-23. 
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as a letter written by John Wesley, although Baker corrected the identification in 

the next issue.27 
It would be less of an editorial issue if Charles had at least remained consis

tent in his letter-writing eccentricities, but he regularly changed his style, seem
ingly on a whim. Some letters are not signed at all, but break off, virtually in mid
sentence, to the extent where it is sometimes unclear if Charles has genuinely 
concluded the letter or a part of the manuscript is missing. Other letters are ini
tialled while some others have a concluding line but no signature or initials. 

An even greater problem associated with Charles's letters is that of dating and 
this is probably the biggest single source of editorial frustration. The "Varanese" 
letter has a clear date at the top of the manuscript and this renders it a rarity in the 
Charles Wesley correspondence collection. Approximately 80% of the letters in 
volume 1 are not fully dated by their author. Again, we can note the lack of con
sistency-some of the letters have no date at all while others have a day of the 
week, a month and a day of the month, but no year. Charles is more likely to omit 
the year than any other part of the date, presumably on the grounds that he knew 
what year it was. Unfortunately it appears that sometimes he did not; on one let
ter dated January 1754,28 he has helpfully (and unusually) added the year, but has 
forgotten that it is now 1755 not 1754-this is of course a common mistake at the 
turn of a new year, but one that adds to the editorial headache. 

Fortunately, there are a number of aids to dating the correspondence. Many 
of the letters are annotated by the addressee with the date.29 Because these anno
tations are contemporary with the original text, to within a few days, they often 
represent incontrovertible dating evidence, but they still need to be cross-checked 
where possible-prior to 1752 the addressee may date the annotation in old-style 
rather than new.30 Addressees also sometimes make mistakes; in one letter anno
tated by Sarah Wesley, she too gets the year wrong because of it being the turn of 
the year.31 

Many letters also contain annotations that are not contemporary with the text. 
Thomas Jackson and the Wesley family friend Eliza Telitha Tooth, writing in the 
nineteenth century were particularly active editors of Charles's correspondence 
and their annotations often appear on the manuscripts; these editorial comments, 
written decades after the manuscript was created, are not completely reliable as 

27 Frank Baker, "Charles Wesley to Varanese," Proceedings of the Wesley Historical Society, 25 
(part 7, September 1946): 97-104. 

28 Autograph letter from Charles Wesley to Sarah Wesley, January 7, 175[5], MARC, DDCW 
5/83. 

29For example, autograph letter from Charles Wesley to John Wesley, May 5 [1729], MARC, 
DDCW 1/3. 

30 See note 16. 
31 There is an indication that she may have discovered her mistake and attempted a correction, 

although that is uncertain. Autograph letter from Charles Wesley to Sarah Wesley, January 10, 175[5], 
MARC, DDCW 5/85. 
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dating evidence and must be carefully checked.32 In more recent years, Frank 
Baker dated many of the letters on his list. Again, while the dating is accurate on 
most occasions, there is still a burden of responsibility on the modern editor to 
seek corroboration. 

The task of dating is made easier when we can cross-reference against entries 
from Charles Wesley's journal. Unfortunately, there are considerable gaps in the 
journal coverage: there is very little surviving after 1751 and it terminates com
pletely in 1756. In the absence of corroboration by journal entries, internal evi
dence often provides the only solid basis for determining when a manuscript was 
written. References within the text of a letter to significant personal events such 
as births, deaths and marriages are invaluable clues. Charles also occasionally 
commented on wider current affairs, such as the convening of the Methodist 
Conference, the return of George W hitefield from North America, or the great 
Lisbon earthquake of 1755. Some letters can be tentatively dated by matching 
Charles Wesley's note of the day of the week and the month with published hand
books of dates to see in which year a certain day fell on a particular month,33 
although this is of course dependent on Charles recording the correct day of the 
week, which was not always the case. 

This discussion of the problems involved in dating Charles Wesley's letters 
can best be illustrated by looking in detail at the following specific example of 
one undated letter: [illustration 2] 

JIYI.I;  

32 For example, Jackson in his published edition of Charles Wesley's journal dates one letter to 
April 14, 1752. It is clear, based on internal evidence that the year the letter was written was in fact 
1750. Autograph letter from Charles Wesley to Sarah Wesley, April 14 [1750], MARC, DDCW 5/92. 

33For example, autograph letter from Charles Wesley to Sarah Wesley, September 13 [1755], 
MARC, DDCW 7/83. 
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This letter (DDCW 7177)34 was sent to Sarah Wesley. The only element of a date 
that Charles provides is Saturday night, but fortunately there is a postmark of 3 

January, [illustration 3] and this provides a starting point for the dating process. 

One often finds in Charles Wesley letters a passing comment that provides the key 
to dating the document: in this particular case, it is the reference to L. R. in the 

third line-this reference was to Lady Robert Manners (the former Mary 

Degges), a close friend of Sarah Wesley's. The identification is confirmed, by the 

address side of the letter, which is annotated "free R. Manners" indicating that the 

letter was sent free post courtesy of Mary's husband Lord Robert Manners. As a 

senior army officer and member of the aristocracy,35 Manners had access to a pri

vate postal service. 

The reference to Lord and Lady Manners must date the letter to 1756 or later, 

because the Manners marriage is recorded in Burke's Peerage as taking place on 

1 January 1756. This dating window can be narrowed further based on the fact 

that Charles makes no mention of his own children within the text; this indicates 

that the letter was written before the birth of Charles Wesley, Jr., in December 

34 Autograph letter from Charles Wesley to Sarah Wesley, January 3 [1756], MARC, DDCW 7177. 
35 Manners was a son of the Duke of Rutland. 
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1757, so we have a likely date of January 1756 1757. From published hand 

lists of dates, we find that 3 January, when the was postmarked, fell on a 

Saturday in 1756, so it appears that Charles Wesley was in time to catch a last 

post on the Saturday. Additional support for 3 January 1756 is provided by the 

fact that Charles was obviously in close physical proximity to Lord Manners and 

his new wife: he had performed their marriage ceremony on 1 January 1756.36 

A final check is provided by consultation of the Baker list, which agrees with the 

date of 3 January 1756. One of the points that can be drawn from a description 

of this rather convoluted process is that to be an effective editor of Charles 

Wesley's papers, one has to have a good knowledge of his life and times. 

Another facet of Charles Wesley as a letter writer that tested editorial patience 

was his use of abbreviations. The most common contractions found in Charles 

Wesley's correspondence are listed below: 

& 
Bro 
Cd 
JC 
S 
Sennight 
Shd 
Tho 
Thro 
Wch 
W d  
W m  
Wn 
Xt 
Ye 
Ys 
Yr 

And 
Brother 
Could 
Jesus Christ 
Sister 
seven nights 
should 
though 
through 
which 
would 
whom 
when 
Christ 
the 
this 
your 

Many of the above are of course found elsewhere in eighteenth-century cor

respondence, but where they cause particular problems in Charles's case is when 

they are combined with the variable quality of his handwriting: it is often diffi

cult for example to tell if Charles has written "the," "this" or "your" depending 

on his use of the abbreviation "y" for "th." He also regularly abbreviates names 

of places and people and then once again interpretation and identification is 

reliant on the editor's knowledge of Charles's life and the circles in which he 

moved. 

36 Charles Wesley referred to the forthcoming event and his officiating role in letters prior to the 
wedding; for example. Autograph letter from Charles Wesley to Sarah Wesley, September 23 [1755], 
MARC. DDCW 71102. 
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Occasionally, Charles is very unconventional where abbreviations are con
cerned: a good example of this is provided in the letter that he wrote to John 
Wesley on May 5th 1729 [illustration 4].37 

t..'..  .... " ........., J' i.fI,1.. .r I :J 

37 Autograph letter from Charles Wesley to John Wesley, May 5 [1729], MARC, DDCW 1/3. 
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For reasons that are not explained, Charles has replaced the word "and" on many, 
but not all occasions, with a short horizontal line, and he has also randomly sub
stituted the endings of some other words with another horizontal line written 
under the conclusion of the word: it is probable that he was experimenting with 
a type of shorthand. Once the pattern is worked out, then it is relatively straight
forward to decipher the text, but such features of the manuscripts strengthens the 
case for making the material available in a published and edited form. 

Charles's approach to punctuation was also idiosyncratic beyond the admit
tedly elastic conventions of the time. He often uses a beginning quotation mark, 
but does not mark the end of the quotation, which can make it difficult to deter
mine where reported speech or a literary extract concludes.38 Sometimes, he does 
not use quotation marks at all. On other occasions, he inserts quotation marks at 
the beginning and end of lines, not to indicate indirect speech, but almost as a 
form of whimsical decoration. He is also very lax with regard to paragraph 
breaks. In addition to conventional paragraph breaks, on many occasions, 
Charles indicates a break with an extended horizontal line where you would 
expect a paragraph break followed by the next sentence on the same line.39 There 
does not seem to be any particular rationale involved when he uses one system in 
preference to the other. Full stops and commas are often interchangeable with 
colons and semi-colons. This can be a major problem, as in modern practice, the 
use of such breaks can have a considerable effect on the meaning of a text. 

An additional textual complication is provided by Charles's use of the system 
of shorthand devised by John Byrom (1692-1763). Charles frequently tran
scribed entire letters using shorthand for retention as office copies, or he inserted 
shorthand passages and individual words or names into letters that are largely 
plain text for the purpose of confidentiality.4o Mastery of Byrom's shorthand, as 
it was employed by the Wesleys, is currently restricted to a handful of people, so 

it is an obvious constraint when trying to decipher text. Charles also often quotes 
from classical writers in the original Latin, Greek and (very occasionally) 
Hebrew-not as much of a constraint as the shorthand, but still an occasional 
stumbling block.41 

The principal underlying theme of many of these textual difficulties is lack of 
consistency. Charles's use of syntax, grammar, and punctuation varies from one 
paragraph and sometimes one sentence to the next, changing in step with their 
author's rapidly changing thought processes. Charles's mercurial personality had 

38For example, autograph letter from Charles Wesley to Sarah Wesley, December 4 [1755], 
MARC, DDCW 7/54. 

39 For example, autograph letter from Charles Wesley to Sarah Wesley, October 11 [1752], 
MARC, DDWes 4/42. 

4<) For example, autograph letter from Charles Wesley to Sarah Wesley, March 14, 1749, MARC, 
DDCW 5/41 

41 For example, autograph letter from Charles Wesley to George W hitefield, September 1, 1740, 
MARC, DDCW 6/34. 
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an effect also on content and comprehension. When in full flow, he tends to jump 
from one subject or thought to the next without regard to stylistic convention. 
Here one can see an intimate connection between Charles Wesley as poet, 
preacher, and prose writer-some of the letters contain passages that are so lyri
cal as to almost constitute prose poetry, while others read almost like extempore 
sermons.42 These constant alterations in tone, theme, and tempo can make the 
text of the letters, difficult to follow. This undisciplined facet of his personality 
can also be seen in the appearance of his handwriting and the form of the letters
sometimes his handwriting is quite legible, while on other occasions it is not. 
Henry Rack once described Charles Wesley as verging on manic depression,43 
and something of these mood swings can be discerned in the correspondence. 

Because Charles's practice as a letter writer varied so much, this created prob
lems when the project editors attempted to impose a rigid editorial methodology. 
The practice that was eventually adopted was to transcribe the letters exactly 
word for word and for each text to be checked against the original source docu
ment at least three times. Erasures were to be included, where they remained leg
ible-these can be very illuminating both as illustrations of Charles's state of 
mind and also because they reveal his first instinctive response to a particular 
issue. Because annotations by later editors like Thomas J ackson were often 
invaluable in dating a document, these were also copied verbatim in many cases. 

I would like to conclude by addressing the question if the benefits of publish
ing Charles Wesley's letters outweigh the many frustrations associated with the 
project? There is no doubt that this is a difficult collection and it is easy to under
stand why the letters have never been published previously. But as frustrating as 
working with this material has been, it has also proved a fascinating and intellec
tually stimulating exercise. Charles Wesley was a complex person-insecure, 
courageous, judgmental, compassionate, neurotic, and decisive. His letters are 
noteworthy for their honest, if opinionated, portrayal of the early evangelical 
movement. Whereas with John Wesley, one gets the impression when reading his 
letters that he is conscious of future generations looking over his shoulder, 
Charles Wesley writes exactly what he thinks-in one letter dated August 1783 
he comments to his wife that John Wesley was preaching at the Parade in Bristol, 
before adding the sly but telling comment, "I never knew a wise, good man, so 
FOND OF BEING heard as he is.''44 This is the reality of early Methodism, warts 
and all, across a range of subject from the Foundry being lousy with lice45 to 
Charles's fretful concern that his wife's sisters appear to have taken up permanent 

42 For example, autograph letter from Charles Wesley to Aaron Maw, February 1744, MARC, 
EMV 106. 

43 Rack, Reasonable Enthusiast, 252. 
44 Autograph letter from Charles Wesley to Sarah Wesley, 5 May [no year], MARC, DDWES 

45 Autograph letter from Charles Wesley to Sarah Wesley, [August 1783], MARC, DDCW 7/86 
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residence in his home.46 Often his trenchant views are expressed in letters that 
crackle with wit, compassion, and righteous indignation. Methodist scholarship 
has struggled on occasion to categorize this brilliant, temperamental but very 

human man and it is this humanity above everything else that comes through in 
the letters. Charles was a loving husband, good friend, irritating younger brother, 
and affectionate father. He had a perspective that was broader than that of John 
Wesley and one that was more representative of the Methodist rank and file; like 
Charles they too were trying to balance faith and family commitments, issues that 
are still relevant in the church today. The interplay between personal life, min

istry, and leadership adds a dimension to Charles Wesley's correspondence that is 
not present in the letters written by his brother John. The letters of Charles 
Wesley have considerable academic research value, but they are also a marvelous 
spiritual resource for Christians of all ages. 

46 Autograph letter from Charles Wesley to Ebenezer Blackwell, September 4 [1749], MARC, 
DDCW 1/23. 



The Concept of Sanctification 
in John and Charles Wesley 

Julie A. Lunn 


Introduction 


For the Wesleys sanctification is first and foremost a response to the divine 

imperative to be holy "You shall therefore be holy, for I am holy" (Lev. 11 :45). 

Invariably John Wesley's position, revealed through his sermons, letters and jour

nals, provides the focus for research and interpretation of the Methodist perspec

tive; far less frequently have Charles Wesley's distinctive emphases been 
acknowledged, though these, emerging through the sung theology of his hymns 

have, arguably, had a more formative impact on the Methodist theology of holi

ness. John and Charles differed substantially on this matter and there are oppor

tunities, particularly in the hymns of Charles unedited by John before publication, 

to discern Charles's distinctive emphases. The latter's hymnbooks of 1749 

Hymns and Sacred Poems1 and 1762 Short Hymns on Select Passages of the H oly 
Scriptures2 are of particular importance in this task. 

This article offers a comparison of the positions of John and Charles Wesley 

on sanctification, and explores their distinctive theological emphases. There are 

two sections: the first gives a brief overview of four fundamental theological 

approaches to the differences between John and Charles on the doctrine of sanc
tification by scholars who have already worked in this field; and the second sec

tion explores in more detail the content of four clearly acknowledged areas of dif

ference between John and Charles and two more tentative ones with concluding 

indications of the subsequent direction of my own research. 

1. Overview of Literature 

It is possible to identify four fundamental theological approaches to sanctifica

tion in the Wesleys, in the work of scholars who have addressed this theme: expe

riential theology, eschatological theology, liberation theology, and moral theology. 

Experiential Theology 

Sanctification is recognized as a theology emerging from religious life and 

experience for the Wesleys in John Tyson's book, Charles Wesley on 
Sanctification.3 and Ernest Rattenbury's The Evangelical Doctrines of Charles 
Wesleys Hymns.4 Rattenbury suggests that Charles's understanding of perfection 

I Hymns and Sacred Poems, 2 vols. (Bristol: Farley. 1749); henceforth cited as HSP (1749). 
2 Short Hymns on Select Passages of the Holy Scriptures, 2 vols. (Bristol: Farley. 1762); hence

forth cited as Scripture Hymns (1762). 
3 John R. Tyson. Charles Wesley on Sanctification: A Biographical and Theological Study (Grand 

Rapids MI: Zondervan.1986). 
4 J. Ernest Rattenbury, The Evangelical Doctrines of Charles Wesley s Hymns (London: Epworth 

Press. 1954). 
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is more reliable, based as it was on his personal religious experience whereas 
John's teaching on perfection was based on the experience of others. Certainly 
Charles's experiences of God and life continued to shape his theology throughout 
his life. Tyson comments, 

First, his poetic and mystical temperament predisposed him to the quest after per
fection.... Second, clinging tenaciously to his unqualified conception of Christian 
perfection, Charles increasingly adopted progress language or developmental mod
els for describing his doctrine. Third, shaped by a certain sadness of the times and 
impressed by the testimonies of dying saints, Charles became convinced that per
fection was certain in "the article of death."5 

Charles's experience taught him that sanctification was a gradual journey, whereas 
John held that sanctification could be given instantaneously; Charles came to 
believe that sanctification could only happen in the article of death, whereas John 
insisted that it could be given sooner. Charles was keenly aware of the depth of 
his own sinfulness, and the necessity of humility before God which pushed him 
to an uncompromisingly high concept of perfection, and determined his attitude 
to those who claimed "angelic perfection." His considerable personal experience 
of suffering led him to reflect on its place in the process of sanctification. 

Eschatological theology 

Monica Coleman develops an eschatological perspective of sanctification in 
the Wesleys in her study, "The World at its Best: A Process Construction of a 
Wesleyan Understanding of Entire Sanctification."6 Her aim is to reconstruct the 
differing views of Charles and John Wesley on sanctification within a framework 
of process theology, producing a synthesis within which their divergent views 
held together produce an eschatological construction of entire sanctification. This 
is a valuable contribution to the debate. The theology of the Wesleys is one of 
realized eschatology in their emphases on instantaneous sanctification (John), or 
in its realization at death (Charles). Sanctification is also a realized eschatology 
in its embodiment in works of mercy. However, for the Wesleys sanctification is 
also inaugurated-it is a journey begun in this life and continued into the next. 
There is an element of the "not-yet," sanctification can be lost, and for John, even 
in those perceived as sanctified, the possibility for mistakes and infirmities was 
allowed. The "not yet" is evident in the reciprocal relationship of repentance and 
faith, of grace and forgiveness between humanity and God through which the 
journey proceeds. 

Robert Fraser's dissertation Strains in the I Understanding of Christian 
Perfection in Early British Methodism7 adds an interesting dimension. He argues 

5 Tyson, 309. 
6 Monica Coleman, "The World at its Best: A Process Construction of a Wesleyan Understanding 

of Entire Sanctification," Wesleyan Theological Journal, 37, No.2 Fall (2002): 130--52. 
7 Robert Fraser, "Strains in the Understanding of Christian Perfection in Early British 

Methodism," Ph.D. dissertation (Vanderbilt University, 1988). 
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that it was John's realized eschatology in his doctrine of instantaneous sanctifi
cation, along with the increased millennial fervor, which accompanied the vari
ous wars between 1739 and 1745 and the London earthquakes of 1750, that 
helped fuel the fanaticism resulting in the Perfectionist controversy of the early 
1760's. 

Moral theology 

R. Newton Flew in The Idea of Peifection in Christian Theology, and W. E. 
Sangster in The Path to Peifection, present the Wesleys' views on sanctification 
from the perspective of a moral theology. Sangster does not specifically deal with 
Charles Wesley's understanding of Christian perfection. He does however use 
the classification given in the 1780 hymnbook,8 as part of his analysis of the doc
trine, which, it might be argued, reflects Charles's theology of sanctification as 
well as John's, despite being censored and approved by John before publication. 

The emphasis in a moral theological perspective is on the reality of sin and the 
necessity of its removal. Deliverance from sin must be here and now, it is to hap
pen in this life; sanctification furthermore is attributed to the power of God by 
faith, and these two co-operate to enable sin to be destroyed. When this happens 
and sin is d alt with, normally at a definite moment, then "holiness or perfect love 
is either 'shed abroad' in the heart or 'stamped' upon it";9 and as a result " .. . the 
devout soul is either described as now enjoying the life of the angels or restored 
to the innocence of Eden."l0 This emphasis also asserts that love is the key to 
sanctification, that the attainment of sanctification carries with it an assurance, 
and also involves an ascetic detachment from the world. 

For Flew there are two additional strands to this moral theological approach. 
First, the necessity of aiming at perfection, which Flew says was established for 
Wesley through his reading of Taylor, it Kempis, and Law, and their teaching on 
purity of intention and affection, and the impossibility of being half a Christian. 
Secondly, this perfection, which is love, includes the keeping of all the com
mandments. For the Christian, "Love hath purified his heart from envy, malice, 
wrath, and every unkind temper. It has cleansed him from pride."Il 

Liberation Theology 

Sangster's identification of sanctification involving an ascetic detachment 
from the world, mentioned above, is treated very differently by Jennings in Good 

8 A Collection of Hymns for the Use of the People Called Methodists (London: Paramore, 1780). 
9W. E. Sangster, The Path to Perfection: An Examination and Restatement of John Wesleys 

Doctrine of Christian Perfection (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1943),63. 
10 Ibid. 
11 R. Newton Flew, The Idea of Perfection in Christian Theology: An Historical Study of the 

Christian Ideal for the Present Life (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1934),324. 
12Theodore W. Jennings, Jr., Good News to the Poor: John Wesley' Evangelical Economics 

(Nashville TN: Abingdon Press, 1990). 
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News to the Poor: John Wesleys Evangelical Economics.12 Jennings bases his 

thesis on John Wesley as a practical theologian for whom "evangelical econom

ics" constitutes the key feature of the evangelical revival. Jennings approaches 

his view of Wesley from the standpoint of liberation theology, setting Wesley's 

understanding of holiness within the practical and corporate sphere of economic 

responsibility for the believers and towards the poor. Jennings argues that 

Wesley's determining model is that of the early church sharing all things in com

mon and suggests that Wesley operates a hermeneutic of solidarity. He outlines 

the practical help in which Wesley was engaged for the poor: setting up collec

tives, lending stock, free health clinics, access to inexpensive medical assistance 

through his book Primitive Physick; and cites Wesley's opposition to slavery. 

Wesley's evangelical economics, according to Jennings, lie at the heart of his 

commitment to holiness of life. The actualization of this holiness, from the very 

first "entailed a new economic practice, a dedication of all resources to the poor 

on the basis of the instructions of the Gospels,"13 and this practice remained, even 

though other aspects of the practice of the first Methodists were later modified. 

Indeed, Jennings contends that the eschatological significance of Methodism is 

that the poor have good news preached to them.14 Wesley's "theological realism" 

Jennings says, was an important counterbalance to "the holiness project from 

evaporating into an invisible 'spiritual' mist, not to say mysticism." Holiness is 

the result of effective, participative, transforming grace, which is for all, and for 

the earth: 

The restoration of the person launches the restoration of the earth. Thus the trans

formation of the human heart is the turning point i  the transformation of the face 

of the earth, the beginning of cosmic transformation.ls 

In terms of Charles's understanding of the relationship between poverty and sanc

tification, S T Kimbrough, Jr., develops two aspects of Charles's thought, first in 

relation to those who are physically poor in "Perfection Revisited: Charles 

Wesley's Theology of 'Gospel Poverty' and 'Perfect Poverty,"'16 and second, in, 

"Charles Wesley and the Journey of Sanctification"17 he introduces Charles's con

cept of self-divestment with reference to the spiritually poor; this concept sug

gests a very interesting dimension to Charles Wesley's imagery of being "lost in 

God," explored later. 

13 Ibid., 140. 

14 Ibid., 63. 

15 Ibid., 152. 

16 In Richard P. Heitzenrater, ed., The Poor and the People Called Methodists 1929-1799 


(Nashville TN: Abingdon Press, 2(02), 101-19. 
17 S T Kimbrough, Jr., "Charles Wesley and the Journey of Sanctification," Evangelical Journal, 

16 (1998): 49-75. 
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2. Distinctive emphases in John and Charles Wesley 

Instantaneous or gradual? 

Sanctification envisaged as an instantaneous gift or a gradual process of 

growth was one of the most significant differences between the Wesleys. Both 

John and Charles located sanctification within a teleological model of salvation; 

salvation is a process, expressed by Charles as "pardon and holiness and 

heaven."18 Within that process sanctification provides the goal towards which 

Christian life moves; a development of growth and movement, an important refu

tation of antinomianism and "stillness," and interestingly a connection between 

the Wesleys and the theologians of the early church who used the metaphor of a 

ladder or a series of steps to describe the disciple's gradual progression towards 

holiness.19 

Charles's prevailing intention in his two-volume Short Hymns on Select 

Passages of the Holy Scriptures was to emphasize precisely this model and to 

counteract John's desire to leave open the possibility of instantaneous holiness, 

which John robustly maintained simultaneously. For John the gradual work was 

both preceded and followed by the instantaneous moment when sanctification 

was given. The possibility that sanctification might be received instantly, that the 

moment might be now, and that this should indeed be expected was fundamental 

for him; this was an important assertion of God's sovereignty; sanctification was 

the gift of God and could be given when and how God pleased. Furthermore, the 

identification of the date and time of God's action in the life of a believer held 

great significance for John. God's action, for the justification or sanctification of 

a believer at a particular moment was clear evidence of the personal experience 

of faith, which was a hallmark of the Methodist movement. For Charles, the 

experience of a personal faith was of no less importance, however he came to 

reject the possibility of instantaneous perfection, and particularly after the 

Perfectionist controversy an emphasis on gradual holiness became a recurrent 

theme in his hymns.2o The issue was not about the nature of God and God's abil

ity to give the gift, but about the nature of those who claimed to have received it. 

Charles, for whom humility was an essential component of sanctification, was 

horrified by the behaviour of those who considered themselves to have attained 

perfection and in whom he struggled to detect that essential virtue. Furthermore, 

as we will see, Charles recognized the sufferings and trials of this life as possible 

means of growth towards holiness. He insisted that there were no short cuts to 

heaven and responded with biting sarcasm to those who thought otherwise: 

18 HSP (1749), 1:245, stanza 2, line 4, Hymn 31 [Hymns for Believers]. 
19 For example, St. John Climacus, The Ladder of Divine Ascent (Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press, 

1982). 
20 See Scripture Hymns (1762), 1 :901, Hymn 7; 2: 1274, Hymns 162, 288, 695, 758. 
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"But we now, the prize t' attain, 
"An easier method see, 

"Save ourselves the toil and pain, 
"And ling'ring agony, 

"Reach at once the ladder's top, 
"While standing on its lowest round, 

"Instantaneously spring up, 
"With pure perfection crown'd."21 

Charles's meaning in this verse and others like it is unequivocal and entirely 

opposed to John's view. Sanctification was a journey and Charles made use of 

the metaphor; the seven-times journey around Jericho being one example: 

Then let us urge our way, 
And work, and suffer on, 

Nor dream, the first, or second, day 
Will throw the bulwarks down: 
We on the sacred morn 
Our seven-fold toil repeat, 

Expecting that the latest turn 
Our labour shall complete.22 

John's distinctive conviction emerges however through an editorial comment at 

the end of the last line of a poem that ends with the lines: "But on thy promise I 

depend I To bless me at my latter end." John's marginal note in his own copy 

reads, "Whenever God pleases."23 

John tried to encourage Charles to preach instantaneous sanctification on 

more than one occasion, but seemingly without success. The discussion contin

ued beyond John Wesley's death, at least for a time. Richard Watson maintained 

the possibility of instantaneous sanctification in his epic account of Wesley's the

ology. He asserts that dying to sin and gradual growth in grace "advance us 

nearer to this point of entire sanctity"; however, he continued "(b)ut they are not 

at all inconsistent with a more instantaneous when, the depth of our natural 

depravity being more painfully felt, we plead in the accomplishment of the 

promises of God."24 In Adam Clarke however the notion of instantaneous sanc

tification was not pursued and over time the concept was quietly dropped. 

21 Scripture Hymns ( 1762), 2:317, stanza 2, Hymn 620, cited by Kimbrough, "Charles Wesley and 
the Journey of Sanctification," 55. 

22 Scripture Hymns ( 1 762), ]: 1 17, stanza ], Hymn 361. 
23 Ibid., 1 :95, stanza 1, Hymn 30 1 (wrongly numbered 294). For John Wesley's marginal com

ments on the texts of Scripture Hymns ( 1762) see S T Kimbrough, Jr., "John Wesley: 
Editor-Poet-Priest," Methodist History 43(2005): 131-59, especially 154. 

24 Richard Watson, Theological Institutes (London: John Mason, 1862), Elibron Classics series, 
Vol. IV: 146--47. 
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Sanctification as gradual or instantaneous raises a question about its nature; 

how did sanctification as a process or a state relate to the Wesleys' understanding 

of its nature, as essentially moral, gained through spiritual discipline, piety, and a 

succession of good works (commitment to the poor was considered a necessary 

element), or as an ontological state? For Charles Wesley it is definitely a process, 

leading to a goal, but for John it is less obvious. It might be argued that their 

views are borne out by the linguistic tenses they use to describe sanctification. 

Sangster notes that in the thirty texts John cites as the scriptural basis for his doc

trine of sanctification, present and perfect tenses are used. In his sermon on 

"Christian Perfection," published in 1741, John emphasizes the point, 

Now, it is evident that the apostle . .. speaks of a deliverance wrought in this world. 
For he saith not, The blood of Christ will cleanse (at the hour of death, or in the day 
of judgment), but it 'cleanseth,' at the present time, us living Christians 'from all 
sin.'25 

Charles however does not push the same interpretation, 

... perfection is a matter of divine command or human longing, rather than of 
attainment. Here Charles Wesley is at one with the language of the New 
Testament, and more especially of Paul, who, when he speaks of perfection, almost 
always will be found to be using the imperative or the subjunctive moods, or the 
future tense, but never the present or the perfect. 26 

John's use of the present tense is critical for his understanding of sanctifica

tion as a realisable, verifiable, instantaneous, and datable experience now. 

Writing to Arthur Keene he says, 

A gradual work of grace constantly preceded the instantaneous work both of justi
fication and sanctification. But the work itself (of sanctification as well as justifi
cation) is undoubtedly instantaneous. As after a gradual conviction of the guilt and 
power of sin you was [sic] justified in a moment, so after a gradually increasing 
conviction of inbred sin you will be sanctified in a moment. And who knows how 
soon? W hy not now?27 

However, as these words confirm, John does not consider sanctification as a state. 

It is also a process of growth; it is not a static concept; it could be lost. 

It is, in fact, a moment-by-moment life. That is why Wesley came to dislike talk
ing of a state of sanctification because that hinted at a permanent achievement 
secured by the faith of one moment. The faith of the moment received the perfect 
love of the moment and that moment's deliverance from sin. It was now, and then 
now, and again now, and these "nows" become, as the disciple grows "in grace and 
faith, a ... continuous chain." That is why Wesley is concerned to impress upon 
his followers the need to expect the gift of love every moment.28 

25 Sangster, 48. 

26 Ibid., quoting Lofthouse, 53. 

27 Ibid., 84-5. 

28 Ibid., 85--6. 
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For Charles, however, even momentary sanctification was inadmissible. His 
keen awareness of the reality and depth of human sinfulness along with his high 
view of sanctification made it so. T he divergence between the Wesley brothers' 
views on sin and sanctification, is a matter to which we will return, but first there 
was another issue concerning the timing of sanctification which divided the 
Wesleys: when was perfection attained? 

Sanctification before death or at the point of death? 

For both of the Wesley brothers sanctification was deemed possible in this life. 

Faithful I account thee, Lord, 

To thy sanctifying word; 

I shall soon be as thou art, 


Holy both in life and heart, 

Perfect holiness attain, 

All thine image here regain, 

Love my God entirely here, 

Blameless then in heaven appear.29 


However, both also realized that this was not always attained and one of the ques
tions they had to address was whether perfection was essential before death. On 
the one hand John Wesley states, "Without it none can see God, but none who 
seek sanctification sincerely can or shall die without it." But on the other hand, 
it was not something to be anxious about, as discussed in the Conference of 1747: 

Q. 	19 Ought we to be anxiously carefull abt (about) Perfection, least we sho'd die 
before we have attained it? 

A. 	 In no wise. We ought to be thus carefull for nothing neither 

Temporal. 30 


Nevertheless the same Minutes suggest that a little before death is the moment 
when most believers were in fact sanctified: 

How much is allowed by our Brethren who differ from us with regard to 
entire Sanctification? 

Q. 

A. 	 They grant 1 st That every one must be intirely Sanctified in the Article of 
Death.... 

IQ. 2 But what do we allow them? 
A. 	 We grant 1st That many of those who have died in the Faith, Yea, the greater 

part of them we have known were not Sanctified thro'out not made Perfect 
in Love, till a little before Death.31 

It is not clear whether Charles Wesley was considered one of those "who dif
fer from us with regard to entire Sanctification," but it seems that Charles did dif-

Hymns (1762), 2:326, Hymn 639. 

30 Bennett's Minutes, 1747,59. 

31 Bennett's Minutes, 53 (page unnumbered). 


nor 
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fer with his brother on this matter even as early as this. On January 27, 1747, five 
months before the Conference from which the Minutes above are quoted, John 
wrote to his brother: 

As to time, I believe this instrument generally is the instant of death, the moment 
before the soul leaves the body. But I believe it may be ten, twenty, or forty years 
before death. Do we agree or differ here?32 

Charles Wesley, whilst not denying that Christian perfection was possible in 
this life, grew more of the opinion that it was not received until a few moments 
before death. His focus for the moment of sanctification seems to have been on 
the moment of resignation just before death. 

It was a difficult theological issue to resolve. On the one hand, rejecting sanc
tification in this life might suggest Christ's sacrifice and God's grace are insuffi
cient. On the other hand, particularly important after the perfectionist contro
versy, the need to avoid any grounds for spiritual pride was paramount. W hat is 
evident is that the possibility of being sanctified at the point of death was a theo
logical position held by early Methodists. Deathbed testimonies indicating the 
state of soul of the dying believer therefore became very significant. Dying well, 
in peace and assurance of faith became distinctive of the early Methodists and 
was an important assertion both of Protestant and Arminian faith, denying the 
purifying fire of purgatory and defying the latent anxieties about election which 
emerged most strongly at death. Experiences of believers dying with an unfal
tering assurance of faith in the risen Christ were highly valued, as were those who 
saw visions of heaven on their deathbeds. Charles wrote some of his hymns as 
reflections upon deathbed testimonies  the following, written after the death of 
Mrs. Hooper, is one example. He alludes to the themes of confidence and assur
ance in God  he also declares her sinlessness and perfection before death. 

4. 	 In her no spot of sin remain'd 
To shake her confidence in God, 

The victory here she more than gain'd, 
Triumphant thro' her Saviour's blood. 

5. 	 She now the fight of faith hath fought, 
Finish'd and won the Christian race  

She found on earth the Lord she sought, 
And now beholds him face to face. 

6. 	 She died in sure and steadfast hope, 
By Jesus wholly sanctified, 

Her perfect spirit she gave up, 
And sunk into his arms, and died.33 

32Tyson, 247, italics removed. 

33 Hymns and Sacred Poems (Bristol: F. Farley, 1742), 125; henceforth cited as HSP (1742). 
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In this hymn the importance of Mrs. Hooper's witness to her faith is evident, 

however so too is the gift of sanctification given by Jesus in this moment. 

Cunningham, when discussing this topic, states that in Charles's theology: 

... perlection was not bestowed at death; rather, death was the true believer's final 
opportunity to express perfection in a meaningful way. Sanctification culminated in 
death; but it was not somehow received 'instantly' just beforehand .... Rather, to 
Wesley, entire sanctification found outward expression through the peaceful, joyful, 
and loving disposition of those confronted by the gravest of existential obstacles.34 

The difficulty with this view is that it does not address the issue of when sanc-

tification is given. If not instantly just before death, then the gift must have been 

given at an earlier point in a believer's life, as John maintained but Charles did 

not. For both John and Charles sanctification is t e gift of God, not something 

attained through the believer's own behaviour, assurance or witness. 

6. She died in sure and steadfast hope, 

By Jesus wholly sanctified. 35 

Sanctification and sin 

To what extent did the doctrine of holiness assert the eradication of sin in the 

life of the believer? Did it advocate the eradication of original sin as well as 

actual sin? In the early Conferences when sanctification was being discussed the 

question arose. 

Q. 5 	 Is not every Believer born of God, A Temple of the Holy Ghost? 
A. 	 In a low Sense he is, but he that is in the proper Sense, born of God, cannot 

commit Sin. 
Q. 6 	 What is implied in being made Perlect in Love? 
A. 	 The Loveing the Lord our God with all our Mind, & Soul, & Strength, Deu: 

6.5-30.6. Ezek.3 6-
Q. 7 	 Does this imply that he who is thus made Perfect cannot commit Sin? 
A. 	 St. John affirms it expressly, he cannot commit Sin, because he is born of 

God, Ch. 3.10 And indeed how sho'd he? Seeing there is now none 
Occasion of Stumbling in him. Chap. 2.10 

Q. 8 	 Does it imply that all inward Sin is taken away? 
A. 	 Without Doubt. Or how sho'd he be said to be saved from all his 

When does inward Sanctification begin? 
In the Moment we are Justified the Seed of every Virtue is then instantan-

sown in the Soul. From that Time the Believer gradually dies to Sin 
& grow in Grace. Yet Sin remains in him, yea the Seed of all Sin, till he is 
Sanctified thro'out in Spirit, Soul & Body.37 

34 Joseph W. Cunningham "The Methodist Doctrine of Christian Perfection: Charles Wesley's 
Contribution Contextualized," Wesley and Methodist Studies, vol. 2:41. 

35 This author's italics. 
36 1744, Bennet's Minutes. Note spellings and abbreviations are as in the original text, except for 

"the" and "that" which appear in the text as "ye" and "yt," page 9. 
37 1745, Bennet's Minutes, page 33. 
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Charles's view reflects that of these Minutes. Those who are perfect cannot 
commit sin; this is a process, in which from Justification onwards the believer 
gradually dies to sin until sanctified; and when a believer is sanctified throughout, 
the seed of all sin is removed. In Charles's words, "Thou wilt the root remove / 

in love."38 And perfect me John however was more uncomfortable with the 
notion of sinless perfection than Charles, and he accused Charles of setting the 
standard of perfection too high, so as to be unattainable. Charles did not have a 
problem with the seeming paradox of attaining the unattainable. Indeed Charles 
loved paradox and used it frequently in his hymns to express the inexpressible, to 
communicate something of the mystery of God; and the removal of sin in the life 
of the believer was such a paradox. 

The most impossible of all, 
Is that I e'er from sin should cease; 

Yet shall it be, I know it shall; 
Jesus, look to thy faithfulness! 

If nothing is too hard for thee, 
All things are possible to me.39 

For John's more rational approach however the paradox needed an explana
tion. Flew says Wesley uses the word "sin " in two distinct ways, 

Sin means either any falling short of the divine ideal for humanity, or it means a 
voluntary transgression of a known law of God which it was within our power to 
obey. It was only in the latter sense that Wesley maintained we could be free from 
sin.40 

The first definition allows for involuntary transgressions "of a divine law, 
known or unknown," which in the Conference of 1759 was stated as Methodist 
doctrine. John comments, "(a) person filled with the love of God is still liable to 
these involuntary transgressions. Such transgressions you may call sins, if you 
please; I do not. ... "41 For John, perfection does not mean freedom from igno
rance or mistake, "Absolute or infallible perfection I never contended for. Sinless 
perfection I do not contend for, seeing it is not scriptural."42 Rack refers to this 
as his "paradoxical doctrine of a perfection which was not perfect."43 Ironically 
John seems to have replaced Charles's paradox with one of his own. The weak
ness of his argument is his failure to give sufficient weight to involuntary sins, his 
failure to allow unconscious sins or sins of omission. This defect arises from the 
second major weakness in John's understanding of sin, which was to see it as a 

38 Scripture Hymns (17 62), 2:414, stanza 1,lines 5 & 6, Hymn 826. 

39 HSP (1749),2:159. 

40 Aew, 326. 

41 Ibid., 327. 

42 Ibid., 325. 

43 Henry D. Rack, Reasonable Enthusiast (Philadelphia PA: Trinity Press International, 1989), 
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"thing," an undesirable object within a human being, which could be removed by 
God, rather than acknowledging sin as relational. Sangster identifies the prob
lem, "the concept of sin as a thing rather than a relationship carries with it the 
attendant danger that the removal of this sin happens by 'a stroke of omnipo
tence.' ''44 John Fletcher articulates the crux of the ratter, "Can God take away 
the power of sinning without taking away our power of free obedience?"45 

Charles's concept of sin was more complex and nuanced. He was more aware 
of the gravity of sin, and recognized the possibility of unconscious sin, 

Show me as my soul can bear 
The depth of inbred sin.46 

Humility accompanied such an understanding of sin; and when sinless perfection 
was misapprehended by Maxfield and Bell, with Bell claiming in 1761 that he 
had received sanctification, and his followers "thought themselves restored to the 
purity of Adam and Eve and incapable of falling";47 and Maxfield was preaching 
"angelic perfection," and encouraging "perfectionists who claimed visions and 
superiority to others,"48 Charles was appalled and as a result changed his empha
sis: 

Charles had gone further than John in his claims for the gift as removing the 'root' 
of sin. But now Charles placed the achievement so high and saw it so much in terms 
of a and penitential discipline rather than as the result of a sudden act of 

complained he had made it impossible for anyone to achieve it.49 

Tyson makes an interesting observation when on Charles's 
refusal to leave Bristol to accompany John to the disturbance. 
Charles pleaded ill health, but Tyson remarks, 

One can only conjecture whether it was truly Charles's frail health that kept him 
out of the fray so long. He may have been avoiding an awkward ideological situ
ation, since Maxfield's unqualified concept of perfection sounded rather like an 
extreme version of Charles's own!50 

It is important to note that neither of the Wesleys ever claimed to have attained 
sinless perfection themselves. 

Sanctification and suffering 

Charles's high view of sanctification, including the sinlessness of the believer, 
was something suffering could assist: 

46 HSP (1742), 209, stanza 5, lines 1-2. 
63. 

47 Rack, 338. 
48 Ibid. 
49 Ibid., 340. 
50 Tyson, 269-70. 
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Then let us still his cross sustain, 
A Father's chastisements receive, 

And waiting thus the prize to gain, 
We shall the life divine retrieve, 

And put thy sinless image on, 
Pure members of thy perfect Son.51 

This verse is cited by Joanna Cruickshank in Pain; Passion and Faith: Revisiting 

the Place of Charles Wesley in Early Methodism. Cruickshank's work focuses on 
Charles's experience and theology of suffering which was very different from that 
of John. Nowhere is there clearer evidence of Charles's experience shaping his 
theology than in his understanding of suffering. Cruickshank identifies the fol
lowing fonnational experiences: 

The hardships of his own life were certainly significant: a tumultuous childhood, 
lifelong ill health, years of physically and emotionally demanding itinerant min
istry, serious conflicts with his brother John, the early deaths of five of his children, 
his son Samuel's emotional instability and conversion to Roman Catholicism and 
the (to Charles) heartbreaking movement of Methodism away from the Church of 
England.52 

John however attributed Charles's emphasis on suffering to another influence, 
the early doctrinal influence of Thomas a Kempis and William Law.53 John 
blamed the "poisonous mysticism," which "gave a gloomy cast, first to his mind, 
and then to many of his verses: This made him frequently describe religion as a 
melancholy thing."54 

Five strands can be detected in Charles's interpretation of the place of suffer
ing in sanctification. First suffering was a means through which complete sub
mission to God could be achieved. Suffering is sometimes therefore interpreted 
as chastisement from God, as in the verse quoted above, though Charles also sees 
it as a sign of God's fatherly love. 

Taught obedience to my God, 
By the things I have endured, 

Meekly now I kiss the rod, 
Wounded by the rod, and cured: 

Good for me the grief and pain, 
Let me but thy grace adore, 

Keep the pardon I regain, 
Stand in awe, and sin no more.55 

51 Scripture Hymns (1762), 2:374, Hymn 728. See Joanna Cruickshank, Pain, Passion and Faith: 
Revisiting the Place of Charles Wesley in Early Metlwdism (Plymouth: Scarecrow Press, 2009), 86. 

52 Ibid., 17. 
53 Ibid. 
54 Ibid., 21. 
55 HSP (1749), 1:195, stanza 3, Hymn 12 [In Temptation]. 
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Second, the character of Christ might be fonned in the believer through suf
fering, 

His love into the furnace cast, 
His love attends and keeps me here, 

That coming forth as gold at last, 
Stamp'd with his Name and Character, 

And perfected thro' sufferings I 
May spotless to His bosom fly.56 

Third, suffering is also accompanied by joy because it is part of the good work 
of God, 

Jesu, my all in all thou art, 
My rest in toil, my ease in pain; 

The med' cine of my broken heart, 
In war my peace, in loss my gain; 

My smile beneath the tyran l's frown, 
In shame my glory and my crown.57 

Fourth, Charles asserted that sometimes God withdrew his presence from 
believers in suffering to test and strengthen their faith. 

His face unless he hide, 
We never can be tried: 

Wherefore not in wrath but love 
Jesus partially withdraws, 

Leaves his own, our faith to prove, 
Leaves us bleeding on his crosS.58 

Finally, Charles insisted on the necessity of extreme suffering as the means to 
perfection. Tyson notes his juxtaposition of the images of the cross and the crown 
in his connection of suffering with sanctification.59 Charles considered suffering 
to be a participation in the suffering of Christ, and seems to suggest that only 
those who suffer with Christ (the cross) obtain the crown, 

In sorrow, as in grace, we grow, 
With closer fellowship 

Our Lord more intimately 
Till coming to a perfect man 

His sharpest agonies we share, * 
And all His marks of passion bear, 

56 Scripture Hymns (1762), 2:348, Hymn 679. 

57 HSP (1749), 1:245, stanza 3, Hymn 31 [Hymns for Believers]. 

58 The Unpublished Poetry of ClUlrles Wesley, 3 vols., eds. S T Kimbrough, Jr., and Oliver A. 


BeckerJegge (Nashville: AbingdoniKingswood, 1990),2:52. 
59 Tyson, 262. 
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Partakers of his bitterest cup, 
And burden'd with his heaviest load, 

We fill his after-sufferings up, 
Confonn'd to an expiring God; 

And only such our Father owns, * 
And seats on our appointed thrones. 60 

John disagreed. In the verses above, at the place of the asterisk, he wrote 
"No" in his copy.61 He argued that the biblical reference to trials through which 
believers may share the "sufferings of Christ" did not refer to general sufferings 
... but "doubtless refers to martyrdom and the sufferings connected with it."62 
Similarly John disagreed with Charles' contention that God sometimes deserted 
believers. He accepted that Christians could feel deserted by God, but asserted 
that God never deserts us, only we that desert him. John could however see some 
potential spiritual value in suffering and its possible contribution to sanctification 
in developing humility and assisting spiritual progress, 

Such a degree of sickness or pain as does not affect the understanding I have often 
found to be a great help. It is an admirable help against levity, as well as against 
foolish desires; and nothing more directly tends to teach us that great lesson, to 
write upon our heart, "Not as I will, but as thou Wilt."63 

John's fundamental response to suffering, Mack argues, was largely influenced by 
the Enlightenment emphasis on the rational dominance of mind over body and 
therefore John's overriding concern was to overcome suffering through healing, 
as his pUblication, Primitive Physick, an affordable, accessible means of medical 
advice for the poor, demonstrates. 

Cruickshank makes the important observation that the differences between the 
Wesleys regarding suffering were not only indicative of a divergence in theology, 
but also represent "alternative nonnative narratives of the Christian experience," 

For John, the Christian life was not "a melancholy thing": severe trials were to be 
expected, but cheerfulness was the norm and the delights of perfection were a real 
possibility. Life was a demanding race, not a slow crucifixion. For Charles, how
ever, the Christian should not expect perfection before the moment of death. In the 
meantime, life was a matter of intense and increasing suffering, involving physical 
and emotional pains as well as the spiritual pain of being abandoned by God. Joy 
was certainly a reality, but it was experienced as a loving intimacy with Christ in 
the midst of pain and as a confident hope of eternity ahead. 64 

OOScripture Hymns (1762). 2:374. stanzas 3 & 4. Hymn 727. See Cruickshank. 94. 

61 See Kimbrough. "John Wesley: Editor-Poet-Priest," 158. 


62 Cruickshank. 93. 


63 Phyllis Mack "Does gender matter? Suffering and salvation in eighteenth-century Methodism," 

160, in Jeremy Gregory, 2005. Jo hn Wesley: tercentenary essays: proceedings of a conference held 
at the University of Manchester, June 2003. Bulletin of the John Rylands University Library of 
Manchester, vol. 85, Nrs. 2 and 3. [Manchester]: John Rylands University Library of Manchester 
157-76 

64 Cruickshank, 95. 
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These four points above are the most clearly identifiable differences between 

John and Charles on sanctification. There are two other areas which are much 

more subtle, the first the claim that the sanctification advocated by the Wesleys 

involved an ascetic detachment from the world, and second the possible mystical 

tendencies in Charles's theology, despised by John. I conclude with a brief com
ment about these, both of which form a part of my current research and the direc

tion in which this is developing. 

Ascetical detachment from the world 

It might be argued that this topic is not so much a question of disagreement 

between the Wesley brothers as a criticism of their interpretation of sanctification 

in relation to the world. Flew identifies an "intra-mundane asceticism,"65 as one 

of the flaws in the Wesleys' doctrine of sanctification, and Sangster, following 

Flew picks up the theme: 

In some ways the aspiring souls forsook the life around them. They took to heart
as evangelical religion has often taken to heart-the injunction "Love 
not the world" and retreated into a mental monastery. 66 

Flew argues that even the hymns were deficient, "Those hymns do most won
derfully explore the intercourse of the soul with God. But they do not explore with 

any success the relations of men with one another."67 This is an interesting reflec

tion, but I am not entirely sure it is correct. W hilst it is undoubtedly true that the 
majority of the hymns focus on the relationship between a person and God, other 

hymns such as those written for the fellowship of believers, or on pastoral concerns 
such as the death of a child might address relationships between one human being 

and another. Some further research needs to be undertaken to determine this. 
Sangster contends that work and worship are not seen as belonging together; 

that while there are plenty of examples of Methodists helping the poor, this is 

merely the social salvage of individuals by individuals without a larger vision of 

addressing the root of social needs; and that there was an inadequate communal 

understanding of holiness. 

In response the following points may be argued from Charles's and John's per

spectives. Charles's emphasis on the part suffering plays in sanctification demon

strates an empathetic incarnational theology of sanctification which connects to the 

experience of humankind; a theology which is detectable in Sangster in his allusion 

to the Methodists' care for the poor, but not pursued. Furthermore there is evidence 
for a theology borne out of Charles's personal experience of pain, which locates 
holiness essentially in the "normal life" of humankind rather than "ascetically 

detached" from it. Jennings presents two arguments which dispute John's under

65 Flew, 338. 

66 Sangster, 89. 

67 Flew, 340. 
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standing of sanctification as "ascetically detached." First, John's involvement in 
wider social reform and particularly his opposition to the institution of slavery, 
through which John addresses the wider social picture, not just the cause of individ
uals. His second point is rooted in the Wesleys' Arminian insistence on grace for all. 

It is no longer necessary to retire from the world to be holy ... , Thus the holiness 
project is unleashed upon the world. All people everywhere, and not only con
templative scholars or mystics. were called to correspond to the divine nature, and 
the grace that would make such a correspondence actual was freely offered to al1.68 

Furthermore grace is efficacious; it concerns a real transformation of things, peo
ple, relationships and the world. For Wesley, "(t)he effects of the divine action 
must be palpable,"69 hence his emphasis on the experiential evidence of those 
believed to be holy, the value of which was disputed by Charles. John's concern 
with physical evidence as proof of holiness is not however intra-mundane asceti
cism but rather concerns the transformation of lives, of grace overcoming sin. 

The temptation inherent in the holiness project to withdraw from the world is over
come by the identification of that project as love. As the religion of love, scriptural 
religion is necessarily social. In this way Wesley is delivered from the mystics, and 
from Oxford, too. As a student he tried to avoid the parish, saying it was impossi
ble to be holy if one had to deal with sinners! But the theme of grace made clear 
that the holiness of God consisted precisely in caring for sinners.1° 

Mysticism 

There have already been hints in this paper of Charles's drawing on the tradi
tion of the mystics in his theology. Of the writers on sanctification in the 
Wesleys, Flew sees a parallel between the Wesleys' doctrine and that of the mys
tics, even though John Wesley came to disavow their influence upon him: 

It must be premised that the preaching of "Entire Sanctification" or "Perfect Love" 
was part of a particular schematization of the religious life, which is parallel to the 
various degrees in the doctrine of the mystics.71 

Lindstrom interestingly describes Wesley's approach as "practical mysticism" 
and identifies the mysticism Wesley deplored as purely contemplative mysticism. 
Practical mysticism on the other hand, he argues, is about the transformation 
identified in the previous section. 

With Wesley as with the mystics everything was directed towards a change which 
would qualify man for glorification. In this general position just as in the teleo
logical alignment of his theology, Wesley, after as well as before 1738, agrees with 
practical mysticism.72 

68 Jennings. 141. 

69 Ibid., 142. 

70 Ibid., 150. 

n Flew, 316. 

72 Harald Lindstrom, Wesley and Sanctification: A Study in the Doctrine of Salvation (London: 


The Epworth Press, 1950), 129. 

http:mysticism.72
http:mystics.71
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Finally Rattenbury notes three particular features of Charles's theology which might 
be described as my stical; first his understanding of the imitation of Christ as con
formity with his sufferings; second, his concept of renewal in the image of God in 
Trinity, which, in a hymn quoted by Rattenbury, hints at a concept of divinization, 

Triune God, the New-Creator 
Of our fallen souls appear, 

o communicate thy nature, 
Raise us to thy image here, 

In true holiness renew'd, 
Spotless portraitures of God. 73 

And third, Charles's language of being lost in God. Charles uses such language 
frequently in his hymns and invests those words with different meanings, includ
ing humility, resignation to God, self-divestment and even perhaps reabsortion into 
God. Three examples follow from volumes 1 and 2 of his Scripture Hymns (1762). 

In pity to thy children, blast 
Our self-exulting joy, 

Thrust out our images at last, 
And utterly destroy: 

Come, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, 
Our nature to remove, 

And self shall be forever lost 
In depths of purest love.74 

Happy the man, who poor and low, 
Less goodness in himself concei ves 

Than Christ doth of his servant know; 
Who sav'd from self-reflection lives, 

Unconscious of the grace bestow'd, 
Simply resign'd, and lost in God. 

In depths of purest love.75 

Saviour, my latter end is come, 
Now to my parting soul appear, 

The root, the man of sin consume, 
And let me sink to nothing here, 

Resorb'd into perfection's sea, 
And lost, forever lost in theeP6 

73 Hymns on the Trinity (Bristol: W. Pine, 1767), 127, stanza 1, Hymn 48; line 6 this author's ital-
ics. See Rattenbury, 147. 

74 Scripture Hymns (1762), 2:404, stanza 4, Hymn 804. 
75 Scripture Hymns (1762), 2:415, Hymn 829. 
76 Scripture Hymns (1762),1:96, stanza 2, Hymn 301. 
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Conclusion 

The four theological perspectives outlined at the beginning of this article

experiential theology, eschatological theology, liberation theology, and moral 

theology-continue to offer a valuable theological framework for an analysis of 

the concept of sanctification in John and Charles Wesley. Within this framework 

it is possible to identify specific questions related to the disagreement between the 

brothers regarding how a theology of sanctification should be interpreted. 

• 	 Is sanctification received instantaneously or gradually? To what extent there

fore is it a moral or ontological entity? 

• 	 Is sanctification received before or at the point of death? How does the timing 

of the gift of sanctification fit within an eschatological context? 

• 	 What is the relationship between sanctification and sin? Does sanctification 

mean the eradication of sin, even original sin, from the life of the believer? 

• 	 What correlation can be drawn between sanctification and suffering? To what 

extent is sanctification rooted in and influenced by the experience of ordinary 

Christians? 

These and other questions raised in this article will be a part of my ongoing 

research. 

This article has identified areas in which John and Charles differed signifi

cantly in their understanding of sanctification, indeed to a greater extent than is 

often assumed, or indeed was publicized in their time. In addition to acknowl

edging the differences, however, it is also important to recognize that through 

their struggle to understand and articulate what sanctification was about, both 

John and Charles sought to interpret their personal knowledge and experience of 

God with theological and spiritual integrity, not as an academic exercise but as an 

expression of their own quest for truth, part of their journey towards holiness. 





Charles Wesley in Stone 

Oliver A. Beckedegge 

In these days of cremation, when headstones, if any, give little room for a mes
sage, it is perhaps difficult to realize the extent to which two hundred years ago 
people left records of their loved ones engraved on their last resting place. For 
the stone not only gave biographical details, but very often a message to the 
passer-by. And particularly in the years from roughly 1800-1850 that message 
was very often expressed in verse, whether quoted or original and, succeeding as 
it did the great evangelical revival of the previous century, by no means yet a 
spent force, that verse very often, in Britain at any rate, was the verse of Charles 
Wesley. For people who had found Christ through the preaching of the Wesleys 
and their collaborators, and who had sung of their conversion, their hopes and 
fears, their temptations and triumphs, their debt to their Lord and Savior, in the 
words of Charles Wesley and the translations of Brother John, nothing was more 
natural than that they should express the faith in which they had not only lived 
and died, in those same words. 

They had expressed that faith not infrequently in the words of Watts and other 
early hymn writers, but the model par excellence was Charles Wesley. The 
source, of course, was John's A Collection of Hymns for the Use of the People 

Called Methodists (1780), and that included one hymn of his elder brother 
Samuel. Samuel's best known hymn, found in some British hymnbooks as late 
as in the twentieth century, was "The morning flowers display their sweets"l
"Occasioned by the Death of a Young Lady." Lines from that hymn are by no 
means uncommon on gravestones: 

Let sickness blast, let death devour, 
If heaven must recompense our pain, 

Perish the grass and fade the flower 
If firm the Word of God remain. 

These lines are found on the grave of Elizabeth Shipley, 1873, in York Cemetery.2 
Also in York Cemetery are found the following lines: 

Nipped by the wind's unkindly blast,3 

Safe from diseases and decline. 


1 First published in Miscellaneous Poems. published by several hands (np: David Lewis, 1724), 
pp. 83-4, with the title "On the 6th and 8th Verses of the 40th Chapter of Isaiah, occasioned by the 
Death of a Young Lady;" later published in Samuel Wesley's Poems on Several Occasions (London: 
E. Say, 1736), pp. 47-8. The quatrain quoted here is original stanza 6. 

2 This author quotes the date, name, and place of the incidence of the quotations as indications of 
their genuineness. Too often books on epitaphs afford nothing that will give verisimilitude to an oth
erwise bald and unconvincing narrative. 

3 Ibid., 2:1 and 5:4. 

61 
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They appear on the grave of John William Hick, 1880, and in Cornwall at vari
ous places, often on the graves of young people between 1860 and 1867. At the 
beginning of the nineteenth century (1809-1824) six children of the Lyth family, 
all of whom died in infancy, were buried in St. Laurence's Churchyard, York, and 
their headstone bore another stanza from the same hymn: 

Yet these, arising from the tomb, 
With luster brighter far shall shine, 

Revived with ever during bloom, 
Safe from disease and decline. 

That same stanza is also found in Cornwall in Camborne Centenary burial ground 
on the graves of the brothers Richard and Thomas Henry James, who died in 1864 
at ages seventeen and five years respectively. It is found as well in Bedford, E. 
Yorks on the gravestones of James Dunn (1810) and three infants and in Penmon 
Priory, Anglesey on the gravestones of four children of James and Esther Adamas 
(1837-1850). The Methodists of those days knew their hymnbooks, and they 
knew how to choose appropriate lines for the epitaphs of their dead. 

It has been suggested more than once, and perhaps with a measure of truth, 
that Charles Wesley was obsessed by death, that there was a melancholy strain in 
his makeup. On the other hand, his hymns on death are full of expressions of 
Christian joy. "Rejoice for a brother deceased" is the best known opening line 
and sums up his attitude. Hence, quotations from this hymn are widely found, 
such as: 

Our brother the haven hath gained,4 
Outftying the tempest and, wind, 

His rest he hath sooner obtairied, 
And left his companions behind. 

Adapted to "our sister . . . , it is found in Bryher, Scil1y Isles (Rebecca Jenkin, 
1855) and in St. Neot, Cornwall (Margaret Rundle, 1877). 

Other lines from the same hymn were also popular: 

The voyage of life's at an end,S 
The mortal affliction is past, 

The age that in heaven they spend 
For ever and ever shall last. 

They are found as late as 1898 at Langton Matravers, Dorset (William Saunders) 
and even later in 1915 in York Cemetery (Sarah Watson), in Bunbury, Cheshire 
(Joseph Hughes, 1849), in the remote Tosside, W. Yorks (Margery Whipp, 1864), 
in Warlegg an , Cornwall (Mary Ann Knight, 1889), and in Hemingbrough, E. 

4 First four lines of stanza 2: Funeral Hymns [London: Strahan, 1746], p. 3. 

5 Ibid., 3:5-8. 
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Yorks (Mary Annelley, 1861). Charles Wesley stressed this joy whether he was 

celebrating the death of an old soldier of the Cross or an infant: 

Angels rejoice! a child is born6 
Into your happier world above; 

Let poor short-sighted mortals mourn, 
While on the wings of heaving love 

An everlasting spirit flies 
To claim his kindred in the skies. 

These lines appear on the grave of a sixteen-month-old James Moor in St. Denys' 

Churchyard, York in 1823. 

Perhaps the most notorious hymn welcoming death is "Ab lovely appearance 

of death," though I have never come across the first lines on a headstone. Later 

lines, however, are far from uncommon, the most popular being: 

This languishing head is at rest,7 
Its thinking and aching are 0' er; 

This quiet, immovable breast 
Is heaved by affliction no more. 

This is found up and down England: in York Cemetery and in neighboring vil

lages, comparatively late in the nineteenth century (sometimes with the next four 

lines); in St. Breward, Cornwall, dapated to "Their languishing heads ... ," on 

the headstone of Richard and Jane Hambley in 1876, and Jane Tippett (1850) in 

Padstow; on the grave of Catherine Legg (1851), aged twenty-two, in St. Mary's, 

Isles of Scilly, and many others. 

This theme of joy arising out of release from the troubles and pains of this life, 

as well as out of the meeting with Christ, is frequently found. Thus one finds: 

The winter of trouble is past, 8 
The stonns of affliction are o'er; 

Her struggle is ended at last, 
And sorrow and death are no more. 

These lines from "Give glory to Jesus our Head" are found in Bryher (Mary 

Weber, 1851), Minster Lovel, Oxon. (Mary Ann Cross, 1903), Amlwch, Anglesey 

(Daniel McLean, 1903), and in the Congregational Churchyard at Galow, Derbys 

(William Limb, 1880). 

6 Funeral Hymns (London: [Strahan], 1759), p. 41: stanza 1 of Part 5 of Hymn 24. 

7 Funeral Hymns [1746], p. 7: 4:1-4 of Hymn 5. 

8 Hymns and Sacred Poems, 2 vols. (Bristol: Farley, 1749),2:215: 1:4-8 of Hymn 19 [Hymns 


for Widows]; henceforth cited as HSP (1749) followed by volume and page numbers. 
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Another hymn with the same dual theme of release from the pains of earth and 
delight in the joys of heaven is "Blessing, honor, thanks, and praise." Here are 
some chosen lines from it: 

Lo, the prisoner is released,9 
Lightened of her fleshly load, 

Where the weary are at rest, 
She is gathered unto God! 

(Mary Oliver, 1861, and adapted, John Hawken, 1888), found at Gerrans and St. 
Breward, both in Cornwall. Others have chosen the last lines of that hymn: 

Lo, the world bewail their dead, 10 

Fondly of their loss complain, 
Brother, friend, by Jesus freed, 

Death to thee is greater gain. 

These lines appear on the grave of Elias Maidment (1856) at Tarrant Rushton, 
Dorset. 

Other hymns are of a questioning nature, though they turn from apparent 
doubt to an expression of faith and trust: 

Waked by the trumpet's sound,ll 

I from my grave shall rise, 
And see the Judge with glory crowned, 

And see the flaming skies. 

These lines are from "And am I born to die?" are found on the grave of Thomas 
Roberts (1837) at Ruan Lanihorne, Cornwall. 

One of the most frequently chosen hymns of this type is "Shrinking from the 
cold hand of death" with the following stanza often used: 

Numbered among thy people, Jl2 

Expect with joy Thy face to see; 
Because Thou didst for sinners die, 

Jesus, in death remember me. 

A late example is on the grave of Susan Grigg (1906) at Edgcumbe, Cornwall. 
Others are for Alice Clark (1858) in York cemetrry, Elizabeth Welburn (1848) in 
Brandesburton, E. Yorks. 

9Hynms and Sacred Poems (Bristol: Farley, 1742), p. 129: 2:1-4 of "Another" [A Funeral 
Hymn]. Cited henceforth as HSP (1742). 

10 Ibid., 5: 1-4. The original first line reads: "Let the world bewail their dead." 
llHymns for Children (Bristol: Farley, 1763), p. 52: 1:1-4 of Hymn 59. 
12 Short Hynms on Select Passages of the Holy Scriptures, 2 vols. (Bristol: Farley, 1762), 1 :33: 

5-8 of the eight lines of Hymn 102. In the original line 8 reads: "Thou wilt in death remember me." 
Cited henceforth as Scripture Hynms (1762) followed by volume and page numbers. 
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A similar hymn is: 

Pass a few swiftly fleeting years, 13 
And all that now in bodies live 

Shall quit like me the vale of tears, 
Their righteous sentence to receive. 

This quatrain is found in S1. Just in Roseland, Cornwall (Joseph Dash, 1841, and 

William Hick, 1827) together with the second stanza); Bunbury, Cheshire 

(Thomas Davenport, 1828); Perranzabuloe, Cornwall (Joanna Lowry, 1889); and 

S1. Breward (William Whiteing, 1848). 

The conjunction of joy at the safe arrival in the Lord's presence with relief 

from the pains of earth is expressed in these words: 

Hark, a voice divides the sky,14 
Happy are the faithful dead; 

In the Lord who sweetly die, 
They from all their toils are freed. 

(Notice the contrast in lines 2 and four.) The first half stanza was favored by Ann 

Langdon Tregunna (1883) in Veryan, Cornwall, the whole stanza by Mary Dufton 

(1853 in York Cemetery, and the second couplet on the grave of Elizabeth Jenkin 

(1859) at S1. Agnes, Cornwall. 

A half stanza from this hymn appears on the grave of Mary Toothill (1874) at 

St. Margaret's Church, Whitnash, Warwicks: 

Justified through faith alone,15 
Here she knew her sins forgiven, 

Here she laid her burden down, 
Hallowed and made meet for heaven. 

Yet another half stanza is found on the grave of William and Elizabeth Slater 

(1859) in York Cemetery: 

Jesus smiles and says, "Well done,"16 
Good and faithful servant thou, 

Enter and receive thy crown, 
Reign with me triumphant now. 

13 Ibid., 1-4 of eight lines of Hymn 387, p. 124. Line 3 in the original reads: "Shall quit, like me, 
the vale of tears." 

14 HSP (1742), p. 130: 1:1-4 of "Another" [A Funeral Hymn]. Line 1 of the original reads: 
"Hark! A voice divides the sky!" 

15 Ibid., 2:5-8. The pronoun "she" in lines 2 and 3 = "they" and "meet" in line 4 = "fit" in the 
original text. 

16 Ibid., 4:5-8. 
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It is also found in Acomb, York, as late as 1927 on the grave of Ann Elizabeth 
Martin and in Holsworth, Devon (George G. Petherick, 1880). 

Another favorite for headstones was one or other of the quatrains from "Again 
we lift our voice," particularly the second stanza: 

Our friend has gone before17 
To that celestial shore; 

She hath left her mates behind, 
She hath all the storms outrode, 

Found the rest we toil to find, 
Landed in the arms of God. 

These lines were chosen for Sally Spargo (1862) in Centenary Chapel, 
Camborne, for Richard Opie (1888) in Stithians Hendra Methodist churchyard, 
Cornwall, and for George Long (1839) in Ripley, Yorks. 

A later stanza of the same poem was used for Elizabeth Spavin (1871) in 
Haxby, York; for John Venning (1862) at Altarnun, Cornwall; for Amos Venning 
(1882) at Tregeare, near Launceston, Cornwall; and for Edith Mary Whale (1902) 
at Tregadillet, Cornwall: 

Thou in thy youthful prime18 
Hast leaped the bounds of time; 

Suddenly from earth releast, 
Lo! we now rejoice for thee, 

Taken to an early rest, 
Caught into eternity. 

On the headstone of Elizabeth Nicholls (1811) at Altarnun Parish Church the 
hymn "Give glory to Jesus our Head" is represented by the stanza: 

The soul has o'ertaken her mate,19 
And caught him again in the sky, 

Advanced to her happy estate, 
And pleasure that never shall die; 

Where glorified spirits by sight 
Converse in their holy abode, 

As stars in the firmament birght. 
And pure as the angels of God. 

So far as the hymns quoted have all been taken from the 1780 Collection and 
many of them are found in the Pocket Hymnbook (New York, 1786), in the 
Methodist Episcopal Church Hymnbook of 1849, and no doubt in many others of 

17 HSP (1749), 2:74: stanza 2 of Hymn II, "On the Death of Samuel Hitchens." Lines 3 and 4 
of the original read: "He hath left his mates behind, I He hath all these storms outrode." 

18 Ibid., 2:75; stanza 5. 
19 HSP (1749),2:215: stanza 2 of Hymn 19, "On the death of a Widow." 
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that period. These books contain a few hymns that did not appear in the 1780 

Collection, but which, having earlier appeared in various hymn pamphlets of 
Charles Wesley, were known to British Methodists, and others, and so were used 
a epitaphs. One such is "And let this feeble body fail," with its half-stanza: 

o what are all our sufferings here,20 
If, Lord, Thou count me meet 

With that enraptured host l' appear 
And worship at thy feet. 

This is found at Aldborough, Yorks (Thomas and Mary Medley, 1878), at Great 
Malvern, Worchester (James Cann, 1844), at Altarnun (Robert Martin, 1884); 

with the second half of the stanza in York Cemetery (William Wilson, 1851), and, 
very much altered, at Ashwell, Herts (Louisa Fuller, 1865). 

Another hymn not included in the 1780 Collection is: 

Happy soul, thy days are ended,21 
All thy mourning days below; 

Go, by angel-guards attended, 
To the sight of Jesus go. 

This stanza was used for Elizabeth Foster (1872) at Dunnington, York; for Ann 
Kay (1854) at Long Marston, York; for Nicholoas Gall (1788, an early use) at St. 
Clement's Truro, and William Henry Bradley (1825) at St. Mary's Truro; and for 
Francis Colwell (1890) at Altarnun Wesley Chapel. Outside Cornwall it is to be 
found at Stoke on Trent Parish Church for Henrietta Hulme (1877); at St. James's, 
Taunton for Grace Ashton (1876); and (two lines only) for James Rhodes (1836) 

at Carver Street Methodist Chapel, Sheffield. 
When wanting to choose some words to express the faith in which a believer 

had died and by which he or she had lived, the faith by which a class leader had 
taught his class or by which a preacher had preached, the family, or the deceased 
was by no means restricted to the hymnbook section on death and judgment. One 
could choose from the whole book. Some would simply select a favorite hymn 
or a portion thereof. Others would deliberately seek to continue to preach the 
gospel to a passer-by. So in 1875 the family of Mary Spink at Riccall, near York, 
chose a stanza from "How happy every child of grace": 

o what a blessed hope is ours22 
While here on earth we stay; 

We more than taste the heavenly powers 
And antedate that day. 

20 Funeral Hymns (1759), p. 6: 9: 1-4 of Hymn 3. 
21 HSP (1749),2:75: 1:1-4. 
22 Funeral Hymns (1759), pp. 3-4: 7:1-4. 
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Another quatrain from the same hymn was used for the grave of Mary Ann 
Bridgman of Treneglos, Bethel Methodist Chapel in 1867: 

What is there here to court my stay,23 
Or keep me back from home, 

While angels beckon me away 
And Jesus bids me come. 

It was also chosen for William Grigg (1834) in Padstow Churchyard. 
In Treneglos there are shorter quotations from the hymn "Jesus hath died that 

I might live." As recently as 1956, the family of Alice Uglow chose the couplet: 

Thy presence makes my paradise,24 
And where Thou art is heaven. 

From the great proclamation of the gospel in "Arise, my soul, arise" the grave 
of Loveday Stacy (1872) bears the lines: 

My God is reconciled,25 
His pardoning voice I hear, 

He owns me for His child, 
I can no longer fear. 

A great though neglected hymn is "Come on, my partners in distress" and 
from that hymn the family of Charles R. Watson (1912), again in Riccall, used 
two lines for his gravestone: 

All that to the end endure26 
The Cross, shall wear the crown. 

One of Charles Wesley's loveliest hymns is "Thou Shepherd of Israel and 
mine," and from that hymn the parents of Robert Briggs (1877), aged ten, at Long 
Marston, York, selected these lines: 

Thy love for a sinner declare,27 
Thy passion and death on the tree, 

My spirit to Calvary bear, 
To suffer and triumph with Thee. 

The number of hymns at the disposal, so to speak, of the mourner increased 
with the publication of the "Supplement" to the hymnbook in 1830 and still more 

2
31bid., p. 3: 4: 1-4. The originailine 2 reads: "To hold me back from home." Line 4 ends with 

a question mark. 
24 HSP (1742), p. 96: 13:3-4 of poem based on Acts 16:31. 
25 HSP (1742), p. 265: 5:1-4. 
26 HSP (1749), 2:30: 4:5-6 of Hymn 22. Line 5 of the original reads: "And all that to the end 

endure." 
27 Scripture Hymns (1762), 1 :294: 2:5-8. 
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with the "New Supplement" in 1876. Hence, in 1839 the family of Margaret 
Roberts, at St. Alban's, Wickersley, Rotherham, used a stanza from "I call the 
world's Redeemer mine": 

Then let the worms demand their prey,28 
The greedy grave my reins consume, 

With joy I drop my mouldering clay, 
And rest till my Redeemer come; 

On Christ my Life in death rely, 
Secure that I can never die. 

From another hymn included in the 1830 "Supplement," "Hosanna to God," the 
family of Mary Ann Poulter (1886) placed on her headstone these lines: 

"Follow after," she cries,29 
As she mounts to the skies, 
Follow after your friend, 

To the blissful enjoyments that never shall end. 

Her grave is located in Shillington All Saints, Herts .• a village churchyard unusu
ally rich in verse epitaphs. 

Another hymn that continued in use among British Methodists until recent 
years is "What are these arrayed in white." Four lines from this hymn were 
engraved on the headstone of Thomas and Mary Medley (1878), along with other 
Wesley lines, at Aldborough, and on the gravestone of John Veal (1892) at Titson, 
Cornwall. 

All these quotations show how sure our forebears were of their faith, how 
eager they were to proclaim it in death as in life, and how well they knew their 
hymnbook. As we have seen, they knew other than the main book. Charles 
Wesley had published more than one collection of Funeral Hymns, which. no 
doubt, were in the possession of some Methodist members. Two stanzas from 
one of these hymns, "On the Death of Mrs Mary Naylor," were used to com
memorate Isabella (1812). the wife of Alexander Mather, on her headstone at St. 
Savior's Churchyard, York: 

Inspired with godliness sincere,3o 
She had her conversation here, 

No guile in her was found; 
Cheerful and open as the Light 
She dwelt in her own people's sight 

And gladdened all around. 

2Jl Scripture Hymns (1762), 1 :239: stanza 4 of Hymn 750. 

29 Funeral Hymns (1746), p. 22: 3:5-8 of Hymn 15. 

30 Funeral Hymns (1759), p. 52: stanza 8 of Part 2 of Hymn 31; p. 53: stanza 4 of Part 3 of Hymn 


32 [On the Death of Mrs. Mary Naylor, March 21, 1757]. 
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A nursing mother to the poor, 

For them she husbanded her store, 


Her life, her all, bestowed; 
For them she labored day and night, 
In doing good her whole delight 

In copying after God. 

Another stanza from the same hymn was cut on the stone for Mary Jane 

Parsons' grave (1875) at Altarnun Wesley: 

Constant, unwarped from first to last,31 
She kept the faith and held it fast, 

From sin and error free, 
Contending for the faith alone, 
The name inscribed on the white stone, 

The life of piety. 

There were by no means the only quotations from little known hymns or poems. 

Of course, well-known hymns with no funeral connection were often selected. 

Thus, on the gravestone of Henry H. Outhwaite (1927) in Fuford Cemetery, York, 

one finds: 

And can it be that I should gain32 
An interest in the Savior's blood? 

'Tis mercy all, immense and free, 
For, a my God, it found out me! 

These lines are found together with a stanza of William Cowper on the grave of 

Sarah Duke (1847) in York Cemetery. 

Engraved on the headstone for Mary Ann Tessyman (1859) at Stockton on the 

Forest, near York one finds.: 

Come, sinners, to the gospel feast,33 

Let every one be Jesu's guest; 

Ye need not one be left behind, 

For God hath bidden all mankind. 


On the grave of Isaac Mason (1854) in York Cemetery is found: 

31 Ibid., p. 54: stanza 3 of Part 4 of Hymn 33 [On the Death of Mrs. Mary Naylor, March 21. 
1757]. 

32 HSP (1739). pp. 117, 118: I:1-2, 3:5-6. 
33 Hymns for those that seek, and those that have Redemption in the Blood of Jesus Christ 

(London: Strahan, 1747), p. 63: stanza I of Hymn 50, The Great Supper. Cited henceforth as 

Redemption Hymns (1747). 
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Cast on the fidelity34 
Of my redeeming Lord, 

I shall his salvation see, 
According to his Word. 

Other favorites are found as well. Inscribed on the gravestone of Mark Truran 
(1900) at Gerrans, Cornwall, are the lines from "Jesus, the Name Wgh over all": 

o that the world might taste and see35 
The riches of Ws grace; 

The arms of love that compass me 
Would all mankind embrace. 

From "All praise to our redeeming Lord" the following stanza appears on the 
grave of Francis Hender (1889) in Bryher: 

And if our fellowship below36 
In Jesus be so sweet, 

W hat heights of rapture shall we know, 
W hen round Ws throne we meet. 

Both of the last two stanzas quoted are to be found up and down the country. 
Supremely we find, though always late in date, lines from "Jesu, Lover of my 

soul": the opening lines at Bishopthorpe Old Church, York, on the gravestone of 
George Shepherd (1892) and in York Cemetery, as well as other places in the 
neighborhood. The whole of the first stanza, all eight lines, are found on the 
grave of Maria Greet (1899) at Gerrans, Cornwall, but various lines from the 
hymn can be found the length and breadth of Britain. 

One must comment that the greatest of all funeral hymns is, of course, "Come, 
let us join our friends above." The first four lines are to be found on the head
stone of Mary and Nancy Mumford (1877) in st. Pary's, Isles of Scilly. The 
opening lines of the next stanza appear at Seaton Ross, Yorks, on the grave of 
Margaret Watson (1895): 

One family we dwell in Him,37 
One Church, above, beneath, 

Though now divided by the stream, 
The narrow stream of death. 

One could go on and on. The reader will have noticed that many of the exam
ples have been culled from Cornwall or from York, not that they are to be found 
only or chiefly in those areas, but because one person cannot cover the entire 

34 Hymns for the Use of F amities (Bristol: Pine, 1767), p. 54: I:1-4 of Hymn 54. 

35 HSP (1749), 1:307: stanza 13 of Hymn 195, "After Preaching (in a Church)." 

36 Redemption Hymns (1747), p. 43: 3:5-8 of Hymn 32, "At Meeting of Friends." 

37FuneraIHymns(l759),p.l: 2:1-4 of Hymn 1. 
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country. One can only quote the areas one knows best and has visited. Let me 

quote one final example. In 1814 Mary Ann Collins was buried at St. Katherine's, 

Sedgehill, near Shaftesbury, Wiltshire, and on her grave were inscribed the open

ing lines of Charles Wesley's epitaph on his mother in Bunhill Fields, London 

(slightly misquoted): 

In sure and steadfast hope to rise,38 
And claim her mansion in the skies, 
A Christian here her Lord did own, 
The cross exchanging for a crown. 
Sure daughter of affliction she, 
Inured to pain and misery. 

Early American Methodist burial grounds must also afford some interesting 
examples. Has anyone explored them? However, check for misquotations! 

38 HSP (1749), 1 :282: 1: 1-4,2: 1-2 of poem 176. The original text of these lines reads as follows: 

1. 	 In sure and stedfast hope to rise, 
And claim her mansion in the skies, 
A Christian here her flesh laid down, 
The cross exchanging for the crown. 

2. 	 True daughter of affliction she, 
Enur'd to pain and misery. 



Charles Wesley's Personal Library, ca. 1765 

Randy L. Maddox 

John Wesley made a regular practice of recording in his diary the books that 

he was reading, which has been a significant resource for scholars in considering 

influences on his thought. I If Charles Wesley kept such diary records, they have 

been lost to us. However, he provides another resource among his surviving man

uscript materials that helps significantly in this regard. On at least four occasions 

Charles compiled manuscript catalogues of books that he owned, providing a 

fairly complete sense of his personal library around the year 1765. Indeed, these 

lists give us better records for Charles Wesley's personal library than we have for 

the library of brother John.2 

The earliest of Charles Wesley's catalogues is found in MS Richmond Tracts.3 

While this list is undated, several of the manuscript hymns that Wesley included 

in the volume focus on 1746, providing a likely time that he started compiling the 

list. Changes in the color of ink and size of pen make clear that this was a "grow

ing" list, with additions being made into the early 1750s. 

The other three catalogues are grouped together in an untitled manuscript 

notebook containing an assortment of financial records and other materials 

related to Charles Wesley and his family.4 The first of these three lists is titled 

"Catalogue of Books, 1 Jan 1757."5 Like the earlier list, this date indicates when 

the initial entries were made; both the publication date of some books on the list 

and Wesley's inscriptions in surviving volumes make clear that he continued to 

add to the list over the next few years. All but a dozen listings in this catalogue 

have a horizontal line drawn through them, almost certainly done at the time that 

Wesley prepared the second, updated catalogue in the notebook. Fortunately, the 

line does not totally obscure the information about the book. 

1 Only portions of John's diary remain extant, so the record is incomplete. 
2 John Wesley compiled lists of his books during his Oxford and Georgia years, but no similar lists 

have been found from later years. Some sense of John's personal library can be gained from remnants 
remaining at Wesley's House in London, at the Kingswood School, and scattered elsewhere (as indi
cated by his inscription). Cf. Randy L. Maddox, "John Wesley's Reading: Evidence in the Book 
Collection at Wesley's House, London" Methodist History 41.3 (2003): 118-33; "John Wesley's 
Reading: Evidence in the Kingswood School Archives" Methodist History 41.2 (2003): 49-67; and 
"Remnants of John Wesley's Personal Library" Methodist History 42.2 (2004): 122-28. 

3 MS Richmond Tracts contains published copies of seven small hymn collections that Charles 
published between 1744-46, bound together with interleaved blank pages on which he has written 
additional manuscript hymns. The catalogue of his library appears on the second sheet (or unnum
bered pages 3-4). The volume is in the Methodist Archive and Research Centre (MARC) at The John 
Rylands University Library, accession number MA 1977/423. 

4This notebook is also in MARC, shelf number DDCW 8/7. My thanks to Gareth Lloyd, Peter 
Nockies, and their associates for help in consulting these materials. 

5 The catalogue runs for eight pages, which are numbered as pp. 1, 3-9. Within the larger note
book (whose pages are generally unnumbered), it appears on pp. 29-36. 
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The second catalogue in the untitled notebook is not dated.6 However, some 

of the initial books on the list were published in 1763; hence, I will refer to it as 

[1763]. It incorporates most of the books in the earlier catalogues while adding 

books through 1764. 

The third catalogue in the untitled notebook is dated 1764.7 It repeats many 

items from earlier catalogues, while adding a few new listings. This catalogue 

was obviously left incomplete, running less than half the length of the other two 

lists in the notebook. 

The authenticity of these lists is demonstrated not just by Charles Wesley's 

handwriting but also by the remnants of his personal library that can be identified, 

most of which are present in the Methodist Archives at The John Rylands 

University Library.s About one-third of the books listed in the catalogues sur

vive, as verified by Charles Wesley's inscription. These inscriptions are noted in 

the list that follows. Among the remnants bearing Wesley's inscription are also 

some volumes not on the lists, most of which postdate his manuscript catalogues. 

These are included as an appendix to the list that follows, for purposes of com

pleteness. 

Among the extant remnants are a few books with dated inscriptions from 

years preceding or covered by the manuscript catalogues, but which do not appear 

in the lists. Moreover, a close comparison reveals books that appear on earlier 

lists but not later lists. All of this suggests that none of the lists were exhaustive 

for their time. I provide below a single list of every book that appears in the var

ious catalogues, noting for each book the catalogue{s) in which it is present. 

The manuscript lists typically give only the author's last name and a short 

title. In some cases only the title is given, and in a few cases only a description 

(e.g., "Greek Testament"). By consulting the verified remnants of Charles 

Wesley's library and such bibliographical tools as WorldCat, I have been able to 

identify confidently the work in question in almost every case. If the book is still 

extant, or there is specific information in the list, I give the exact edition of the 

work owned by Wesley. In all other cases, I list the first edition of the book as 

the default. 

I do not include in the list below books in Charles's manuscript catalogues that 

were published by himself and his brother John. One would assume that Charles 

owned copies of these, and it is sufficient to note here that the lists confirm this 

expectation-including even John's fifty volume Christian Library (l751-55), 

and three-volume Survey o/the Wisdom o/God in Creation (1763). 

6This catalogue appears on (unnumbered) pp. 37-44 of ODCW 817. 
7 This catalogue appears on (unnumbered) pp. 45-47 of DDCW 817. 
8 See Randy L. Maddox, "Collection of Books owned by the Charles Wesley Family in The John 

Rylands University Library," Bulletin of The John Ry/ands University Library 88.2 (2006): 133-77. 
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The list of Charles Wesley's books below is modest in size when compared, 
for example, to that of his grandfather Samuel Annesley.9 But the collection is 
notable for one with Wesley's limited financial means. Some of the volumes 
were texts in his studies at Westminster and Oxford. Others were gifts of his 
older brother Samuel and various friends. Several on family duties (Defoe, 
Gouge, Nelson, Whately) were added after his marriage. One of the most inter
esting late editions is Sclater, which was surely obtained as a resource in answer
ing brother John's defense of his ordination of clergy for the church in North 
America. 

The collection is particularly strong in biblical study resources and the 
Anglican standards (including a copy of Hooker's Ecclesiastical Piety and 
defenses of Anglican polity by Jewel, Reynolds. and Stillingfleet). By contrast, 
there are few primary sources from the early church and relatively limited hold
ings of English poets (Cowley, Milton, Pope, Prior, Spenser, Thompson). 
Perhaps most surprising, only one volume of hymns by Isaac Watts appears on 
the list. 

9 The catalog of Annesley's library at his death contains about five times as many items: 
Bibliotheca Annesleiana; or a Catalogue of Choice Greek, Latin and English Books, both Ancient and 
Modern, ... being the library of the Reverend Samuel Annesley ... sold by auction on Thursday the 
Eighteenth of March, 1696. By Edward Millington. 
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Items in Charles Wesley's Catalogues 

"Abstract of Classics" [likely An Historical, Genealogical, and Classical 

Dictionary; containing the Lives and Characters ... with an Abstract of the 

System of Heathen Mythology. 2 vols. London: Printed for A. Millar, 

1743.] 

Catalogue: [1763] 

Adam, Thomas (1701-84). Practical Lectures on the Church Catechism. 

London: Printed for C. Hitch & L. Hawes, 1755. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW C W75; "C. Wesley 1756" 

Aesop (ca. 620-564 Be). Aesop Naturalized and Exposed to the Publick View 

in His Own Shape and Dress. Cambridge: Printed by John Hayes for 

Edward Hall, 1697. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763] 

Aldrich, Henry (1647-1710). Artis Logicae Compendium. Oxford: Sheldonian 

Theatre 1691. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Atterbury, Francis (1662-1732). Sermons and Discourses on Several Subjects 

and Occasions. 2 vols. London: Printed by S. Aris for Jonah Bowyer, 

1723. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW C W48-49; "C. Wesley 1725 col. T. Petri 

Westmon." 

Aurelius, Marcus (121-180). The Commentaries of the Emperor Marcus 

Antonius, containing his maxims of science, and rules of life. Translated by 

James Thomson. London: Printed by T. Parker, 1747. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW C W 65; "C. Wesley 1756" 

Bacon, Francis (1561-1626). Francisci Baconi de Varulamio Scripta in natu

rali et universali philosophia. Amsterdam: Ludwig Elzevir, 1653. 


Catalogue: [1763] 


Location: MARC, MAW CW5; "C. Wesley 1758" 


Bailey, Nathan (d. 1742). An Universal Etymological English Dictionary. 

London: Printed for R. Ware, A. Ward, et aI., 1747. 

Catalogue: 1764 

Location: MARC, MAW C W  226; "S[arah]. G[wynne]." "Sarah 

Wesley" 

Bartholin, Caspar Thomesen (1655-1738). Specimen philosophiae natura lis, 

praecipua physices capita exponens; Accedit De fontium fluviorumque orig

ine ex pluviis dissertatio physica. Amsterdam: Henry Wetstein, 1697. 

Catalogue: [1763] 
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Bates, William (1625-99). The Harmony of the Divine Attributes in the 

Contrivance and Accomplishment of Man s Redemption by the Lord Jesus 

Christ. London: Printed by 1. Darby for Nathaniel Ranew, Jonathan 

Robinson, and Brabazon Aylmer, 1674. 

Catalogue: 1757 

Battishill, Jonathan (1738-1801), et al. Almena, an English Opera. London: 

Printed for T. Becket & P. A. De Hondt, 1764. 

Catalogue: 1764 

Baxter, Richard (1615-91). The Practical Works of the Late Reverend and 

Pious Mr. Richard Baxter, in four volumes. London: Printed for Thomas 

Parkhurst, Jonathan Robinson, and John Lawrence, 1707. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; 1764 

Beaumont, Francis (1584-1616) & John Fletcher (1579-1625). The Maid in 

the Mill, a Comedy. London: Printed for Jacob Tonson, 1718. 

Catalogue: [1763] 

Bengel, Johann Albrecht (1687-1752). Bengelius s Introduction to His 

Exposition of the Apocalypse. Translated by John Robertson. London: J. 

Ryall & R. Withy, 1757. 

Catalogue: 1764 

Bengel, Johann Albrecht (1687-1752). D. 10. Alberti Bengelii Gnomon Novi 

Testamenti: in quo ex nativa verborum vi simplicitas, profunditas, concinni

tas, salubritas sensuum coelestium indicatur. Tiibingen: Printed by H. 

Philip Schram, 1739. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; 1764 

Bengel, Johann Albrecht (1687-1752). 10. Alberti Bengelii Ordo temporum a 

principio per periodos oeconomiae divinae. Stuttgart: Christoph Erhard, 

1741. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763]; 1764 

Location: MARC, MAW CW55; "C. Wesley Mar. 10, 1750" 

Bernard, Nicholas (d. 1661). The Penitent Death of a Woeful Sinner; or, The 

Penitent Death of John Atherton, executed at Dublin the 5 of December 

1640. Dublin: Printed by the Society of Stationers, 1641. 

Catalogue: [1763] 

Berridge, John (1716-93). A Collection of Divine Songs. London: s.n., 1760. 

Catalogue: [1763] 

Bible-both testaments and the psalter, in various languages (also just lists 

"Bible") 

Bengel, Johann Albrecht (1687-1752). [He Kaine Diatheke (Greek)] Novum 

Testamentum Graecum. Ttibingen: 1.G. Cott, 1734. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757 (twice); [1763]; 1764 
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Beze, Theodore de (1519-1605). The New Testament of our Lord Jesus 
Christ translated out of Greek by T heodore Beza [into German] ... 
Englished by Laurence Tomson. [Dordrecht: Isaac Cann] 1603. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

La Bible: qui est toute la Saincte Escriture du Vieil et du Noveau Testament. 
Paris: Anthoine Cellier, 1652. [Geneva Bible, in French] 


Catalogue: [1763] 


Location: MARC, MAW CW3; "C. Wesley June 1743" "John 


Fletcher" 

Bos, Lambert (167<f-1717). [He Palaia Diatheke kata tous Hebdomekanta 
(Greek)] Vetus Testamentum ex Versione Septuaginta Interpretum. Franeker, 

Netherlands: Printed by Franciscus Halma, 1709. 

Catalogue: 1757; 1764 

Coverdale, Miles (1488-1568). T he New Testament ofOure Savyour Jesu 
Christ Faythfully Translated. [Antwerp]: G. Montanus, 1538. 

Catalogue: 1757, [1763] 

Estienne, Robert (1503?-1559). [Tes Kaines Diathekes Hapanta (Greek)]. 

[Geneva]: J. Crispin, 1565. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757 

"French Psalter" [possibly Les Pseaumes de David, mis en rime franroise 
par Clement Marot et Theodore Beza. London, 1728] 

Catalogue: [1763] 


"German Testament" 


Catalogue: 1757 


"Hebrew Testament" 


Catalogue: 1757 


[He Kaine Diatheke (Greek).] London: Mottaios, 1703. 


Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763] 


Leusden, Johannes (1624-99). [Sefer Tehelim (Hebrew).] Liber 

Psalmorum. London: S. Palmer, 1726. 


Catalogue: 1757 (2 copies) 

Location: One copy at Bridwell Library, SMU; "C. Wesley Mar. 1759" 

Martin, David (1639-1721), La Sainte Bible. Amsterdam: Mortier, et aI., 

1707, [French] 

Catalogue: [1763]; 1764 

[Tes Kaines Diathekes hapanta. (Greek)] Novi Testamenti libri omnes, new 

edition London: Roger Daniels, 1653. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW CW I83.2; "C. Wesley" 

[Sefer Tehilim. (Hebrew)] Psalterii Davidis, new edition. Leiden: Ioannis 

Maire, 1650. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 


Location: MARC, MAW CW186; "C. Wesley 1733" 
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"Testament with cuts" 


Catalogue: [1763] 


Bolton, Robert (1572-1631). Mr. Bolton s Last and Learned Worke of the 

Faure Last Things: Death, Judgement, Hell, and Heaven. London: Printed 

by George Miller, 1632. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Bononcini, Giovanni (1670-1747). Griselda; an Opera. London: Printed by 

J. Walsh, 1722. 


Catalogue: 1757; 1764 


Bossuet, Jacque Benigne (1627-1704). The History of France from Pharamond 

to Charles IX. 4 vols. Edinburgh: Printed by A. Donaldson and J. Reid, 

1762. 

Catalogue: [1763]; 1764 

Bouhours, Dominique (1628-1702). The Life of St. Ignatius, founder of the 

Society of Jesus. London: Printed for Henry Hills, 1686. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW CWI6; "e. Wesley 1750" 

Boyer, Abel (1667-1729). 	 The Royal Dictionary in Two Parts: first, French 

and English; secondly, English and French. London: Printed for R. Clavel, 

H. Mortlock, and S. Lowndes, 1699. 


Catalogue: 1757; 1764 


Bromley, Thomas (1629-91). The Way to the Sabbath of Rest; or, The Souls 

Progress in the work of the New-Birth; to which are now added, two dis

courses of the author, never before printed, viz. The journeys of the children 

of Israel, as in their names and historical passages, they comprise the great 

and gradual work of regeneration. And a treatise of extraordinary divine 

dispensations, under the Jewish and Gospel administrations. London: 

Printed by J. Baker, 1710. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts 

Buchanan, George (1506-1582). The History of Scotland; from the earliest 

accounts of that nation, to the reign of King James VI. 2 vols. 5th edition. 

Edinburgh: Printed by A lexander Donaldson & J. Reid, 1762. 

Catalogue: [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW CW128-129 

Bull, George (1634-1710). Judicium ecclesiae Catholicae trium primorum 

seculorum, de necessitate credendi quod Dominus noster Jesus Christus sit 

verus Deus. Oxford: Sheldonian Theatre, 1694. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW CW24; "C. Wesley 1758" 

Burke, Edmund (1729-97). An Account of the European Settlements in 

America. 2 vols. London: Printed for R. & J. Dodsley, 1757. 

Catalogue: [1763] 
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Burnet, Thomas (1635-1715). The Theory of the Earth: containing an account 

of the original of the earth. 2 vols. London: Printed by R. Norton for 

Walter Kettilby, 1690. 

Catalogue: 1757; 1764 

Busby, Richard (1606-95). Graecae grammatices rudimenta usum scholae 

Westmonasteriensis. London: John Redmayne, 1663. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Butler, Samuel (1612-80). Hudibras, in three parts. London: Printed for D. 

Browne et aI., 1720. 

Catalogue: [1763] 

Location: MARC, MA 5431; "John Craven, ex aede Christi"; "E lib. C. 

Wesley, aed. xti alum, ex dono amici Craven, Aug. 18. 

1732'" [John Craven (b. 1708) entered Christ Church 

College the same year as Charles Wesley.] 

Butts, Thomas (fl. 1740-60). Harmonia Sacra; or, a choice collection of Psalm 

and Hymn tunes. London: printed for E. & C. Dilly, 1753. 

Catalogue: 1764 

Buxtorf, Johann (1564-1629). Lexicon Hebraicum et Chaldaicum. Basel: s.n., 1607. 

Catalogue: 1757; 
Caesar, Julius (100-44 Be). C. Julii Caesaris et A. Hirtii De rebus a c. Julio 

Caesare gestis commentarii. Edited by Michael Mattaire. London: Printed 

for Jacob Tonson and John Watts, 1716. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Care, Henry (1646-1688). English Liberties; or, The Free-Born Subject's 

Inheritance, containing: I. Magna Charta .... II. The Proceedings in 

Appeals ... III. All the Laws against Conventicles and Protestant . 

Dissenters. London: Printed by G. Larkin for Benjamin Harris, 1680. 

Catalogue: 1757 

Carolo, Stephano (ca. 1605 ca. 1685). Lexicon Historicum, Geographicum. 

Poeticum. Paris: Printed by J. Libert, 1644. [This volume actually identi

fies as Carolus Stephan, and Wesley lists it accordingly.] 

Catalogue: 1764 

Cave, William (1673-1713). Primitive Christianity; or, The Religion of Ancient 

Christians in the First Ages of the Gospel. London: Printed by J. M. for 

Richard Chiswell, 1673. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763] 

Chambaud, Louis (d. 1776). A Grammar of the French Tongue. London: 

Printed for A. Millar, 1750. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Chambaud, Louis (d. 1776). Exercises to the Rules of Construction of French 

Speech. London: Printed for A. Millar, 1750. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 
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Cheyne, George (1671-1743). An Essay on Health and Long Life. London: 
Printed for George Strahan, 1724. 

Catalogue: [1763] 
Cheyne, George (1671-1743). The Natural Method of Curing the Diseases of 

the Body and Disorders of the Mind Depending on the Body. London: 
Printed for George Strahan, 1742. 

Catalogue: 1757 
Chillingworth, William (1602-44). The Religion of Protestants, a Safe Way to 

Salvation. Oxford: Leonard Lichfield, 1638. 
Catalogue: 1764 

Church of England. The Book of Common Prayer. [S.l.: s.n.,] ca. 1658. 
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; 1764 

Location: MARC, MAW CWI83.1; "C. Wesley" 
Church of England. The Book of Common Prayer, together with Psalter. 

London: Printed by Charles Bill and Thomas Newcomb, 1702. 
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; 1764 
Location: MARC, MA 1977/095; "C. Wesley. The Gift of the Earl of 

Huntingdon" (on flyleaf); "C Wesley 1743" (on title page) 
Church of England. [Leitourgia Brettanike egoun Biblos demosion euchon kai 

diakoneseos mysterion (Greek)] Liber precum publica rum ac celebationis 

sacramentorum reliquorumque rituum & caeremoniarum in ecclesia nostra 

Anglicana, in studiosae juventutis gratiam nunc primum Graece editus. 

Edited by Elias Perley. London: Printed by Tho. Cotes for Richard 
Whitaker, 1638. (Book of Common Prayer in Greek) 

Catalogue: [1763] (Greek Liturgy) 
Location: previously at Kingswood School and Westminster SchoollO 

Church of England. Homilies. [Edition Wesley likely used: Certain Sermons 

or Homilies Appointed to be read in Churches in the Time of Queen 

Elizabeth. Oxford: printed at the Theatre and sold by Thomas Guy, 1683.] 
Catalogue: 1757 

Cicero (106-43 Be). M. Tullii Ciceronis De officiis libri tres. Cato major sive 

de senectute. Laelius sive de amicitia. Amsterdam: Henricum Wetstenium, 
1689. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764 

Location: MARC, MAW CW18; "E Ubris Caroli Wesley 1723" 


to See John D. Carleton, Westminster School, a History, revised edition (London: Rupert Hart
Davis, 1965), 91. This book is on a list of holdings for the Kingswood School library dated about 
1780. Carleton records the donation of the volume by Kingswood School to Westminster School in 
the 1940s. Unfortunately the volume cannot now be located in the archives collection at Westminster. 
Charles reportedly inscribed this volume by putting one letter in the upper right-hand comer of suc
cessive pages to spell E LmRls CAROLI WESLEY HUJUSCE EcCLESIAE SANCTI PETRI COLLEGIATAE 

ANNO DoMINI ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND TWENTY ONE CHARLES WESLEY HIS BooK 

WHO IS OF SAINT PETERS CoLLEGE WESTMONSTER (sic) AMEN. 
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Clarendon, Edward Hyde, Earl of (1609-74). The History of the Rebellion and 

Civil Wars in England, begun in the year 1641; with the precedent passages, 

and actions, that contributed thereunto, and the happy end, and conclusion 

thereof by the King s blessed restoration, and return, upon the 29th of May, 
in the year 1660. 2nd edition. 6 vols. Oxford: Sheldonian Theatre, 
1705-6. [First 6 volume edition as specified.] 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764 

Collier, Jeremy (1650-1726). A Short View of the Immorality and Profaneness 

of the English Stage; Together with the Sense of Antiquity upon this 

Argument. 3rd edition. London: Printed for S. Keble, R. Sare and H. 
Hindmarsh, 1698. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW C W  29; "C. Wesley Feb. 1 1759" 
Collier, Jeremy (1650-1726). A Defence of The Short View of the Profaneness 

and Immorality of the English Stage. London: Printed for S. Keble, R. 

Sare, and H. Hindmarsh, 1699. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 
Cook, John (ca. 1705-1777). An Anatomical and Mechanical Essay on the 

W hole Animal Oeconomy; ... wherein is shewn the most wonderful conduct 

of nature in all the phaenomena attending human bodies. 2 vols. London: 
Printed for W. Meadows, 1730. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Cook, John (ca. 1705-1777). Clavis Naturae: or; The Mystery of Philosophy 

Unveiled. In a discourse showing the prime and efficient physical cause of 

all the phaenomena of nature. London: Printed by C. Ackers for W. 
Meadows, T. AstJey, and T. WOlTal, 1733. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 
Cowley, Abraham (1618-67). The Works of Mr. Abraham Cowley. 8th edn. 2 

vols. London: Printed for Jacob Tonson, 1684. [Two volume set as speci-

[1763] 

Christ Alone Exalted, being the compleat works of 

Catalogue: 

Crisp, Tobias (1600-43). 
Tobias Crisp, D.D., containing XLII sermons ... which were formerly printed 

in three small volumes ... to which is now added ten sermons. (1643-46, 3 
vols. ori.) 2 vols. London: Printed for G. Keitq, 1755. [first 2 volume edi-
tion as specified] I 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764 

Cruden, Alexander (1701-70). A Complete Concordance to the Holy Scriptures 

of the Old and New Testament. London: Printed for D. Midwinter, A. 
Bettesworth, et aI., 1738. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; 1764 
Location: MARC, MAW CW319; "C. Wesley Aug. 8,1750" 
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Daubuz, Charles (1673-1717). A Perpetual Commentary on the Revelation of 

St. John, with a Preliminary Discourse concerning the Certainty of the 

Principles upon Which the said Revelation is to be Understood. 2nd edition: 

Abridged, and Rendered Plain to the Meanest Capacity, by Peter Lancaster. 

London: Printed for the author and sold by W. Innys, 1730. 

Catalogue: 1757; 1764 

Location: Kingswood School Archives; "C. Wesley" on title page; 

"E.A.PJ. Nov. 14, 1733" on fly leaf 

"Death of Spira" (one of the three following) 

Catalogue: [17631 

Bacon, Nathaniel (1593-1660). A Relation of the Fearfull Estate of Francis 

Spira, in the yeare 1548. London: Printed by I. Legat for Phil. Stephens 

and Christopher Meredith, 1638. 

Sault, Richard (d. 1702). The Second Spira: being a fearful example of an 
atheist, who had apostatized from the Christian religion, and died in despair 

at Westminster, December 8, 1692. London: Printed for John Dunton, 1693. 

The Third Spira. The Third Spira. Being Memoirs of the Life, as also a 

Reasonable Account of the Terrible Despair and Death of a young English 

Gentleman at Paris, in the year 1717. London: Printed for J. Roberts, 1724. 

"Devotions of the Romish Church" [almost certainly John Patrick(1632-95). 

Reflexions upon the Devotions of the Roman Church. London: Printed for 

Richard Royston, 1674.1 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [17631 

See also: "Romish Devotions" below 

Defoe, Daniel (16611-1731). The Family Instructor, in three parts: I. Relating 

to Fathers and Children. II. To Masters and Servants. III. To Husbands and 

Wives. London: Printed for Eman. Matthews, 1715. 

Catalogue: [17631 

Defoe, Daniel (16611-1731). The Life and Strange Surprising Adventures of 

Robinson Crusoe. London: Printed for W. Taylor, 1719. 

Catalogue: [17631 

Dionysius of Haliacarnassus (ca. 60-7 BC). [Dionysou tou Halicanasseos Tes 

Romaikes archaiologias ta sozema (Greek)1 Dionysii Halicarnassensis 

Opera omnia graece & latine. 2 vols. Edited by John Hudson. Oxford: 

Sheldonian Theatre, 1704. [likely edition1 

Catalogue: 1757; [17631 

Downame, George (d. 1634). A Treatise of Justification; wherein isfirst set 

down the true doctrine in the causes, effects, fruits ... then all objections and 

cavils ... are answered ... especially of Robert Bellarmine. London: Printed 

by Felix Kyngston for Nicolas Bourne, 1633. 

Catalogue: 1757; 1764 

Location: MARC, MAW C W317a; "C. Wesley 1740" 
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Epictetus (55-135). Enchiridion. [In Epikteti Enchiridion, Cebetis Thebani 

Tabula, Theophrasti Characteres ethici, M. T. Ciceronis de Exilio dialogus, 

et Prodici Hercules, cum versione latina. Oxford: Sheldonian Theatre, 

1670.] 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Epictetus (55-135). Epictetus, his morals, with Simplicius, his comment. 

Translated by George Stanhope. 4th edition. London: Printed by W. B. 

[i.e. William Bowyer] for Richard Sare, 1721. 


Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 


Location: MARC, MAW CW45; "C. Wesley 1756" 


Esprit, Jacques (1611-78). The Falsehood of Human Virtue, a moral essay. 

London: Printed for Timothy Child, 1691. 

Catalogue: [1763] (twice) 

Location: MARC, MAW CW21; "C. Wesley Nov. 22,1760" 

Excerpta ex Ovidio, Virgilio, Horatio, Juvenali, Persio, et Martiali. [An 

abridged collection by John Wesley.] Bristol: Printed by F. Farley, 1749. 

Catalogue: 1757 

Fenelon, Fran ois de Salignac de la Mothe (1651-1715). The Adventures of 

Telemachus, the son of Ulysses, in ten books. With the Adventures of 

A ris tono us. 2 vols. London: Printed for E. Curll, J. Pemberton, & W. 

Taylor, 1715. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Fenelon, Fran ois de Salignac de la Mothe (1651-1715). Les Aventures de 

Telemaque. 5 vols. Paris: s.n., 1699. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Fenelon, Fran ois de Salignac de la Mothe (1651-1715). The Archbishop of 

Cambray's Pastoral Letter Concerning the Love of God. Edited by Robert 

Nelson. London: Printed for Charles Rivington, 1715. 

Catalogue: [1763] 

Fenelon, Fran ois De Salignac de la Mothe (1651-1715). Dialogues sur l'elo

quence en general, et sur celle de la chaire en particulier. Amsterdam: J. F. 

Bernard, 1718. 

Catalogue: [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW CW44; "C. Wesley 1765" 

Fenelon, Fran ois de Salignac de la Mothe (1651-1715). Instructions for the 

Education of a Daughter. Translated and revised by George Hickes, D.D. 

Dublin: Printed for P. Wilson, J. Exshaw, & M. Willamson, 1753. 

Catalogue: [1763] 

Fenelon, Fran ois de Salignac de la Mothe (1651-1715). Sentimens de Piete. 

[S.I.: s.n.] 1713. 

Catalogue: [1763] 
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Fielding, Henry (1707-54). The History of the Adventure of Joseph Andrews, 
and his friend Mr. Abraham Adams. 2 vols. London: Printed for A. Millar, 

1743 .  

Catalogue: [1763] 

Fleury, Claude (1640--1723). Primitive Christianity; or, An Historical Account 

of the Manners and Behaviour of the Christians and the Practices of 

Christianity in the First Ages of the Church. London: Printed for D. 

Midwinter and Thomas Leigh, 1703 . 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763] 

Ployer, John (1649-1734). The Ancient [psychrolousia (Greek)] Revived: or, 

An Essay to Prove Cold Bathing both Safe and Useful ... Also a Letter of Dr. 

[Edward] Baynard's, containing an Account of many Eminent Cures done by 

the Cold Baths in England. London: Printed for Sam. Smith and Benj. 

Walford, 1702 . 

Catalogue: 1757 

Location: MARC, MAW C W35; "C. Wesley Aug. 12 , 1754" 

Fuller, Francis (1670--1706). Medicina Gymnastica; or, A Treatise concerning 

the Power of Exercise with respect to the Animal Oeconomy, and the Great 

Necessity of it in the Cure of several Distempers. London: Printed by John 

Matthews for Robert Knaplock , 1705. 

Catalogue: [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW C W37 

Gastrell, Francis (1662-1725). The Christian Institutes; or, The Sincere Word 

of God. Being a plain and impartial account of the whole faith and duty of 
a Christian. London: Printed by E. Powell for E. Bennet, 1707 . 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Gauden, John (1605-62). [Eikon basilike (Greek).] The Pourtraicture of his 

Sacred Majestie in his Solitudes and Sufferings. London: Printed by H. 

Hills, 1649. 

Catalogue: [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW C W  227; "I borrow'd this book of Mrs. James 

of Earl's-Mead. 1757" (appears to be in Mrs Sarah Wesley'S 

hand) 

Gay, John (1685-1732). Fables. 2 vols. London: Printed for 1. Tonson and J. 

Watts, 1727-2 8 .  

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Gell, Robert (1595- 1665). An Essay towards the Amendment of the English 

Translation of the Bible; or, A proof, by many instances, that the last trans

lation of the Bible into English may be improved. The first part on the 

Pentateuch, or five books of Moses. London: Printed by R. Norton for 

Andrew Crook , 1659 . 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 
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Gell, Robert (1595-1665). Gell's Remains; or, Several Select Scriptures of the 

New Testament opened and explained. 2 vols. in one. London: Printed for 

Nath. Brooke, 1676. 
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; 1764 

Location: MARC, MAW CW348; "C. Wesley 1742" 

Gessner, Salomon (1730-88). The Death of Abel. Translated from German 
original by Mary Collyer. London: Printed for R. & J. Dods1ey, et aI., 
1761. 

Catalogue: [1763] 

Gillies, John (1712-96). Historical Collections Relating to Remarkable 

Periods of the Success of the Gospel, and Eminent Instruments employed in 

promoting It. 2 vols. Glasgow: Printed by Robert and Andrew Foulis, 

1754. 

Catalogue: [1763] (2 vols.) 
Location: (vol. 2) MARC, MAW CW72; "C. Wesley 1754" 

Goodwin, John (1594?-1665). Christ set forth in his Death, Resurrection, 

Ascension, Sitting at God's Right Hand, Intercession, as the Cause of 

Justification. London: Printed by W. E. and J. G. for Robert Dawlman, 
1642. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; [1763] 

Goodwin, John (1594?-1665). Imputatio Fidei; or, A Treatise on Justification. 

London: Printed by R. O. and G. D. for AndrewiCrooke, 1642. 
Catalogue: [1763] 

Gouge, William (1578-1653). Of Domesticall Duties. London: Printed by 
John Haviland for William Bladen, 1622. 

Catalogue: 1757 

Hall, Joseph (1574-1656). Contemplations upon the Principle Passages of the 

Holy Story. London: Printed by Edward Griffin for Henry Featherstone, 

1618. 
Catalogue: 1757; 1764 

Hall, Joseph (1574-1656). The Works of Joseph Hall. London: Printed for 
Edward Brewster, 1634. 

Catalogue: [1763] 
Location: Privately owned by Dr Philip Davies, Wareham, Dorset, 

England 
Handel, George Frederic (1685-1759). Handel's Songs; selected from his latest 

oratorios for the harpsichord, voice, hoboy, or German flute. VoL 1. 
London: Printed for L Walsh, 1739. 

Catalogue: 1757 
Hartley, David (1731 ?-1813). Observations on Man: His Frame, His Duty, 

and His Expectations. 2 vols. London: Printed by S. Richardson, 1749. 
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764 

I 
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Location: MARC, MAW CW66-67; "C. Wesley 1753" "To the Rev. 

Charles Wesley from the author. June 26, 1753" 

Hartley, Thomas (1708-84). Sermons on Various Subjects; with a prefatory dis

course on mistakes concerning religion, enthusiasm, experiences, etc. 

London: Printed for the author, 1754. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW CW73; "C. Wesley A pr. 5, 1754. The Gift of 

the Friendly Author" 

Haweis, Thomas (1734-1820). The Communicants Spiritual Companion; or, 

an Evangelical Preparation for the Lords Supper. London: Printed for E. 

Dilly, 1763. 

Catalogue: [1763] 

Haweis. Thomas (1734-1820). Evangelical Principles and Practice; being 

Fourteen Sermons. London: Printed by J. & W. Oliver. 1762. 

Catalogue: 1764 

Henry, Matthew (1662-1714). Exposition of the Old and New Testament in 

Five Volumes. 4th edn. London: Printed for John and Paul Knapton. et aI., 

1737-38. [ first five volume set as specified] 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; 1764 

Hervey, James (1714-58). Meditations and Contemplations. 7th edition. 2 

volumes. London: Printed for John & James Rivington, and J. Leake. 1750. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW CW68--69; "C. Wesley 1750. The Gift of the 

Friendly A uthor" 

Heylyn, John (l684?-1759). Theological Lectures at Westminster Abbey, with 

an interpretation of the Four Gospels. London: Printed for 1. & R. Tonson, 

and S. Draper, 1749. 

Catalogue: 1757; 1764 

Higden, William ( l663?-1715). A View of the English Constitution with 

Respect to the Sovereign Authority of the Prince, and Allegiance of the 

Subject; in Vindication of the Lawfulness of taking the Oaths to Her Majesty, 

by Law required. London: Printed for Samuel Keble, 1709. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Higgons. Bevil (1670-1735). A Short View of the English History. London. 

Printed for Tho. Edlin, 1723. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Holloway, Benjamin (ca. 1691-1759). Originals, physical and theological, 

sacred and profane; or, An Essay Towards Discovery of the First Descriptive 

Ideas in Things by Discovery of the Simple or Primary Roots in Words. 2 

vols. Oxford: Printed at the Theatre, 1751. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764 
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Homer (ca. 8th Century BC). [Hom rou llias. Ek theatrou en Oxonia (Greek)]. 
London: 1. Bowyer & H. Clements, 1714. 


Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW C W  40; "e. Wesley Aug. 12,1754" 


Homer (ca. 8th Century BC). The Iliad of Homer. Translated by Alexander 
Pope. 4 vols. London: Printed for A. Horace, P. Virgil, et aI., 1759. 

Catalogue: [1763] 
Location: MARC, MAW C W 1l 4-117; "C. Wesley Sept. 24, 1765" 

Homer (ca. 8th Century BC). The Odyssey of Homer. Translated by Alexander 
Pope. 4 vols. London: Printed for A. Horace, P. Virgil, et aI., 1760. 

Catalogue: [1763] 
Location: (vols. 2-4) MARC, MAW CW I18-120; "C. Wesley Sept. 24, 

1765" 
Hooker, Richard (1553?-16oo). The Works of Mr Richard Hooker ... in Eight 

Books of Ecclesiastical Polity. London: Printed by Thomas Newcomb for 
Andrew Crook, 1666. 

Catalogue: 1757; 1764 
Location: MARC, MAW CWQ3 

Hopkins, Exekiel (1634-90). Brotherly Admonition; in several sermons on 

Leviticus 19:17. London: Printed by J. D. for Nathaniel Ranew, 1691. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW CW 20; "C. Wesley Dec. 18, 1734" 


How, James (1690-1765). A Sermon on Occasion of the Earthquake at Lisbon. 

London: Printed for John Rivington, 1756. 
Catalogue: 1757 

Howe, John (1630-1705). The Redeemer's wept over Lost Souls; A 

Treatise on Luke X/X, 41-42. London: by 1. Astwood for Thomas 
Parkhurst, 1684. 

Catalogue: 1757; 
Hutchinson, John (1674-1737). An Abstract from the Works of John 

Hutchinson. Esq.; being a Summary of His Discourses in Philosophy and 

Divinity. Edited by George Horne and/or Robert Spearman. Edinburgh: 
Printed by R. Fleming, 1753. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 
"Hymns for the Perfect" [Almost certainly Charles Wesley (1707-88).] Hymns 

for Those to W hom Christ is All in All. London: s.n., 1761.] 
Catalogue: [1763] 

Jewel, John (1522-71). The Apology of the Church of England, and an Epistle 

to one Seignior Scipio, a Venetian Gentleman, concerning the Council of 

Trent. London: Printed by T. H. for Richard Chiswell, 1685. 
Catalogue: 1757 
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Juvenal. Junii Juvenalis et Auli Persii Flacci Satyrae. Edited by Thomas 
Farnby. London: Printed by Richard Field for William Welby, 1612. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 
Knight, James (1672-1735). Eight Sermons preached at the Cathedral Church 

of St. Paul ... at the Lecture founded by the honored Lady Moyer. London: 
Bonwicke, 1721. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763] 
Location: MARC, MAW CW46; "Samuel Wesley [Jr.], E. A. P. J. 

1726" "C. Wesley, ad Xti. oxon alumni, 1732" 
LaBruyere, Jean de (1645-96). Les Caracteres de Theophraste, Traduits du 

Grec,avec les Caracteres ou les Moeurs de ce Siecle. Paris: Michallet, 
1697. 

Catalogue: 1764 
Lampe, John Frederick (1703?-51). Hymns on the Great Festivals [Wesley 

texts with tunes by Lampe]. London: Printed for M. Cooper, 1746. 
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1764 

Law, William (1686-1761). An Humble, Earnest, and Affectionate Address to 

the Clergy. London: Printed for J. Richardson, 1761. 

Catalogue: 1764 

Location: MARC, MAW CW127; "C. Wesley 1761" 


[L'Ecluse de Loges, Pierre Mathurin de (1716-83).] Memoirs of Maximilian de 

Bethune, Duke of Sully. 5 vol. London: Printed for A .  Millar, R. & J. 
Dodsley, and W. Shropshire, 1757. 

Catalogue: [1763] 
Leechman, William (1706-85). T he Nature, Reasonableness, and Advantages 

of Prayer. Glasgow: Printed by Robert Foulis, 1743. 
Catalogue: 1757 

[Lefevre, Mrs. (d. 1756)]. Letters upon Sacred Subjects, by a person lately 

deceased. London: s.n., 1757. 

Catalogue: 1757 (twice); [1763]; 1764 

Location: MARC, MAW CW78; "C. Wesley 1757" 


Leigh, Edward (1602-71). Critica Sacra, in Two Parts: the first containing 

observations on all the radices, or primitive Hebrew words of the Old 

Testament; the second, philological and theological observations upon all 

the Greek words of the New Testament. 2 vols. London: Robert Young & 
Thomas Underhill, 1639-41. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764 (2 copies) 
Leslie, Charles (1650-1722). A Short and Easy Method with the Deists, 

wherein the Certainty of the Christian Religion is Demonstrated by Infallible 

proof from Four Rules. 8th edition. London: Printed by J. Applebee, 1723. 
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757 
Location: MARC, MAW CW50; "C. Wesley 1747" 
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Locke, John (1632-1704). Some Thoughts Concerning Education. London: 

Printed for A .  & J. Churchill, 1693. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Ludwig, Christian (1660-1728). A Dictionary, English, German, and French. 

Leipzig: Thomas Fritschen, 1706. 

Catalogue: 1757; 1764 

Ludwig, Christian (1660-1728). Teutsch-Englishes Lexicon. Leipzig: Thomas 

Fritschen, 1716. 


Catalogue: 1757; 1764 


Location: MARC, MAW CW342 


Madan, Martin (1726-90). A Collection of Psalm and Hymn Tunes Never 

Published Before. [London]: to be had at the Lock Hospital ... and E. 

Dilly, 1765. 

Catalogue: [1763] ("Lock Tunes") 

Location: Pitts Theological Library, Emory University, 1765 COLL; 

"Chas. Wesley. His Book. The Sacred gift of his very kind 

friend and Benefactor, the Revd. Mr. Madan, A ugust 20 

1769" 

Mainwaring, John (d. 1807). Memoirs of the Life of the Late George Frederic 

Handel. London: Printed for R. & J. Dodsley, 1760. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Marshall, Walter (1628-80). The Gospel-Mystery of Sanctification, open'd in 

sundry practical directions. 4th edition. London: Printed for John 

Marshall, [17oo?]. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW CW22; "C. Wesley 1755" 

Mather, Samuel (1626-1671). The Figures of Types of the Old Testament, by 

which Christ and the heavenly things of the gospel were preached and shad

owed to the people of God of old; explained fnd improved in sundry ser

mons. 2nd edition. London: Printed for Nath. Hillier, 1705. 

Catalogue: [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW CW38; "C. Wesley 1764" 

Meditations upon Various Subjects, Religious and Moral, in a Train of Visions: 

Chiefly Designed for Persons in Younger Life. London: Printed for J. 

Buckland, 1749. 

Catalogue: 1757 ["Visions for Youth"] 

Mede, Joseph (1586-1638). The Key of the Revelation. [Translation of Clavis 

Apocalyptica]. London: Printed by R. B. for Phil Stephens, 1643. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Milton, John (1608-74). Paradise Lost. London: Peter Parker, Robert Boulter, 

and Matthias Walker, 1667 

Catalogue: [1763] (3 listings) 
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Milton, John (1608-74). Paradise Lost .... With notes of Various Authors. 

Edited by Thomas Newton. London: Printed for J. & R. Tonson, et aI., 1763. 

Catalogue: [1763] 

Milton, John (1608-74). An Extract from Milton's Paradise Lost, with notes. 

[John Wesley's abridgement of the preceding.] London: Printed by Henry 

Fenwick. 1763. 

Catalogue: [1763] 

Milton, John (1608-74). The Poetical Works of Mr. John Milton. Edited by 

Joseph Addison. 2 vol. London: Printed for Jacob Tonson, 1720. 

Catalogue: [1763]; 1764 

Molinos, Miguel de (1628-96). The Spiritual Guide which Disentangles the 

Soul; and brings it by the Inward Way to the getting of Perfect 

Contemplation, and the Rich Treasure of Internal Peace. With a Short 

Treatise concerning Daily Communion. London: s.n., 1699 [reprint of 

London: Thomas Fabian, 1688]. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Location: Wesley Historical Society Library, The Wesley Center, 

Oxford Brookes University; "C. Wesley 1755" 

Moravian Church. A Collection of Hymns, with several translations from the 

Hymn-Book of the Moravian Brethren. London: Printed for James Hutton, 

1741. [an appendix published in 1744; Part II in 1746; Part III in 1748] 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] (both list at least three separate volumes) 

Nelson, James (1710-94). An Essay on the Government of Children under 

T hree General Heads: Health, Manners, and Education. London: Printed 

for R. & J. Dodsley, 1753. 

Catalogue: 1757 

Nepos, Cornelius (100-25 Be). Excellentium Imperatorum Vitae. [Edited by 

John Fell. Oxford: Sheldonian Theatre, 1697.] 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; [1763] 

Norris, John (1657-1711). A Collection of Miscellanies: Consisting of Poems, 

Essays, Discourses, and Letters, Occasionally Written. Oxford: Printed at 

the Theatre for John Crosely, 1687. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763] 

Nottingham, Heneage Finch, Earl of (1621-82). An Exact and Most Impartial 

Accompt of the Trial and Judgment ... of Twenty Nine Regicides; the 

Murtherers of His late sacred Majesty. London: Printed for Andrew Crook 

and Edward Powel, 1660. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW CW188; "C. Wesley 1755" 

Ogilby, John (1600-76). Mr. Ogilby's Pocket Book of Roads. London: for the 

author, 1679. [many later editions] 

Catalogue: [1763] (twice) 
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Owen, John (1616-83). Pneumatologia; or, A Discourse Concerning the Holy 

Spirit. London: Printed by J. Darby for Nathaniel Ponder, 1674. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; 1764 

Pascal, Blaise (1623--62). Les Provinciales; ou, les Lettres escrites par Louis 

de Montalte. Cologne: Pierre de la Vallee, 1658. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW CW7; "C. Wesley, E. A. P. J., Dec. 1, 1756 " 

"Ex dono Revi. Amici Lindsey" [almost certainly Theophilus 

Lindsey (1723-1808), chaplain to Lord Francis Huntingdon] 

Pascal, Blaise (1623--62). Thoughts on Religion and Other Subjects. 

Translated by Basil Kennett. London: Printed by W. B. for A. & J. 

Churchill, et aI., 1704. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; [1763] 

Pasor, Georg (1570-1637). Syllabus Graeco-Latinus omnium Novi Testamenti 

vocum. Amsterdam: Jansson, 1648. 

Catalogue: 1757 

Patrick, Simon (1626-1707). The Christian Sacrifice; A Treatise showing the 

Necessity, End, and Manner of Receiving the Holy Communion, together 

with suitable Prayers and Meditations. London: Printed by R. N. for R. 

Royston" 1671. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757 (twice) 

Pearse, Edward (1633?-1674?). The Best Match; or, The Soul's Espousal to 

Christ. London: Printed for Jonathan Robinson & Brabazon Aylmer, 1673. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Pearson, John (1613-86). An Abridgment of the Exposition of the Creed written 

by ... John Pearson. By Thomas Bishop. London: Printed for Bernard 

Lintot, 1729. 

Catalogue: [1763] 

Pemberton, Henry (1694-1771). View of Sir Isaac Newton's Philosophy. 

London: Printed by S. Palmer, 1728. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; 1764 

Perronet, Vincent (1693-1785). Some Reflections by Way of Dialogue on the 

Nature of Original Sin, Baptismal Regeneration, Repentance, The New 

Birth, Faith, Justification, Christian Perfection or Universal Holiness, and 

the Inspiration of the Holy Spirit. London: Printed for J. & P. Knapton, and 

J. Roberts, 1747. 


Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts, 1757, [1763] 


Persius (?34--62). Junii Juvenalis et Auli Persii Flacci Satyrae. Edited by 

Thomas Farnby. London: Printed by Richard Field for William Welby, 

1612. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 
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Plutarch (ca. 46-125). Plutarchs Lives, in six volumes. London: Printed for J. 
& R. Tonson, 1758. 

Catalogue: 1764 
Pope, Alexander (1688-17 44). The Works of Alexander Pope esq in four vol

umes complete. Edinburgh: s.n., 1764. 

Catalogue: 1764 

Location: MARC, MAW CWI38-141; "C. Wesley 1764" 


Prior, Matthew (1664-1721). Poems on Several Occasions. 2 vols. London: 
Printed for J. Tonson & J. Barber, 1721. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts 
Purcell, Henry (1659-95). Orpheus Britannicus; A Collection of all the 

Choicest Songs for One, Two, and Three Voices. London: Printed by J. 
Heptinstall for Henry Playford, 1698. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 
Quesnel, Pasquier (1634-1719). Le Nouveau Testament en fran ois; avec des 

reflexions morales. 8 vols. in 4. Brussels: Henry Fricx, 1700. 
Catalogue: 1757 (4 vols.); [1763] (4 vols. & 2 last vols.) 
Location: (one vol.) MARC, MAW CW33; "C. Wesley July I, 1762" 

Ramsay, Andrew Michael (1686-1743). Histoire de la vie et des ouvrages de 
Messire Fran ois de Salignac de la Mothe-Fenelon, archeveque duc de 
Cambray. Amsterdam: Fran ois L'Honore, 1729. 

Catalogue: (see English translation next, catalogue could refer to either) 
Location: MARC, MAW CW53; "Revd. Mr Charles Wesley 1762" 

(indistinct and not in Wesley 's hand) 

Ramsay, Andrew Michael (1686-1743). The Life of Fran ois de Salignac de la 
Mothe Fenelon, Archbishop and Duke of Cambray. London: Printed for 
Paul Vaillant and James Woodman,1723. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 
Location: MARC, MAW CW208; "C. Wesley" 

Ramsay, Andrew Michael (1686-1743). Les Voyages de Cyrus, avec un dis
cours sur la Mythologie. 2 vols. as 1. Paris: Andre Chevalier, 1728. 

Catalogue: 1757 
Location: MARC, MAW CW52; "C. Wesley Feb. 24, 1762" 

Ramsay, Andrew Michael (1686-1743). The Travels of Cyrus; to which is 
annexed A Discourse upon the Theology and Mythology of the Ancients. 2 
vols. London: Printed by T. Woodward & J. Peele, 1727. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764 
Rapin de Thoyras, Paul (1661-1725). The History of England, as well ecclesi

astical as civil. Translated by N. Tindal. 4th edition. 12 vols. London: 
Printed by assignment from Mr. Knapton for T. Osborne et aI., 1757. [see 
continuation by Tindal; lists all 20 vols.] 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764 

Location: MARC, MAW CW79-90; "C. Wesley 1758" 
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Restaut, Pierre (1696-1764). The Principles of French Grammar, abridged. 

London: Printed for John Nourse, 1755. 

Catalogue: [1763] 

Reynolds, Edward (1599-1676). The Works of the right Reverend ... Edward 

Reynolds D.D., Late Lord bishop of NOIwich. Containing three treatises of 

The Vanity of the Creature, Sinfulness of sin, Life of Christ. An explication 

of Psalm CX. Meditations on the sacrament of the Lord's supper. An 

Explication of the XlV. Chapter of Hosea. A Treatise of the Passions and 

Faculties of the Soul. With a collection of Thirty Sermons preached on 

Several Solemn Occasions. London: Printed by Tho. Newcomb for Robert 

Boulter, 1678. 

Catalogue: 1757; 1764 

Reynolds, George (1699?-1769). An Historical Essay upon the Government of 

the Church of England. London: Printed for Thomas Osborne, 1743 . 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW CW58; "C. Wesley Nov. 25, 1755. The Gift 

of Rev. Mr. Castle" 

Richardson, Alexander. The Logician's School Master; or, A Comment upon 

Ramus'Logick. W hereunto are added his Prelections on Ramus' Grammar, 

Taleus'Rhetorick, and his notes on Physics, Ethics, Astronomy, Medicine, 

and Optics. London: Printed by Gartrude Dawson for Sam. Thomson, 

1657. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763]; 1764 

Rimius, Henry (d. 1756?). A Candid Narrative of the Rise and Progress of the 

Herrnhuters, Commonly Called Moravians, or Unitas Fratrum. London: A.  

Printed for Linde, 1753. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764 

Location: MARC, MAW CW232.1; "C. Wesley 1753" 

Rimius, Henry (d. 1756?). A Solemn Call on Count Zinzendorf, the author and 

advocate of the sect of Herrnhuters ... to answer all and every charge 

brought against them in the Candid Narrative &c. London: Printed for A. 

Linde, 1754. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764 

Location: MARC, MAW CW232.2 (bound with above) 

Rimius, Henry (d. 1756?). A Second Solemn Call on Mr. ZinzendorJ; otherwise 

called Count ZinzendorJ. London: Printed for A. Linde, 1757. 

Catalogue: 1757 

Rimius, Henry (d. 1756?). A Supplement to the Candid Narrative of the Rise 

and Progress of the Herrnhuters. London: Printed for A. Linde, 1755. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764 

Location: MARC, MAW CW232.3 (bound with Candid Narrative) 
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Robe, James (1688-1753). A Second Volume of Sermons. Edinburgh: Printed 

by R. Fleming, 1750. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW CWI09; "C. Wesley 1750. The Gift of my 

much respected and beloved friend. James Erskine Esq." 

[i.e., James Erskine, Lord Grange (1679-1754)] 

Roberti, A ntonius (17th cent.) & George Perkins (17th cent.) Cia vis Homerica; 

reserans signijicationes, etymologias, derivationes, compositiones, & dialec

tos omnium vocaulorum quae in viginti quatuor libris lliadis Homeri (nec

non fere Odysseae) continentur. London: A dreae Crook, 1656. 

Catalogue: [1763] 


Location: MARC, MAW CW6 


Robertson, William (d. 1686). Thesaurus linguae sanctae ... sive, 

Concordantiale lexicon Hebraico-Latino-Biblicum. London: Printed by 

Samuel Roycroft, 1680. 

Catalogue: 1757 

Robertson, William (1721-93). The History of Scotland during the Reigns of 

Queen Mary and of King James VI till his Accession to the Crown of 

England. 4th edition. 2 vols. London: Printed for A .  Millar, 1761. 

Catalogue: [1763] 


Location: MARC, MAW CW125-126 


Rollin, Charles (1661-1741). The Ancient History of the Egyptians, 

Carthaginians, Assyrians, Babylonians, Medes and Persians, Macedonians 

and Grecians. 10 vols. Edinburgh: Printed for Hamilton & Balfour, 

Kincaid & Donaldson, and W. Gray, 1758-63. 

Catalogue: [1763]; 1764 


Location: MARC, MAW CW99-108; "C. Wesley July 26, 1763" 


Rollin, Charles (1661-1741). The Method of Teaching and Studying the Belles

Lettres. 5th edition. 4 vols. Edinburgh: Printed by R. Fleming for A. 

Kincaid & 1. Bell, et aI., 1759. 

Catalogue: [1763]; 1764 


Location: MARC, MAW CWllO-113; " C. Wesley 1763" 


"Romish Devotions" [likely John Patrick (1632-95) & Simon Patrick 

(1626-1707). The Virgin Mary misrepresented by the Roman Church ... in 

the Devotions paid to her as the Mother of God. London: Printed for 

Richard Chiswell, 1688.] 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

See also: "Devotions of the Romish Church" above 

Rutherford, Samuel (1600-61). Joshua Redivivus; or Mr. Rutheifoord's Letters. 

[Rotterdam: s.n.], 1664. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 
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Sanderson, Robert (1587-1663). Logicae Artis Compendium. Oxford: Printed 

by L. L. & H. H. for Ric. & Nic. Davis, 1664. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Scapula, Johann (ca. 154O--ca. 1600). Lexico Graeco Latinum. Basel: 

Hervagiana, 1580. 

Catalogue: 1757 

Schrevel, Comelis (1608-64). Corn. Schrevelii Lexicon manuale Graeco

Latinum & Latino-Graecum. Leiden: Francis Hack, 1654. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Schurman, Anna Maria van (1607-78). Nobiliss. Jirgnis Annae Mariae a 

Schunnan Opuscula Hebraea, Graeca, Latina, Gallica Prosaica & metrica. 

Leiden: Elsevir, 1648. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW CW1; "C. Wesley Ajd. Xti Alum. June 22 

1733" 

Shaw, Samuel (1635-96). Immanuel; or, A discovery of true religion as it 

imports a living principle in the minds of men ... being the latter clause of 

The Voice Crying in a Wilderness; or, a continuation of the Angelical Life. 

London: s.n., 1667. 


Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757 


Location: MARC, MAW CW9; "C. Wesley" 


"Sheabeare's Letters" (one of the following) 

Catalogue: 1764 

Shebbeare, John (1709-88). Letters on the English Nation, by Batista 

Angeloni. 2 vols. London: s.n., 1755 [presented as if translations, but his 

own creation]. 

Shebbeare, John (1709-88). Letters to the People of England on the Present 

Situation. London: J. Scott, 1755-57 [issued six letters total; on national 

affairs, taxes, etc.]. 

Sibbes, Richard (1577-1635). Bowels Opened; or, A Discovery of the Near and 

Dear Love, Union, and Communion Betwixt Christ and the Church ... in 

divers sermons on ... Canticles. London: Printed by George Miller for 

George Edwards, 1639. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts 

Spenser, Edmund (15521-99). The Faerie Queene. Books I-III (in 3 vols.). 

London: Printed for William Ponsonbie, 1596. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763] (twice); 1764 

Location: (vol. 1) MARC, MAW C W  430; "C. Wesley, ex Ajde Xti, 

1734" 

Stennett, Joseph (1663-1713). A Version of Solomon's Song of Songs. London: 

Printed for Daniel Brown and Andrew Bell, 1700. 

Catalogue: [1763] 
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StiUingfieet, Edward (1635-99). Irenicum. A Weapon-Salve for the Churches 

Wounds; or, the divine right of particular forms of church government. 2nd 

edition. London: Printed by R.1. for Henry Mortlock, 1662. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] (twice) 

Location: MARC, MAW CW 8 

StiUingfieet, Edward (1635-99). The Unreasonableness of Separation; or, an 

impartial account of the history, nature and pleas of the present s eparation 

from the communion of the Church of England. London: Printed by T. N. 

for Henry Mortlock, 1681. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW CW13; "C. Wesley Jan. 7,1759" 

Swift, Jonathan (1667-1745). Lemuel Gulliver's Travels into Several Remote 

Nations of the World. 2 vols. London: Printed for Benjamin Motte, 1726. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Tacitus (56-117). [C. Cornelii Taciti annalium et historiarum libri qui 

Location. Edited by Justus Lipsius. Louvain: Seb. Gryphium, 1576; or 

other editions] 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] (another) 

Tasso, Torquato (1544-95). Godfrey of Bulloigne, or the Recovery of 

Jerusalem. Translated in verse by Edward Fairfax. London: Printed by A. 

Hatfield for J. Jaggard & M. Lownes, 1600. 

Catalogue: 1757; 1764 

Temple, William, Sir (1628-99). Observations upon the United Provinces of 

the Netherlands. 5th edition. London: Printed for Jacob Tonson & 
Awnsham Churchill, 1690. 

Catalogue: [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW CWI9; "C. Wesley 1755" 

Terence (?195/185-159 BC). Publius Terentius Afer [his comedies]. Saumur: 

Rene Pean, 1671. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW CW279; "Samuel Wesley [Jr.]" "Revnd. C. 

Wesley. Xl. Ch. Oxon" "C Wesley 1757" 

"[Thomas il] Kempis Latin" (one of the following) 

Catalogue: 1757 

Thomas il Kempis (1380-1471). De Christo imitando contemnendisque mundi 

vanitatibus libellus. With notes by Sebastien Castellion. Cambridge: 

Printed by John Hayes for G. Graves Jr., 1685 [1565 ori.] 

Thomae A Kempis De Christo Imitando. [Abridged by John Wesley.] Bristol: 

Printed by F. Farley, 1748. 

Thompson, William (1712?-66). Poems on Several Occasions. 2 vols. 
Oxford: the Theatre, 1751-57. 

Catalogue: [1763] 
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Tindal, Nicolas (1687-1774): The Continuation of Mr. Rapin's History of England; 

from the Revolution to the Present Times. 4th edition. 8 vols. London: 

Printed by assignment from Mr. Knapton, for T. Osborne, et aI., 1758-59. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] (20 vol.); 1764 

Location: MARC, MAW CW 91-98; "C. Wesley 1758" 

Towgood, Micaiah (1700-92). A Dissent from the qhurch of England, fully 

Justified; and proved from the genuine and just consequences of the alle

giance due to Christ, the only lawgiver in the church. London: Printed by 

1. 	Waugh, 1753. 


Catalogue: 1757 


An Universal History; from the earliest account of time to the present, compiled 

from original authors. 20 vols. London: Printed for T. Osborne, 1747-48. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764 

Ussher, James (1581-1656). The Judgement of the late Arch-Bishop of 

Annagh, and Primate of Ireland: 1) Of the Extent of Christ's Death and 

Satisfaction, etc. 2) Of the Ordination in other Reformed Churches. 

London: Printed for John Crook, 1657. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Valdes, Juan de. (d. 1541) The Hundred and Ten Considerations of Signior 

John Valdesso; Entreating of those Things which are most Profitable, most 

Necessary, and most Perfect in a Christian Profession. Translated by 

Nicholas Ferrar. Foreword by George Herbert. Oxford: Printed by Leonard 

Lichfield, 1638. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Vane, Henry (1612?-62). A Pilgrimage into the Land of Promise, by the Light 

of the Vision of Jacob's Ladder and Faith. [London: s.n.] 1664. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Vida, Marco Girolamo (ca. 1485-1566). Marci Hieronymi Vidae, cremonensis 

Albae episcopi, poemata quae Location omnia. 2 vols. London: Lawton 

Gulliver & Johannis Nourse, 1732. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763]; 1764 

Location: (vol. 2) MARC, MAW C W54; "Ex Libris Car[ol]i Wesley 

lEd. Xti Oxon. Alumni, ex dono Fratris, Aug. 3, 1732" 

Virgil (70-19 Be). P. Virgilii Maronis Opera. With notes by Thomas Farnaby. 

Amsterdam: Jansson-Waesberg, 1685. 


Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 


Location: MARC, MAW C WI5; "C. Wesley Aug. 12, 1754" 


Walker, George (1645?-90). A True Account of the Siege of London-Derry. 

London: Printed for Robert Clavel & Ralph Simpson, 1689. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW C WI7.8; "C. Wesley 1753" (on title page of 

first in this bound volume) 
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Ward, John (fl. 1698-1709). The Young Mathematicians Guide. London: 

Printed by Edward Midwinter for John Taylor, 1707. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763] 

Watts, Isaac (1674-1748). Divine Songs attempted in Easy Language for ,the 

use of Children. London: Printed for M. Lawrence, 1715. 

Catalogue: [1763] 

Wesley, Samuel Sr. (1662-1735). Dissertationes in Librum Jobi. London: 

Printed by William Bowyer, 1736. 

Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1764 

Wesley, Samuel Sr. (1662-1735). The Life of our Blessed Lord & Saviour; 

Jesus Christ; an heroic poem, dedicated to Her Most Sacred Majesty; in ten 

books. London: Printed for Charles Harper and Benjamin Motte, 1693. 

Catalogue: 1757; 1764 

Wesley, Samuel Jr. (1691-1739). Poems on Several Occasions. 2nd edition. 

Cambridge: Printed by S. Bentham for 1. Brotherton & S. Birt, 1743. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764 (listed twice) 

Wesley, Samuel Jr. (1691-1739). The Iliad in a Nutshell; or; Homers Battle of 

the Frogs and Mice. London: Printed for B. Barker, 1726. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

W hately, William (1583-1639). A Bride Bush; or; a Wedding Sermon, 

Compendiously Describing the Duties of Married Persons. London: 

Imprinted by Felix Kyngston for Thomas Man, 1619 [Note to Reader dis

avowing stance on divorce for adultery added, London: Printed by Bernard 

Alsop for Benjamin Fisher, 1623]. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

W hately, William (1583-1639). A Care-Cloth; or; A treatise of the cumbers 

and troubles of marriage, intended to advise them that may, to shun it. 

London: Imprinted by Felix Kyngston for Thomas Man, 1624. 


Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 


Location: MARC, MAW CW 347.l; "C. Wesley Aug. 12, 1754" 


W hately, William (1583-1639). Charitable Tears: or; a sermon showing how 

needfull a thing it is for every godly man to lament the common sinnes of 

our countrie. London: Imprinted by Felix Kyngston for Thomas Man, 

1623. 

Location: MARC, MAW CW 347.2 (bound with preceding) 

Williams, Daniel (1643?-1716). The Excellency of a Public Spirit set forth in a 

sermon preached ... at the Funeral of that late Reverend Divine Dr. Samuel 

Annesley. London: Printed for John Dunton, 1697. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Womock, Lawrence (1612-85). The Examination of Tilenus before the Triers. 

London: Printed for R. Royston, 1657. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 
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Xenophon (ca. 430-354 Be). Cyropaedia; or, the Institution of Cyrus. 

Translated by Maurice Ashley Cooper. London: Printed for John Noon and 

James & John Knapton, 1728. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Young, Edward (1683-1765). The Centaur not Fabulous; infive letters to a 

friend, on the life in vogue. London: Printed for A. Millar, and R. & J. 

Dodsley, 1755. 

Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 

Location: MARC, MAW C W74; "C. Wesley Jan. 29, 1756. The Gift 

of Miss Molly Hotham" [i.e., Melusina Hotham, d. 1765] 
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Appendix 

Extant Volumes not in Catalogues that bear Wesley's signature 

Allestreet Richard (1619-81). The Whole Duty of Receiving Worthily the 

Blessed Sacrament. 10th edition. London: Printed for C. Ware, C. Hitch, et 

al.t 1758. 

Location: MARCt MAW CW185; "C. Wesley" 

Avisont Charles (1710-70). An Essay on Musical Expression. 2nd ed. 

London: Printed for C. Davis, 1753. 

Location: MARC, MAW CW71; "C. Wesley Feb. 1769" 

Church of England. Le Livre des Prieres Communes, et de I'administration des 

Sacremensffhe Book of Common Prayer, and Administration of the 

Sacraments (FrenchlEnglish version). Oxford: Printed by John Baskett, 

1717. 

Location: MARC, MAW CW43; "C. Wesley Oct. 27, 1766" 

Fabricius, Johann A lbert (1668-1736). Joh. Alberti Fabricii Bibliotheca Latina 

sive notitia autorum veterum Latinorum quorumcunque scripta ad nos per

venerunt. London: Printed by T. Leigh & D. Midwinter, 1703. 

Location: MARC, MAW CW36.1; "C. Wesley 1758" 

Hale, Matthew (1609-76). The Analysis of the Law; being a scheme or 

abstract of the several titles and partitions of the law of England. 2nd edi

tion. London: Printed by E. Nutt, 1716. 

Location: MARC, MAW CW41.2; (original binding with History of 

Common Law) 

Hale, Matthew (1609-76). Contemplations moral and divine, in two parts. 2 

vols. in 1. London: Printed for William Shrowsbury & John Leigh, 1682. 

Location: MARC, MAW CWI4; "C. Wesley 1764" 

Hale, Matthew (1609-76). The History of the Common Law of England; 

divided into twelve chapters. 2nd edition. London: Printed by E. Nutt, 

1716. 

Location: MARC, MAW CW41.1; "C. Wesley" 

Homer (ca. 8th Century BC). [Homerou llias (Greek)], Vol. 2. London: Jacob 

Tonson & John Watts, 1722. 

Location: MARC, MAW CW47.1; "C. Wesley 1759" 

Homer (ca. 8th Century BC). Homeri lliadis interpretatio Latina. Vol. 2. 

[Latin translation of the Greek.] London: Jacob Tonson & John Wattst 

1721. 

Location: MARC, MAW CW47.2; (bound with preceding) 

Horace (65-8 BC). Q. Horatius Flaccus: Scholiis sive annotationibus. 

Amsterdam: Ioannis Blaeu, 1650. 

Location: MARC, MAW CW192; "C. Wesley" 
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Marinus (5th cent.). Procli philosophi Platonici vita, scriptore Marino 

Neapolitano. London: T. Hodgkin for T. Leigh & D. Midwinter, 1703. 

Location: MARC, MAW CW 36.2; (original binding with Fabricus 

above) 

More, Henry (1614-87). Conjectura cabbalistica; or; A conjectural essay of 

interpreting the mind of Moses, according to a threefold cabbala: viz., lit

eral, philosophical, mystical or divinely moral. London: Printed by James 

Flesher, 1653. 

Location: MARC, MAW CW 4; "C. Wesley" 

Ponet, John (1516'1-56). Diallacticon viri boni et literati, de veritate, natura, 

atque substantia corpis et sanguinis Christi in Eucharistia. London: B. 

Griffin & Samuel Keble, 1688. 

Location: MARC, MAW CWI7.1; "C. Wesley 1753" (on title page) 

Sclater, William (1638-1717'1). An Original Draught of the Primitive Church: 

in answer to a discourse [by Peter King] entitled, An Enquiry into the 

Constitution, Discipline, Unity, and Worship of the Primitive Church. 

London: Printed for George Strahan & J. Bowyer, 1717. 

Location: MARC, MAW CW 42; "Car[oli] Wesley, oHm ex .tEdi Christi 

Alumnus, E.A .P.J., 1785" 

Sherlock, Richard (1612-89). The Practical Christian; or; the Devout Penitent. 

5th edition. London: Printed by J. L. for Luke Meredith, 1699. 

Location: MARC, MAW CW 32; "Charles Wesley" 

Simpson, Christopher (d. 1669). A Compendium of Practical Musick in Five 

Parts. London: Printed by William Godbid for Henry Brome, 1667. 

Location: MARC, MAW CWI0; "C. Wesley. The Gift of Mrs. 

Didsbury. 1781 " 

South, Robert (1634-1716). Twelve Sennons upon Several Subjects and 

Occasions. Vol. 3. London: Printed by Tho. Warren for Thomas Bennet, 1698. 

Location: MARC, MAW CW26; "C. Wesley Xt Ch. Oxon" 

South, Robert (1634-1716). Twelve Sennons upon Several Subjects and 

Occasions. VoL 4. London: Printed by G. James for Jonah Bowyer, 1715. 

Location: MARC, [MAW CW27; "Charles Wesley" 

South, Robert (1634-1716). Twelve Sermons upon Several Subjects and 

Occasions. Vol. 6. London: Printed for Jonah Bowyer, 1717. 

Location: MARC, MAW CW28; "Cha. Wesley Xt. Ch., Oxon" 

Sternhold, Thomas (d. 1549). The W hole Book of Psalmes: collected into 

English meeter. London: Printed for the Companie of Stationers, 1663. 

Location: MARC, MAW CW 183.3; "C. Wesley" 

Tillotson, John (1630-94). Of Sincerity and Constancy in the Faith and 

Profession of the True Religion, in several sermons. London: Printed for 

Ri[chard] Chis well, 1695. 

Location: MARC, MAW CW25; "C. Wesley" 
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Vives, Juan Luis (1492-1540), Desiderius Erasmus (d. 1536), et al. De con

scribendis epistolis de S. Erasmi Roterdami opus. loannis Ludovid 

Valentini Libellus vere aureus. Conradi Celtis Methodius. Christophori 

Hegendorphini Epitome. Omnia nunc demum in studiosorum gratiam & 

utilitatem uno libello comprehensa, & longe quam antea emendatius exeusa. 

Basel: Nicolaum Brylingerum, 1561. 

Location: Wesley's House, London, D31; "C. Wesley 17[ ]" (very faint) 

Wesley, Samuel Sr. (1662-1735). The Pious Communicant Rightly Prepared; 

or a Discourse concerning the Blessed Sacrament: wherein the Nature of it 

is described, our obligation to frequent communion enforced, and directions 

given for due preparation for it, behaviour at and after it. With Prayers and 

Hymns suited to the several parts of that Holy Office. To which is added, A 

Short Discourse of Baptism. London: Printed for Charles Harper, 1700. 

Location: MARC, MAW CW34; "C. Wesley A ug. 12,1754" 

Wotton, Henry (1568-1639). Reliquiae Wottonianae; or, a collection of lives, 

letters, poems. 3rd edition. London: Printed by T. Roycroft for R. Marriot, 

F. Tyton, et aI., 1672. 


Location: MARC, MAW CWll ; "C. Wesley 1777" 


Wright, Samuel (1683-1746). 	 A Treatise of that Being Born Again without 

which No Man can be Saved. 10th edition. London: Printed for J. Clark & 

R. Hett, and E. Matthews, 1727. 


Location: MARC, MAW CW 51; "C. Wesley" 






Collection of Music (1768): 


Charles Wesley, Jr. 


Randy L. Maddox 

W hile he remains quite eclipsed by the scholarly attention given to his father 
and his brother Samuel, the life and musical abilities of Charles Wesley, Jr. 
(1757-1834), have been the subject of some recent helpful short treatments.1 
Among these recent treatments is a catalogue of Charles Jr.'s musical compos i
tions.2 

There is another catalogue of musical compositions that throws light on 
Charles Wesley, Jr., at the Methodist Archives in The John Rylands University 
Library. It is found in an untitled manuscript notebook containing an assortment 
of financial records and other materials related to Charles Wesley, Sr., and his 
family.3 It is a list of musical texts owned by Charles Jr. dated 1768, when he was 
ten years old (he was born in December of 1757). I reproduce the list below. 

The length and quality of the items on the list might be surprising, given the 
limited financial means of the Charles Wesley family. However Charles Sr. 
reports that the bulk of the collection was a gift of benefactors like Lady Gertrude 
Hotham (d. 1775), Priscilla Rich (nee Wilford, c. 1713-83), and John Beard 
(1717-91), when they heard young Charles play around 1764-65.4 The list gives 
a more detailed sense of the type of music that Charles Jr. was playing at this 
early age. 

The manuscript list typically provides only last name and short titles (e.g., 
Arne's Sonatas), but the specific identity of the works could almost always be 
determined with resources like WorldCat. Where there are multiple editions of a 
work, I list the first edition. I have retained the spelling of the original titles. 

1 See particularly Gareth Lloyd, "Charles Wesley, Junior: Prodigal Child, Unfulfilled Adult," 
Proceedings of The Charles Wesley Society 5 (1998): 23-35; Lloyd's entry in the Oxford Dictionary 
of National Biography (2004-9); Carlton R. Young, Sacred Harmony: The Musical Wesley Family 
(Dallas, TX: Bridwell Library, 2(07), 28-32; Jonathan Barry, "Charles Wesley's Family and the 
Musical Life of Bristol," in Music and the Wesleys, edited by N. TemperJey & S. Banfield (Urbana, 
IL: University of Illinois Press, 2010), 141-53; and Philip Olleson, "Father and Sons: Charles, 
Samuel, and Charles the Younger," in Music and the Wesleys. 175-82. 

2 John Nightingale, "Appendix 1: Catalogue of compositions by Charles Wesley the Younger," in 

Music and the Wesleys. 231-41. 

3 This notebook is catalogued as DDCW 817. The list of music appears on (unnumbered) pp. 
18-19. My thanks to Gareth Lloyd. Peter Nockles, and their associates for help in consulting this 
material. 

4 This account is a manuscript also present in the Methodist Archives: DDCW 812. It was pub
lished by Thomas Jackson in The Journal of the Rev. Charles Wesley (London: Mason, 1849), 

2:140-44. 
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Charles's Music 

1768 

Arne, Thomas Augustine (1710-78). VI/I Sonatas or Lessons for the 

Harpsichord. London: Printed for J. Walsh, 1743. 

Bach, Carl Philipp Emanuel (1714-88). VI Sonates pour Ie Clavecin. Berlin: 

George Louis Winter, 1760. 

Barbandt, Charles (fl. 1760). Six Sonatas for the Harpsichord. London: for 

the author, 1765. 

Battishill, Jonathan (1738-1801), et al. Almena, an English Opera. London: 

Printed for T. Becket & P. A. De Hondt, 1764. 

Beaumont, Francis (1584-1616) & John Fletcher (1579-1625). The Maid in 

the Mill, a Comedy. London: Printed for Jacob Tonson, 1718. 

Berg, George (d. 1775). Twelve Sonatinas or Easy Lessons for the 

Harpsichord. London: Printed for the author by J. Johnson, 1759. 

Bononcini, Giovanni (1670-1747). Divertimenti da Camera, pel violino 0 

jlauto. London: s.n., 1722; or English version: Sonatas or Chamber Airs, 

for a German flute, violin, or common flute. London: Printed for J. Walsh, 

1733. 

Clio and Euterpe; or, British harmony, an admired an rare collection of the 

most celebrated old English and Scotch songs ... adapted for the German 

flute, violin, and harpsicord ... in four volumes. London: Printed by John 

Welcker, 1762-68. 

Corelli, Arcangelo (1653-1713). XI/ Sonatas of Three Parts; for two violins 

and a bass with a through bass for ye organ, harpsicord, or arch lute. 

London: Printed for 1. Walsh, 1730. [2 copies] 

Felton, William (1715-69). Six Concertos for the Organ or Harpsichord with 

Instrumental Parts. London: Printed for John Johnson, 1744. [2 copies] 

Geminiani, Francesco (1687-1762). The Art of Accompaniment; or, A new and 

well digested method to learn to peiform the thorough bass on the harpsi

chord with propriety and elegance. London: Printed for the author by John 

Johnson, 1753. 

Geminiani, Francesco (1687-1762). Guida Armonica; 0 Dizionario Armonico. 

Being a sure guide to harmony and modulation. London: Printed for the 

author by John Johnson, 1742. 

Giardini, Felice (1716-96). XI/ Sonate a Violino e Basso. 2 vol. London: 

Welcker, 1765. 

Gillier, Peter (fl. 1750s). Eight Sonatas or Lessons for the Harpsichord. 

London: for the author, 1759. 

Greene, Maurice (1696-1755). A Collection of Lessons for the Harpsichord. 

London: Printed for John Johnson, 1750. 
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Handel, George Frederic (1685-1759), et aL Rodelinda; an opera. London: 

Printed and sold at the Opera House in the Hay Market, 1725. 

Handel, George Frederic (1685-1759). Six[ty] Overtures fitted to the 
Harpsicord or Spinnet. London: Printed for J. Walsh, 1732-49. 

Handel, George Frederic (1685-1759). Six Concertos for the Harpsicord or 

Organ. London: Printed for J. Walsh, 1738. 

Handel, George Frederic (1685-1759). A Second Set of Six Concertos for the 

Harpsicord or Organ. London: Printed for J. Walsh, 1740. 

Handel, George Frederic (1685-1759). A Third Set of Six Concertos for the 

Harpsicord or Organ. London: Printed for J. Walsh, 1760. 

Handel, George Frederic (1685-1759), et aL The Triumph of Time and Truth; 
an oratorio. London: Printed for J. Walsh, 1757. 

Hasse, Johann Adolf (1699-1783). Six Concertos for the Harpsicord or Organ. 

London: Printed for J. Walsh, 1741. 

Hasse, Johann Adolf (1699-1783). Venetian Ballads. [London:] Printed for 1. 

Walsh, 1735. 

Jones, John (1728-96). Eight Setts of Lessons for the Harpsichord London: 

Printed for the author by J. Johnson, 1754. 

Jozzi, Giuseppe, et al. A Collection of Lessons for the Harpsichord. London: 

Printed for J. Walsh, 1762. 

Jozzi, Giuseppe, et al. A [2nd] Collection of Lessons for the Harpsichord. 

London: Printed for J. Walsh, 1764. 

Loeillet, Jean Baptiste (b. 1688). Six Sonatas of Two Parts, fitted and contrived 

for two flutes. London: Printed for J. Walsh & J. Hare, 1715. 

Morrell, Thomas (1703-84). Judas Macchabeus; a sacred drama, as it is per

formed at the Theatre Royal ... the music by Mr. Handel. London: Printed 

for John Watts, 1747. 

Nussen, Frederick (fl. 1750s). Musica da Camera; or, Some old tunes new set 

and some new ones composed for the harpsichord. London: Printed for the 

author, 1761. 

Parry, John (c. 1710-82). A Collection of Welsh, English, and Scotch Airs with 

new variations; also four new lessors for the harp or harpsichord. London: 

Printed for the author by John Johnson, 1761. 

Pasquali, Nicolo (c. 1718-57). Thorough-bass Made Easy. Edinburgh: Printed 

for the author, to be sold in London by J. Walsh, 1757. 

Purcell, Henry (1659-95). Orpheus Britannicus; A Collection of all the 

Choicest Songs for One, Two, and Three Voices. London: Printed by J. 

Heptinstall for Henry Playford, 1698. 

Scarlatti, Domenico (1685-17 57). Forty Two Suits of Lessons for the 

Harpsichord. London: Johnson, 1739. 

Smith, John Christopher (1712-85). A Collection of Lessons for the 

Harpsicord. London: Printed for J. Walsh, 1760. 
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Smith, John Christopher (1712-85). Six Suits of Lessons for the Harpsicord. 

London: Printed for J. Walsh, 1755. 

Stanley, John (1712-86). Eight Solos for a German Flute, Violin, or 

Harpsicord. London: Printed for John Johnson, 1745. 

Stanley, John (1712-86). Six Concertos for the Harpsicord or Organ. London: 

Printed for J. Walsh, 1745. 

Stanley, John (1712-86). Ten Voluntarys for the Organ or Harpsicord. 

London: Printed for John Johnson, 1745. 


